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Raising the Flag,
The Story of a Pearl Harbor Defender
Introduction
A picture from the 1930s, inscribed by a childhood friend. A United States
Navy photograph taken on December 7, 1941. A January 17, 1943 church program
announcing a religious service on board a battleship. Durrell Conner saved two of
these keepsakes for well over seventy years. One is a more recent acquisition. All
three speak to the type of man he was.
Harold Henning is the young friend in the photograph from Durrell’s school
years. He is dressed in a suit, probably on the occasion of his 1933 high school
graduation. The picture is inscribed with the phrase,
“To a friend indeed, Harold Henning.” Those words
hint at a deep bond between the two. Durrell met
Harold when they both attended a public school in
Encinitas, California. The relationship perhaps meant
more to Harold then it did to Durrell. This is because
Harold had few friends. He suffered from epilepsy. As
Durrell explained, “I was kinda his protector. Other
kids shunned him, [but] he became my good friend.”
Understandably, Harold felt grateful to Durrell for his
willingness to be associated with a boy whom most of
their peers felt uncomfortable around. “To a friend
indeed,” Harold wrote. If he uttered the inscription,
one can imagine him emphasizing the word “indeed.”
Even though Harold was more than a year older than
Durrell, the younger friend took care of the older one.
Another photograph among Durrell’s belongings is one he received about four
years ago. The moment it captures is a scene at Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941.
Its focal point is an American battleship, the USS California. Durrell served on board
as a member of an admiral’s enlisted coding board, which meant that he coded and
decoded classified messages. Clearly, the picture Durrell valued so much was taken
after the Japanese attack. Smoke and flames testify to the damage the enemy had
inflicted. The California even took on a list from bomb and torpedo hits. But the
Stars and Stripes still proudly flew above the destruction on deck. A lone sailor, in
his white uniform, is visible at the base of the flagpole. Durrell believed he was that
sailor. He knew he was the one who had raised the flag.
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A third memento Durrell saved is a simple piece of paper. A drawing of a
church dominates it. The words, “The Lord is in His Holy Temple” are printed to the
left of the sketch. The sheet informed bluejackets that “Divine Services” would be
held on Sunday, January 17, 1943 on board the USS New Mexico. Durrell served on
that battleship, as he had the California, as a member of an admiral’s coding board.
No doubt, Durrell attended the church service, as he had so many others during his
time in the Navy.
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These remembrances from his life reflect the type of person Durrell Conner
was--a kind man, a patriot, and a man of faith. He probably confronted schoolyard
bullies who taunted Harold. To use Durrell’s own words, he saw himself as a his
older friend’s “protector.” Durrell’s role as a patriot also put him in a position as a
defender, not of an individual, but of a nation. He joined the Navy in March 1938 for
what was to have been a four-year enlistment. World War II, however, extended that
to seven years. After his October 1945 discharge, Durrell’s time as a civilian proved
to be brief. He chose to re-enter the Navy five years later. It was not until June 1970
that Chief Petty Officer Durrell Conner retired. In his first year, the Command
assigned Durrell to what he called “the broadside guns.” Yet after that, he always
worked in communications, specifically with classified codes. Durrell’s time in the
military became an expression of his patriotism.
His most dramatic moment of Navy service occurred on December 7, 1941
when Durrell became a Pearl Harbor Defender. One could point to his decision to
raise the flag on board the USS California, just
minutes after the Japanese attack ended, as the
premier example of his love of country. Surrounded
as he was by the devastation the enemy had inflicted
upon America, Durrell nevertheless knew the
country, like the flag, would rise again. And when the
war ended, Durrell recognized God’s hand in the
Allied victory. To quote Durrell, he “absolutely,”
believed that a Higher Power had favored the Allies
over the dark forces represented in the Axis Powers.
That belief grew out of his personal religious faith.
Durrell deeply believed in God. With his mother and
two sisters, Durrell joined the Church of Latter-day
Saints of Jesus Christ when he was around 12 years
old. He embraced its teachings throughout his life.
When at sea, Durrell attended Sunday church
services conducted by a Protestant or Catholic
chaplain. He kept the announcement of one such service. A photograph of a
childhood friend, a picture of Durrell beneath the flag he raised on “the date which
will live in infamy,” and an announcement of a church service are mementos of his
life. At the same time, they testify to his character.
We have those three keepsakes because of Durrell’s sense of history. That trait
explains why he held onto his June 17, 1932 eighth grade commencement program
from Encinitas Elementary School. He did the same with his 1933-1936 OceansideCarlsbad High School yearbooks. More significantly, however, Durrell’s sense of
history led him to keep two albums into which he put Harold Henning’s photograph
and the publication on the January 1943 church service. One of those scrapbooks,
referred to here as the World’s Fair Album, contains over one hundred photographs.
Almost all of them date from Durrell’s time in the prewar and wartime Navy. He
purchased the album from the ship’s store on board the USS California. The front
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and back covers are made of leather. Embossed on the cover are the words
“Logalbum, World’s Fair Cruise, 1939, New York, Panama-Cuba.” (The crew of the
California was scheduled to visit the New York’s World Fair in the spring of 1939.)
Black pages, typical of scrapbooks from the era, make-up most of the album. Durrell
filled those with photographs. He carefully inserted pictures between black corner
tabs. Several are identified with names and dates.
Some photos are of Durrell, many of places he visited
while on liberty, and others are pictures of family
members--a smiling Durrell, framed between the
leaves of a Panamanian fruit tree, in February 1939; a
photo he identified as “Waikiki beach,” taken before
the United States entered World War II; and a picture
of his mother and nephew, “Julia and Danny Feb.
1939,” are just a few examples. At one point, Durrell slipped into the World’s Fair
Album the inscribed picture Harold Henning had given to him.
The second album, a three-ring binder, is basically a collection of printed
mementos Durrell saved from the prewar and war years. This scrapbook will be
referred to as the Three-ring Binder Album. Durrell decorated the front of it. He
drew two grizzly bears, symbolic of the State of California, on the brown cover.
Under them, he wrote the ship’s name (U.S.S. California) and nickname (“The Prune
Barge”). To complete the cover graphics, Durrell also drew four stars (a nod to the
four-star admiral he served under), a capital “V” for “Victory,” and three dots
followed by a dash (Morse code for the word “victory”). Like the World’s Fair Album,
the Three-ring Binder Album records the history of where his ship sailed to as well
as activities on and off the battlewagon. It is this second album that holds the church
announcement for the January 1943 service on board the USS New Mexico.
In keeping these scrapbooks for over seventy years, Durrell preserved
moments of his military service. At the same time, in a broader sense he
documented the history of sailors in the prewar and wartime United States Navy.
Even though an ocean surrounded them wherever they sailed, crewmen, for
example, had to be careful with their on board water supply. Durrell saved a
mimeographed flyer on that subject.
It stressed the need to conserve
water. One of the sailors sketched
some cartoon figures on the flyer.
The top one showed a line of men
holding buckets. The first sailor had
tears in his eyes. “Fellows, rationing
water is a very unpleasant
situation,” the flyer concluded. The
flyer urged the bluejackets not to
“stand under the shower too long.
Wet yourself down, turn the water off, and when you are ready to wash the soap off,
turn the water on again.” Another piece of paper Durrell saved in his binder album
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dates from early January 1939. Durrell and other sailors on the California enjoyed
liberty in Panama City, located at the Pacific entrance to the Panama Canal Zone.
Before any of the crew disembarked, a commander put out a three-page
“memorandum” for “all personnel.” The subject line reads, “Special information and
instructions covering stay in Canal Zone for Liberty Parties.” The commander
warned sailors that disputes over taxi cab fares and excessive drinking could land
them in a Panamanian jail. And bluejackets should avoid smoking Panamanian
cigarettes. The commander explained why. “Many local brands are adulterated with
‘marijuana.’ ”
A small booklet dated April 3, 1939, from the cruiser the USS Richmond, can
also be found taped inside of Durrell’s Three-ring Binder Album. The word “Smoker”
appears in large letters on the front of the publication, under the name of the ship.
Durrell explained that the word alerted sailors to “a party” situation--a boxing
match where cigarettes and cigars would be handed out. The gathering was known
among sailors as a “smoker.” Starting at 7:00 p.m., a Navy band played, followed by
wrestling and boxing matches. Refreshments followed the sports activities. The
showing of a Hollywood movie formally ended the evening.
Both of Durrell’s albums contain more than one keepsake from his July 24,
1940 induction into the “Ancient Order of the Deep.” The initiation was also known
as the “Crossing the Line” ceremony. It celebrated the first time a sailor passed over
the equator. Durrell kept formal certificates of his induction in the Three-ringBinder Album. He put several photographs of the ceremony in his World’s Fair
Album. Two certificates, complete with seals, proclaim his initiation “into the
Solemn Mysteries of the Ancient Order of the Deep.” Nautical drawings of Neptune,
nymphs, ships, and an anchor with a rope decorate the more graphically impressive
certificate. America’s entry into World War II, however, undoubtedly suspended
such festivities.
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Durrell’s duty station on board the USS California put him at the center of that
entry on December 7, 1941. Some items in the albums relate to the Japanese attack
at Pearl Harbor. One is a receipt for a gas mask that belonged to the battleship’s
Master-at-Arms. As oil fumes filled the California, Durrell and others near him
grabbed their gas masks. Durrell ended up with the one that belonged to the Masterat-Arms. According to Durrell, the sailor did
not survive the attack. But that famous
morning by itself did not define Durrell’s
service. The story of his time in uniform
began almost four years earlier. And many
more years followed “the date which will
live in infamy.”
Aside from the two Navy albums that hold so many pieces of history, Durrell
displayed a reverence for the past in another significant way. He wrote his personal
story down on paper in the form of a 1997 memoir, penned when he was almost
eighty years old. It begins with Durrell’s September 12, 1918 birth and ends with the
celebration of his fiftieth wedding anniversary to his first wife, Kay. With Durrell’s
permission, the seventeen pages serve as the framework for this story, especially
the Epilogue. Durrell died on December 22, 2016. For months, he and I worked
closely together to expand on the life Durrell recorded in his memoir and to place it
in a historical context. But when illness forced him to enter hospice care, it became
apparent that the collaboration would not be able to continue to the same degree.
Durrell agreed that the Epilogue would rely heavily on the last pages of his memoir.
Before his passing at age ninety-eight, Durrell had read the chapters that follow.
As this project came to an end, I asked Durrell what message he would like to
impart to younger generations. He did not need to think long before he answered.
“To remember history and to learn from it. That’s the main thing.” Durrell left us his
own writings, photographs, and documents so we can do just that.

Linda Dudik, Ph.D.
The World War II Experience
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Chapter 1
A Family on the Move,
With Deep and Broad Roots
As a member of a most exceptional generation, Durrell Conner still distinguished himself
from his peers in more than one way. His family background is an example of this. On both his
maternal and paternal side, Durrell’s family was deeply rooted in the American soil by the time
of his birth on September 12, 1918. In contrast, many members of the World War II Generation
cannot trace their family’s roots far back in United States history. This is because a large number
of them had parents or grandparents who were not born in America. Instead, their family had
recently arrived. The nation experienced a wave of immigration from about 1890 down to the
1914 outbreak of World War I in Europe. Only that monumental conflict halted the influx of
literally millions of men, women, and children. In those three late nineteenth and early twentieth
century decades, the percentage of the American population that was foreign-born reached
historic highs. It stood at 14.7% in the decade when Durrell Conner was born. And, it must be
stressed, that was the percentage that had emigrated from their home country. The figure does
not include native-born Americans who had parents or grandparents who had come to the United
States. This immigration history, however, does not apply to Durrell’s relatives. His family roots
run deep in the American soil, with a great-great-grandfather, Harvey Minkler, born in New
York during the presidency of Thomas Jefferson.1
Durrell’s family roots also extend broadly over the United States landscape. Until the onset
of the Great Depression in 1930, stability characterized the lives of most native-born Americans.
People were born in a community where they eventually married, raised their children, and died,
all in that same township. But Durrell points out today that his relatives tended to be born in one
state and then move on to others. Take, for example, John Ransome Minkler, his maternal greatgrandfather born in 1832. By the time John made his appearance in this world, John’s father
(Harvey Minkler) had left New York for Ohio and then Iowa. Harvey raised his family on farms
in both states. His son John eventually moved to Nebraska where John raised his six children.
Like his father before him, John worked the land. He spent his last years in California. John’s
son Frank Minkler went from one state to another so often that his wife Mattie gave birth to their
three children in three different states. One of those children was Durrell’s mother, Julia. She
married a man who was similarly inclined to move around. Durrell’s father, Joel Dilliard Conner,
relocated his young family so many times within a span of less than three years that Durrell and
his two sisters were not born in the same state. A westward movement took place throughout the
nineteenth century as Americans headed into the Ohio River Valley, the Great Plains, and the
Pacific Northwest. In that century, as well as the early twentieth century, some major downturns
in the national economy occurred. These developments may very well have factored into Harvey,
John, Frank, and Joel’s decisions to move on. At the same time, it appears that many in Durrell’s
family relocated more than once in their life just because it was in their nature to do so.2
A Civil War Veteran
On October 7, 1915, a Los Angeles home for disabled veterans admitted an eighty-twoyear-old man. The institution’s formal name was the Pacific Branch of the National Home for
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers. Locally, however, it was known simply as the Sawtelle Soldiers
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Home. The federal government had opened up the first such veterans’ residence in 1866 to
provide shelter for disabled men who had worn the uniform during the Civil War. Over the
following decades, the government established similar institutions throughout the country. The
last one, the thirteenth, appeared in 1930. By that date,
Sawtelle Soldiers Home
these National Homes for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers
provided living quarters for more than just veterans of
the Civil War. Men who had served in the SpanishAmerican War, the Indian wars in the West, General
John Pershing’s Mexican campaign, and soldiers who
fought in World War I all took up residence in the
homes. When the one in Los Angeles opened in 1888,
the complex stood on the corner of Wilshire and
Sawtelle Boulevards. Originally, its location was on
land in the city of Sawtelle, west of the downtown area.
The local name of the National Home, therefore, became “the Sawtelle Soldiers Home.” A
hospital, chapel, and barracks had been built on three hundred acres, along with small, individual
houses that disabled soldiers could purchase if they chose to do so.3
The veteran who signed into the Sawtelle Soldiers Home that fall day in 1915 was John
Ransome Minkler, Durrell Conner’s maternal great-grandfather. John had served in the Civil
War. Military trappings permeated daily life at the Sawtelle home. With John Minkler’s
admittance, the staff assigned him to a “company.” A “sergeant” oversaw John’s unit. Like it did
for all residents, the staff issued John a blue army uniform to wear while he stayed at the home.
Days began with a bugler blowing a horn; a bugler signaled lights out at night. The disabled
soldiers slept in barracks and ate in a mess hall. We will never know how John felt about his
immersion in such a world fifty years after his formal discharge from the military, but it could
have been disconcerting.4
When he checked into the Sawtelle home, John stood five-feet-eight-inches in height, with
gray hair that gave evidence of his advanced years. His blue eyes complimented a fair
complexion. A widower, John may have stopped at the Sawtelle home on his way north, to
Fresno. Under the heading “disabilities when admitted,” the hospital staff recorded three physical
ailments in his file. John suffered from “defective hearing,” an “old GSW” [gunshot wound] in
the abdomen, and “cardiac hypertrophy.” The last condition is a thickening of the heart muscle
caused by high blood pressure and heart valve stenosis. The stenosis would have made John feel
more tired than he should have been, even at age eighty-two. (That was an unusually advanced
age for that era, but longevity runs in Durrell‘s family.) The narrowing of his heart’s value, the
source of the stenosis, resulted in a shortness of breath. Perhaps John’s advanced years explain
the loss of hearing; they might account, too, for his heart condition. There is more certainty on
the source of his “old GSW.” It undoubtedly dated from the Civil War and justified his
classification as “a disabled volunteer soldier.”5
In the summer of 1862, one year into the American Civil War, John lived in Iowa’s
Dubuque County. He had married Julia Ann Cornell about eleven years earlier. (Durrell points
out that Julia Ann was related to the Cornell family that founded a New York university bearing
its family name.) By his 1862 enlistment date, John and Julia had four children. (The family later
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saw the addition of two more.) It would still be a year before Congress passed a federal
conscription law, but in the spring of 1862, Washington D.C. urged states to organize militias.
Iowa intended to create five regiments. John’s age of thirty years and the fact that his wife and
children were dependent upon him did not exempt John from military service. He enlisted in the
state militia on August 11, 1862. A month later, the Command attached John to Company F in
Iowa’s 27th Infantry Regiment. It came to number nine hundred and forty men. The 27th joined
Union forces against the Confederates. A year passed before the regiment participated in its first
major campaign, the Arkansas Battle of Little Rock that took place on September 10, 1863.
Exactly twenty days later, John Minkler’s name entered regimental records with the notation
“trans. to invalid corps Sept. 30, 1863.” In all probability, the “old GSW” noted on his medical
file at the Sawtelle Soldiers Home fifty-two years later relates to his classification in September
John’s stay at the Los Angeles area home was not a long one. His was discharged on
October 26, 1915, twenty-two days after his admittance. It is unlikely that the staff sent him off.
Could John’s short stay perhaps be a negative reaction to the military regimentation he had left
so long ago? Or was his intention when he checked in to just stay a short time? His Sawtelle file
states that John’s next residence would be in Fresno, California, about two hundred miles north
of Los Angeles. He identified a daughter who lived there as his nearest relative. One of his sons
also lived in Fresno. One cannot help but wonder if father and son ever discussed the war that
had been going on in Europe since 1914. Many judged it as a “modern war” because of the
weapons used. John would certainly have known that the same phrase had been identified with
his war, the Civil War, fought more than a generation earlier. John Ransome Minkler died in
Fresno eighteen months after his discharge from the Sawtelle Soldiers Home. The date of his
death was April 13, 1917. Seven days before, Congress had declared war against Germany. The
United States was now a belligerent nation in World War I.
An Exemption from Service
On a hot September day in 1918, John Ransome Minkler’s son--Frank Ransom Minkler-walked into the Cory Building in downtown Fresno, California. He was there to register under
the federal government’s conscription law. Just four years earlier, until its demolition, an Armory
Hall had stood at that location; members of California’s National Guard regularly met there. In a
way, such a historical fact validated the local draft board’s decision to use the Cory Building as
the community’s registration center. The year before Frank went into Room 208 to fill out his
draft registration card, the United States had entered World War I, then known as the Great War.
America fought with the Allies (most notably England and France) against the Central Powers
(led by Germany and Austria-Hungary). In order to mobilize an American army, Congress
passed a Selective Service Act in May 1917, a month after its war declaration. Beginning in June
1917, millions of men, including those in the Fresno area, dutifully obeyed the federal mandate
to register for military service. Initially, the Selective Service Act applied only to males between
the ages of twenty-one and thirty. However, the United States Army suffered heavy casualties in
1918. After large numbers of American soldiers arrived in Europe that spring, they confronted
the reality of modern war--poisonous gasses, machine guns, and trench warfare. Military losses
led to a manpower shortage. That fact did not bode well as the United States War Department
approved a major offensive against the Germans, set to begin late in September 1918. No one
knew it then, but that one battle would eventually involve more than a million American soldiers.
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(The campaign did not end until an armistice was signed in November 1918.) What the War
Department did know by late summer 1918 was that it might need more men to induct into the
army. In August 1918, therefore, Congress extended the draft ages. Males between eighteen and
forty-five years of age now had to register. At age forty-four, that included Frank Minkler.6
In reality, however, more than one factor mitigated Frank’s vulnerability to the draft.
Chronologically, he was almost past the registration age. The Army naturally preferred young
men. Frank’s draft card described him as having blue eyes and dark hair, but it also noted he was
“stout,” not “slender” or “medium” in build. Frank, therefore, might
not have been in the best physical shape to enter the army.
Additionally, he was married with two young children around the
ages of four and two. For these reasons collectively, it was
understandable if the local draft board exempted Frank; it would
have worked to fulfill its quota with younger men who had no
dependents. Frank supported the family with his job as a
superintendent at the Setchel Fruit Company in Fresno. At this point
in his life, he was not a farmer like the Minkler men before him. In
September 1918 when Frank registered for the draft, he and his
family lived at 138 Thesta Street in an area of Fresno known as
Barstow Colony. Like preceding generations of the Minklers, Frank
had moved from one state to another. After a childhood spent in
Nebraska where he had been born on March 4, 1874, he had lived in at least two other states
(Kansas and Washington) before he settled in California. In Fresno, Frank resided with a second
family begun with a second wife about twelve years his junior. In November 1918, the Allies and
the Central Powers signed the armistice that ended World War I. That brought to a close any
possibility that Frank would have to enter the military as his father had done half a century
earlier.7
Coincidentally, on the very day Frank Ransom Minkler registered for the World War I draft
in Fresno--September 12, 1918--, he became a grandfather. Frank’s daughter from an earlier
marriage gave birth to a son in Tucumcari, New Mexico. The baby was the third child of Julia
Minkler Conner and her husband Joel. They named him “Durrell.”
Two Strong Women
Frank’s first marriage produced the daughter who became Durrell’s mother. The wedding
took place on March 4, 1891 in Kansas. The bride was Martha (“Mattie”) Jane Miller. Born on
September 27, 1869, she was five years older than her husband. She and Frank married on his
seventeenth birthday. Over the course of the next years, Mattie gave birth to four children, of
whom three survived infancy and early childhood. Their first son died at birth in April 1892. A
second son, Lester Darling, was born on April 14, 1893. Julia followed on December 3, 1895 and
Adrian Clayton March 24, 1897. In those years, Frank relocated his family from Mattie’s home
state of Kansas to the West Coast. Each of their children, therefore, was born in a different state-Lester in Kansas, Julia in Melbourne, Washington, and Adrian in Fresno, California. Such a
journey, traveling halfway across the country, would not have been easy on Mattie, emotionally
or physically. Sometime before or soon after Adrian’s birth, Frank and Mattie divorced. We do
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not know whether Frank’s desire to relocate on the West Coast factored into the dissolution of
their marriage. Religion may have played a role given some statements Julia wrote about her
parents. Mattie, according to her daughter, became “more religious.” Frank did not. Mattie and
the children returned to Kansas to temporarily live with her in-laws. Frank himself was to join
his wife, but he never did. Mattie’s stay with his parents was only temporary. In her writings,
Julia recounted that Mattie moved to Hollenberg, a small community in Washington County, the
same county where Mattie had been born. There, as Julia explained, her mother “worked at
anything she could find to keep her family fed.” By 1900 Mattie had set up her own household in
the township of Franklin, also located in Washington County. In that year’s Federal Census,
Mattie identified herself as a divorced woman, supporting herself and her three young children as
a “servant.”8
Durrell remembers stories told about his grandfather, Frank Minkler. “He was born a
hundred years too late” is a conclusion Durrell drew about him. The basis of this characterization
lies in words that Durrell uses to describe his grandfather. Frank was “a roamer” and “an
explorer.” Nineteenth century members of Durrell’s family, recall, readily moved from one place
to another. But one senses that Durrell is not just referring to his grandfather’s tendency to do
that. Durrell’s use of the word “explorer” denotes someone who travels to faraway and unknown
places. Yet by the time Frank reached adulthood, the continental United States had already been
explored. Frank could journey to the country’s western edge, which he did, but he would find
populated territories. Durrell shares a story of his grandfather that holds special meaning for him.
He believes it occurred after Frank and Mattie had divorced. The story reflects the nineteenth
century world of the Pacific Northwest which Frank would have relished exploring a century
earlier. In their travels, explorers find things, often evidence of
Durrell & grandfather
indigenous inhabitants. Frank did that one day in Northern California.
As Durrell recounts the tale, his grandfather “was canoeing down a
river,” a mode of transportation that Lewis and Clarke would have
used a century before. A friend accompanied Frank. They encountered,
Durrell continues, “a tree [that] had fallen across the river. It blocked
their way. They had to pick up the canoe and walk around the stump.
That is when they saw the hollowed opening in the tree. Inside of it
were stashed a whole lot of Indian artifacts, baskets, and all kinds of
stuff.” Frank took as many of the artifacts as he could carry. Decades
later, Durrell came into possession of them. He, in turn, eventually
passed them on to a nephew who holds them in trust today. The story
supports Durrell’s characterization of his grandfather as an explorer. It also speaks to a sense of
family history in that artifacts discovered in a hollowed tree remain to this day with descendants
of Frank Ransom Minkler.
Mattie remarried in 1903. The small family that surrounded Durrell’s mother Julia in her
early childhood years dramatically expanded. Mattie’s second husband, Arthur Graham, was a
neighbor who also came to find himself alone as a single parent. He identified himself as
divorced in the 1900 census with three daughters who ranged in age from three to nine years.
According to the account handed down to Durrell, Arthur’s first wife “ran off with another man.”
As Durrell puts it, Arthur “was destitute to have someone help him raise his girls and my
grandmother was destitute.” Durrell adds that Mattie already lived in Arthur’s house as a servant,
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so the two adults married each other, “out of necessity,” as Durrell concludes. Durrell’s mother
Julia was probably the source of the story Durrell recounted. She once wrote the details down.
Julia’s account, however, contains one fact that her son did not mention--Mattie knew Arthur
before she went to work for him. Julia wrote they had grown up in “adjoining neighborhoods.”
At the time of their wedding in 1903, the union of Mattie and Arthur brought together under one
roof four girls and two boys. As Durrell observes, his grandmother
“raised Arthur’s three daughters, and my mother [Julia] was raised
with them.” Durrell believes Arthur was “fairly well off,” so at least
life became easier financially for Mattie. Over time, she and Arthur
had three children of their own. Altogether, Mattie raised nine
children.9
By more than one measurement, Mattie had to have been a
strong woman. First, she divorced Frank at a time when society
frowned upon such a legal recourse. Whatever problems Mattie and
Frank had, she showed great strength in agreeing to (or perhaps
initiating) their legal separation. Financially, Mattie had to have
known the next years would be difficult ones for her. Second, she showed strength, too, in
supporting herself and her three young children for about six years before she married Arthur.
Recall that she lived in her own household in 1900. She found employment in what was then the
primary occupation of “working women,” domestic service. In the end, her position as a servant
led her to Arthur Graham and a new life.
Durrell’s mother Julia thus grew up with a strong role model in Mattie. Durrell did not
know his grandmother well, but he remembers that Julia spoke fondly of Mattie. As an adult,
Julia showed the same strength of character that her mother had displayed. It appears from
Julia’s written recollections that Mattie left her first husband, at least in part, because he did not
share her religious convictions. Julia apparently had problems in her own marriage for the same
reason. When she and Joel divorced, Julia must have looked to the example Mattie had set when
her marriage ended. Mattie had proven her resiliency, and Julia would do the same. In more than
one way, she was very much her mother’s daughter.
Durrell’s Early Years
“According to my mother, two good things happened to her in Tucumcari, New Mexico on
September 12, 1918. One was the great relief she enjoyed when her pregnancy ended. The other
was giving birth to a baby boy, which she had been praying for. My mother was proving up on a
homestead claim. The place was a dot on a map, 26 miles south of Tucumcari. She lived in a
one-room adobe shack with my two older sisters while my father worked in Tucumcari as a
mechanic. The claim was isolated out in the prairie, miles from neighbors. Mother supplemented
the food supply by shooting quail and rabbits.” Durrell’s memoir
In 1997, Durrell wrote a short memoir for his family. The above is its opening paragraph.
(The memoir will be similarly quoted throughout this narrative.) The mother referred to in the
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above quotation was, of course, Julia Beatrice Minkler. Like so many in the Minkler family
before her, Julia did not grow up in one state. Born in Washington, by early 1900 four-year old
Julia lived in Kansas. Recall that her mother Mattie had settled in the township of Franklin,
located on the northern border of Kansas. That is where Julia and her siblings became part of the
Graham family. By the time of the 1910 Federal Census, the reconstituted Graham family had
moved south to Dewey, Oklahoma. (In the Federal Census record for that year, Julia’s surname
appears as “Minkler,” not “Graham.”)10
The father Durrell referred to in the opening paragraph of his memoir was Joel Dilliard
(“J.D.”) Conner. He was born on January 3, 1887 in Forsyth, Missouri. According to Durrell,
J.D. was one of thirteen children. Farmer William Gordon Conner (Durrell’s paternal
grandfather) married twice. His first wife (Emily Stokes Conner) died after only two years of
marriage. One year later, twenty-five-year-old William wed nineteen-year-old Minerva Edgar.
Their union lasted for forty-seven years, until they both passed away within months of each
other. One of William and Minerva’s sons was Durrell’s father, J.D. Like the Minklers on his
mother’s side, the Conners moved around. Born in Tennessee in 1846, William lived in
Arkansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, and New Mexico, and these are only the states documented in
the federal censuses.11
J.D. told Durrell that he attended the School of the Ozarks in Forsyth, Missouri for one year.
Decades later, he reaffirmed this in a written statement--“I was among the
first to register as a student of the 7th grade…I spent two terms at the
school.” J.D. would have been nineteen years old when he enrolled. But
perhaps the school’s special mission explains his decision to attend even
though he was past the usual age for seventh graders. Missouri chartered
the school in 1906 to give young people a “Christian education.” Students
were required to work in exchange for their instruction. As J.D. told
Durrell, his job “was tending the boiler for heat.” (In the decades after
World War II, the school evolved into a four-year liberal arts college, with
its current name College of the Ozarks.) J.D., or “Bus” as he was called in
his youth, played on the baseball team as a pitcher. His attendance at the
School of the Ozarks came to have meaning for him. Even though J.D. did
not graduate from the institution, he saw himself as an alumnus of the
school. Durrell remembers how his father was a member of the alumni organization and how his
parents attended some alumni gatherings.12
J.D. met Julia in Sayre, Oklahoma when she was sixteen years old.
He was about twenty-five. A brother of J.D.’s was Julia’s teacher. One
day, J.D. stopped by the school. His physical appearance struck the
teenage girl. As Julia recalled years later, “He was tall and very good
looking.” They married in Sayre two years later, on November 8,
1913. Like Julia’s father and his own father, J.D. moved his family
from one state to another. For a few months after they married, the
newlyweds lived near Tucumcari, New Mexico where J.D.’s parents
had a claim. The young couple, however, soon returned to Oklahoma.
There, J.D. decided that “farming was not for him,” as Julia later
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wrote. He decided to attend an automotive school in Kansas City, Missouri. Durrell believes
Ford Motor Company ran it. As a mechanic, he and Julia settled in Clinton, Oklahoma. Their
first child was born in that state on June 19, 1915. Julia named her “Merle,” undoubtedly to
honor her stepsister, Merle Graham. Growing up, Julia and Merle, who was just six months older
than Julia, were inseparable. Durrell describes them as having been “very, very close.” When
Julia’s daughter Merle was only five months old, the Conners returned to New Mexico. William
Conner, J.D.’s father, had fallen and broken his leg. Durrell’s parents went to help out on the
homestead.13
Over the years, settlers from Texas and Oklahoma had moved to the Tucumcari area. The
Conners were an example of such migration. Under federal homestead laws, a settler could gain
clear title to a section of public land if he or she fulfilled certain requirements. Federal statutes
demanded that the settler live for five years in a house built on the piece of land being claimed.
Once the homesteader fulfilled these and other minor requirements, the person paid a small filing
fee and received clear title to the land. In the Tucumcari area, dry farming allowed settlers to
plant crops; wheat and sorghums did especially well. Since the Rock Island Railroad and the
Southern Pacific Railroad stopped in Tucumcari, a farmer could send crops to markets. Perhaps
these considerations influenced the senior Conners to try their luck with the land.14
Julia and J.D. eventually filed their own claim, adjacent to land owned by his parents and
another claim by his brother Charlie. The young Conners built what Durrell’s mother called “our
little adobe house.” In a written account of her life there, Julia described the construction
process. “Our house was made of mud
poured into 14-inch frames and allowed
to dry in the sun. They were like bricks.
They were stacked to make the walls and
plastered on the outside to fill [in] any
cracks. The inside was plastered slick
and smooth. We put 2 x 4s across the
top, then a roof of sheet iron. For the
floor, we spread mud. When it dried, it
was smooth and clean. It didn’t seem
like living on a dirt floor. When it began
to get dusty, I would put water on it, and
with a mop, make it mud again. It would dry in minutes and smell like we’d had a shower of
rain.” According to Julia, they lived there for three years.15
What Durrell described as the “one-room adobe shack” lacked more than one modern
convenience. For bathing and meals, Julia carried water into their small home from a well. (The
well had been built before the house so it could supply the water needed for the brick-making
process.) Durrell still remembers the details, handed down by his parents, of how his father dug
the well. “With a sledgehammer,” he explains, J.D. “drove a pipe down” to where they might
find water. “They did not have to go down too far,” Durrell notes. J.D. “put a quarter of a stick of
dynamite down the pipe. When the dynamite exploded, water came into the well.” The isolation
and rustic existence mirrored the nineteenth century life of Julia’s relatives on the Great Plains.
Similarly, the manner in which she provided meals harked back to the world of her grandparents.
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As Julia wrote in her account of these years, “I had a .22 and we had rabbits and sometimes quail
for our meat.” Julia mentioned there was a store in Woodrow, “about a mile away.” She
sometimes bought food there. But since the groceries had to be carried home, Julia was limited in
what she could easily bring back to the adobe house. “We lived mostly on frijole beans,” she
observed.16
J.D. was usually not at the homestead. “He was away most of the time,” Julia later wrote.
Her husband worked as a mechanic in Tucumcari and sometimes in Amarillo, Texas. (The two
cities were about one hundred and fourteen miles apart.) Julia joined J.D. in Amarillo as the birth
of their second child neared. Theresa Conner made her appearance on February 6, 1917. When
Theresa was seven weeks old, Julia returned to the New Mexico homestead with Merle and the
baby.17
J.D.’s World War I draft registration card gives several facts about his life in the summer of
1917. He entered Quay, New Mexico on the card’s line for where he lived. It was a small
community, about fifteen miles south of Tucumcari. (J.D. may have written Quay down as his
residence because the homestead claim was close by.) He identified his household as a multigenerational one. J.D. named his wife, two children, and his parents as five individuals “solely
dependent” on him. Like his father-in-law Frank Minkler who lived in Fresno, J.D. was a prime
candidate for a draft exemption due to his age and family obligations. In fact, he listed such
“support” as the basis for his request to be exempted from the draft. Apparently, the draft board
approved the request.18
In the short account of her life that she wrote, Julia noted that she lived on the homestead
claim for three years. Since the Conners left Oklahoma to help J.D.’s father late in 1915, it was
probably sometime in 1918 that Julia quit the claim to join her husband in Tucumcari. We know
the family lived there in September 1918 when Durrell was born at
their Tucumcari home, with a doctor in attendance. Years later,
Julia explained to her son that she and J.D. named him after a
neighbor. It is not clear if “Durrell” was the first or last name of
that person. (The name itself is an English one, although French in
origin in that it dates from the time of the eleventh century’s
Norman Conquest. “Durrell” referred then to someone who was
“particularly steadfast and enduring.”19 Understanding the man
Durrell Conner became, it was a most appropriate choice.) His
parents gave him the middle name of “Emerson.” Durrell does not
know why they chose it, but as he observes with a smile, “I have
been mad at them ever since.” Even though the family lived in
town, Durrell’s first memory concerns a cow. He dates that
recollection from Tucumcari. His mother, as Durrell recounts the story, “was milking a cow. She
tried to teach me how to do it, without success.”
About nine months after Durrell was born, the family returned to Oakwood, Oklahoma,
where Julia’s parents lived. As Julia wrote in her story, with the move, “That was the last of the
house on the prairie for us.” J.D. made his living in Oakwood by fixing automobiles. “My
mother spread the news,” Julia continued, “that her son-in-law was coming to Oakwood, and he
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was an auto mechanic. Almost everyone had a car that needed work, and she had a lot of work
lined up for him.” By the time of the 1920 Federal Census, however, the Conners had moved to
Sickle, Oklahoma. The census lists JD’s occupation there as “a machinist in a garage.” It is not
clear how long the Conners stayed in Sickle. In her story, Julia wrote that when Durrell was two
years old, “We put all our money in oil stock, which turned out to be worthless, so we sold out
and returned to Tucumcari to live until we moved to California.”20
J.D. undoubtedly worked as a mechanic again in Tucumcari when they arrived back there
sometime after Durrell’s second birthday in 1920. Durrell makes the point that his parents
“proved up” the homestead claim, meaning they fulfilled all of the requirements to gain clear
title to the land. But given the general state of the national economy’s agricultural sector, it is not
surprising that J.D. and Julia decided to sell the homestead land. “Some ranchers” bought it, as
Durrell recalls. By the 1920s, an agricultural depression existed. It would have affected the
Conners if they had tried to make a living by farming in the years immediately after Durrell’s
birth. His first years coincided with the onset of an agricultural depression. During World War I,
American farmers increased their production, sending crops to war-torn Europe. Rural families
bought more motorized farm vehicles to help them harvest their crops. Even when the armistice
decreased the European market for American food staples, United States production continued to
go up as farmers purchased more and more laborsaving machinery. Crop surpluses thus
skyrocketed in the years following Durrell’s birth. This led to a dramatic drop in prices. Corn, for
example, that had sold for $1.50 a bushel, dropped to 52 cents by 1920. The 1920s was not an
easy decade for American farmers. This fact alone may have influenced J.D. and Julia to
permanently forsake the land as their livelihood.21
“Due to several unfortunate circumstances, we packed up the old touring car and headed
for California when I was four years old. The road in those days was nothing but gravel. Gas
stations were far apart. We carried extra gas, a couple of spare tires, a lot of patches to repair
flats, food, and a tent. We camped, as everyone else did, along the way. After a lot of flat tires, a
little mechanical trouble, and ten days, we arrived in beautiful California.” Durrell’s memoir
Based upon stories passed down from one generation to the next, Durrell believes some
family tragedies explain his parents’ decision to move to California. Three events, as Durrell
understands it, occurred in 1918. The first one concerned his grandfather, William. One day the
senior Conner was on a hill cutting down trees. “He was sending these logs down on a cable,”
Durrell recounts. One of them hit his grandfather “and broke his leg very, very bad. He died soon
after that.” The death of Durrell’s grandmother Minerva followed shortly after she lost her
husband. Misfortune struck a third family member when a ten-year-old nephew of J.D.’s, Leon,
died of typhoid fever. The Conners’ extended family thus suffered three deaths within one year.
These were the “unfortunate circumstances” Durrell referred to in his memoir. In enumerating
them today, he adds one more. His parents knew they could not make “a living out of the
homestead claim.” Julia’s written account of her life contains a telling line that subtly refers to
how hard it must have been to farm the homestead claim. She and J.D. “told the children we
were going where strawberries grew and lots of other things.”22
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In her personal history, Julia gives 1923 as the year the Conners set out for California from
Tucumcari. Their destination was Los Angeles. J.D.’s brother Charlie had moved to that city “a
year or two earlier,” as Durrell recalls. Julia discussed the trip in her written recollections.
Durrell recalls some details, as well. His mother wrote that it took them ten days. Julia described
their vehicle as both “a little car” and also as “a one-seat truck.” The rear “had a top with side
curtains in case of rain. The children had a bed in back and could nap if they wanted to.” But she
added, “I was concerned they might bounce out. The roads were bad. We very seldom found
blacktop.” Problems with the tires proved how poor the highways were. “We had one flat tire
after another.” One can sense Julia’s frustration in that recollection. She explained how they
fixed the problem. “When we had a flat, we would have to take the rim off and take the inner
tube out and patch it, put it back in the tire, and pump it up.”23
Because of his young age, Durrell cannot recall many details of the trip west. There is one,
though, that he has memories of. “I remember we stopped in Arizona. We took an extra day or
two to go see the Grand Canyon.” Julia mentioned the same stop in her written account. She also
noted they “spent some time” at another of Arizona’s natural wonders, the Petrified Forest.
Along the way, the Conners met many other carloads of travelers similarly heading to California.
Durrell shares that on the drive west, “My dad would stop and repair their cars and make a little
extra money. That helped us along the way, too.” From the time of the gold rush in the midnineteenth century, the Golden State had long attracted large numbers of newcomers. But like all
immigration, it came in waves. The 1920s was one of those highpoints. Californians numbered
3.4 million in 1920; the population increased to some 5.7 million in 1930. The five-member
Conner family was just one small part of that growth. In Los Angeles, the Conners arrived at a
time when the city experienced a dramatic period of growth. Los Angeles went from about
600,000 people in 1920 to approximately 1.2 million in 1930. In this respect, the city mirrored
the state’s population increase, but even more so since L.A. doubled in size.24
The Conners stayed with J.D.’s brother. Durrell remembers that his Uncle Charlie “lived in
the center of Los Angeles.” His home was “near Elysian Park,” so close, as Durrell points out,
that “the park was within walking distance” of the house. That location put the Conners about a
mile and a half north of the downtown area. Elysian Park was a very large site, totaling about six
hundred acres. The Conners could have resided either close to its entrance on North Broadway
and the Los Angeles River or somewhere along its perimeters. (“North Broadway” sounds
familiar today to Durrell, so his uncle may have lived nearby.) The park enticed Durrell and his
cousin Edgar to explore it. Durrell recounts how the two boys “crossed over the L.A. River bed
to get to the park.” Julia explained in her story that J.D. “got a job as a conductor on a streetcar”
the day after the family arrived. Riding the railcar allowed the Conners to travel throughout the
city. As Julia wrote, “We could go to town, get a transfer and go anyplace in town and clear to
the other side for a nickel.” Educationally, their stay in L.A. proved noteworthy for Durrell. He
began his formal schooling in Los Angeles. Durrell attended the first half of his kindergarten
year there. When asked about his memories of school, Durrell readily shared one vivid
recollection. “I remember I had my first fight in kindergarten. It was with my best friend. We
were both sent to the principal’s office. We died several deaths just sitting there waiting for the
principal to come in.”25
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“After a year in Los Angeles, we moved one hundred miles south to Encinitas where my
father got a job as a foreman over several hundred acres of avocados. He was paid a whopping
five dollars a day, which was good pay in those days.” Durrell’s memoir
The Conners could have remained in Los Angeles, with J.D. working as a mechanic as he
had in Tucumcari and Sickle. By 1925, less than two years after their arrival in L.A., the city
counted one automobile for every three residents. That was twice the national average. J.D. knew
how to fix cars. As such, he would have had no trouble earning a livelihood in Los Angeles with
its growing number of automobiles. J.D. appears to have been a skilled mechanic. Durrell shares
a story to illustrate that fact. “Once on a trip to Eugene, Oregon, we met someone whose car had
broken down. Dad completely overhauled the motor. He even made gaskets out of a piece of
leather. We stayed a couple of days to help the man.” But Durrell points out, “Once we moved to
California, my father never again worked as a mechanic.” Durrell is not sure why J.D. chose
other employment.26
It might have been early in 1924 that the Conners left Los Angeles for the northern part of
San Diego County. Julia’s stepsister, now Merle Graham Britt, had married and lived in the town
of Cardiff with her family. As they had with J.D.’s brother in Los Angeles, the Conners at first
stayed with Merle when they relocated. Durrell recalls that he finished the rest of his
kindergarten year “in a school in Cardiff.” If he began his formal education in a Los Angeles
kindergarten class when he was five years old, that would have been fall 1923. The move to rural
San Diego’s North County, therefore, might have been early in 1924. Durrell believes they were
living with Aunt Merle when J.D. got the job as a foreman. Durrell remembers that his father’s
employer was a noted San Diegan, Colonel Ed Fletcher. The Colonel (a title taken from his rank
in the California National Guard) was a businessman involved in real estate, highway
development, and county water systems. In San Diego’s North County, where Fletcher owned
some real estate, he was instrumental in the establishment of the San Dieguito Water District.
With its now-irrigated land, North County underwent a population growth around the time the
Conners arrived. Durrell and his family initially lived in two of its small coastal communities,
Cardiff-by-the-Sea (often called simply “Cardiff”) and Leucadia. Both are located within the
town of Encinitas, which by 1930 claimed a population of about five hundred people. (This was
a far cry from the well-over half a million who lived in Los Angeles.) The Conners’ stay with
Julia’s sister in Cardiff was brief. Once Fletcher hired J.D. to oversee some of his avocado crops,
the Conners moved to their own house. Durrell remembers his parents buying “an acre in
Leucadia, where they built a home.”27
“In one of my schools, classes were held in a single room, with one teacher who taught all
eight grades. My closest friends were a couple of Japanese boys who lived about a mile away.”
Durrell’s memoir

Durrell attended first grade in the fall of 1924. Even after the passage of over ninety years,
he still recalls the details of his early education in the Encinitas area. Durrell spent those eight
years before high school in four different schools. The first, recall, was one in Cardiff where he
finished kindergarten. The second was an Encinitas school where Durrell went to first grade and,
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he thinks, part of second grade. He walked about three miles each way to get to school. It was
not a one-room schoolhouse, however. Durrell points out that although instruction occurred in
just one building, it had perhaps three rooms. A long rope hung in a hallway with a bell attached
to it. A teacher rang the bell to signal the start of the school day as well as the end of recesses
and lunch times.
When Durrell was in the second grade, the Conners moved, which put him in a different
school. He completed second grade in Leucadia’s Central School. Durrell describes it as “a new
one-room schoolhouse built to accommodate those who lived nearby.” To heat the large room on
cold coastal mornings, “A pot-bellied stove,” Durrell notes, stood “in the middle of the room.”
The building had “a small, one-room addition,” he adds, “where wood for the stove” was stored.
Durrell further explains that the administration hired “one teacher for all eight grades.” In his
time at the Leucadia school, he had two instructors. (One woman left the school, necessitating
the hiring of another teacher.) Durrell still remembers the names of these women from so long
ago. “Miss Bellis” was one teacher. The other was “Miss Lottabach.” (Mischievously, students
privately called her, “Miss Lotta-bunk.”) Regardless of who the teacher was, she announced the
start of the school day, and the end of lunch recesses, by ringing a hand-held
bell. Once inside, the students put their belongings on a shelf. As Durrell
points out, “There were shelves where we kept our lunches and hooks for
coats.” Each child then took his or her place at a desk in the row that
correlated to the student’s grade level. To help out the teacher, Durrell
remembers, “Older children helped teach younger ones.” As the most
advanced class, the eighth graders naturally liked to demonstrate their status
in other ways, too. One day, Durrell recalls, “We went out [to recess] and the
kids got in a circle.” A rattlesnake was crawling around where the children
were. Suddenly, as Durrell continues, “An eighth grade boy reached down
and got that snake by the tail.” He proceeded to “twirl it around his head.”
To illustrate the sight he remembers so well, Durrell replicated the image of
a cowboy spinning a lasso over his head. The eighth grader whirled it so
powerfully that he “broke the snake’s head, snapping it like a bullwhip.” In
spite of this unpleasant memory, Durrell concludes, “I always enjoyed that one-room school.” He
shares one recollection in particular of the good times he had there. It concerns Halloween
parties. The children “sat in a circle with a blanket held over us.” The teacher then proceeded to
pass around what was in reality peeled grapes, but to the students they were “eyeballs.”28
While attending the one-room Central School in Leucadia, Durrell met Takemitsu and
Chikara Ito. Durrell believes they became classmates when he was in the second grade. He
identifies these two Japanese American boys as his “closest friends” through elementary and
high school. Durrell qualifies that statement somewhat by adding, “They were my only friends”
since “no one else lived close by.” Takemitsu and Chikara went to Durrell’s house to play, and
he went to theirs. Like the Conner family, the Itos resided in Encinitas. Takemitsu and Chikara’s
parents (Usaburo and Onoe Ito) worked for and later lived with Josephine Yoch, an older
Caucasian woman. She owned property and hired Usaburo as a “foreman” and later
“nurseryman.” Durrell remembers Yoch as a teacher, which she was. Born in Illinois in 1879,
Yoch attended Stanford University in the first years of the twentieth century. She went on to
become a high school teacher in Los Angeles. Even in her fifties, when Durrell knew her as a
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child, she taught night school. In the summers, when school was not in session, Yoch organized
some classes at her home just for Durrell and the two Ito boys.29
Durrell believes the Yoch property encompassed two to three acres. “The Ito family
worked the land,” Durrell explains. Like Yoch and the Conners, the Itos came to California from
elsewhere. Both Usaburo and his wife Onoe had been born in Japan. They immigrated to the
United States in the early twentieth century, Usaburo in 1906 and Onoe in 1916. Large numbers
of Japanese had arrived in America during the 1890s, and the Itos were part of this movement
that continued until the 1920s. Some 110,000 Japanese lived in the continental United States in
1920, a fourfold increase from just twenty years earlier. Almost all of them resided on the West
Coast. Usaburo and Onoe were representative of those Japanese who made the trip across the
Pacific. Once they married, the Itos lived in Ramona (located in eastern San Diego County) and
Santa Ana (in central Orange County, just north of San Diego County). They later settled in
Encinitas.30
By the time Durrell met the Ito family, state and federal legislatures had passed
discriminatory laws against Japanese immigrants. In California, two Alien Land Acts, one
enacted in 1913 and the other in 1920, prohibited immigrants “ineligible for citizenship” from
owning or leasing land. (In 1922 the Supreme Court ruled that Asians, because of their race,
could not become naturalized American citizens.) A 1924 federal immigration act cut off all
Japanese immigration to the United States by prohibiting the arrival of aliens who were not
eligible for American citizenship. These laws explain why the Itos, as Durrell put it, “worked the
land” that belonged to Josephine Yoch. Legally, Usaburo and Onoe could not own their own
land or lease property from another. (While those statutes applied to them, the laws did not apply
to their sons. Chikara and Takemitsu, having been born in the United States, were citizens.) The
two boys remained Durrell’s classmates throughout his years at Leucadia’s one-room
schoolhouse and in two more schools after that.31
In 1927, the one-room schoolhouse in Leucadia was replaced by what Durrell calls “a
combination school in Encinitas.” Officially, the community named it the Encinitas Elementary
School. It would be Durrell’s fourth and last elementary school. He explains that it “did away
with all the schools in Encinitas and Leucadia.” Children who lived in those two communities
“went to that one school,” Durrell stresses. (Perhaps the phrase Durrell uses to describe the new
school comes from the fact that schools in those two communities were now “combined” into
one.) Durrell puts the new school’s location halfway between the Batiquitos Lagoon and
Encinitas. (Today, the Paul Ecke Central Elementary School in Encinitas stands on the site; the
school dates its establishment to the year 1927.) The opening of the combination school
coincided with Durrell’s advancement to the fourth grade. He describes the new school as
“beautiful.” The building consisted of four rooms for eight grade levels. Three women and the
male principal or “superintendent” (the title Durrell knew him by) made up the teaching staff.
One teacher was responsible for the room that held the first and second graders, another teacher
oversaw a second room with the third and fourth graders, and the last teacher held class in a third
room for the fifth and sixth graders. The superintendent taught the seventh and eighth graders in
the fourth room. Durrell estimates there may have been eighty to one hundred students in the
entire school. Durrell attended the Encinitas Elementary School from the fourth through the
eighth grades.32
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1932 school photo; Durrell is in the row above the bottom row, 2nd from left

Just like Durrell enrolled in four of North County’s elementary schools, he lived in four
houses after his family left Aunt Merle’s home sometime in 1924. “We moved around so much,”
Durrell observes. The first home was the one his parents built in Leucadia. The second was what
he calls “the Haunted House.” It was an old residence owned by Colonel Fletcher, who provided
housing for J.D., his foreman. As such, Durrell explains, his parents “got the house rent-free.”
Durrell calls the place “our little shack. It had cracks in the floor and some mice would come up
through the cracks.” He refers to the house as “haunted” because, as Durrell recounts, “It had
been left vacant for a long time.” Tramps slept in it as they rode the railroad cars that came
through the coastal communities. The noise the men made at night within the house led to it
being called “haunted.” Leucadia’s Central School was only about half a mile away from “the
haunted house.” Durrell and his two sisters “cut through properties,” as he describes their route,
to get to the Leucadia school. When he began attending the Encinitas Elementary School,
initially he walked about half a mile from a third home the family came to live in. They dubbed it
the Fletcher House. Just like the haunted house, Fletcher owned this one, too.
But when Durrell was in the seventh or eighth grade at the Encinitas Elementary School, the
family moved to a fourth house the Conners occupied in San Diego’s North County. Durrell calls
it “the Point House.” It stood on what was then a dirt road that is now Vulcan Road in Leucadia;
the Batiquitos Lagoon is nearby. The elementary school
was about two miles away. Durrell rode his bike back
and forth to class. Colonel Fletcher did not own this
residence. J.D. and Julia bought about three acres of
land upon which they created a home for their family in
an inventive way. As Durrell explains, Fletcher “had
three different one-room houses that he used as
salesrooms.” The Conners moved those small buildings
onto their land. But, Durrell adds, while the “house”
had running water, there was no inside toilet. The
family used what he describes as “a super deluxe
outdoor toilet.” The shower was also located outside of
the house. Baths could be taken inside the house, “in a tub placed on the kitchen floor.” Each of
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his sisters took her bath before Durrell had his. All three used the same water. Today, Durrell
notes that recently a residence located on the Point House lot has been on the market for three
million dollars. Durrell lived “on the point,” as he puts it, through his high school years.33
Along with the Ito brothers, Durrell had become good friends, too, with a neighbor boy,
Harold Henning. Their relationship dates back to elementary school. And as with the Itos, it
continued through high school, although they walked those same grounds together for just one
year since Harold graduated before Durrell did. Harold suffered from epilepsy. In fact, Durrell
was with him when he had his first seizure. After that incident, Durrell explains, “I was kinda his
protector. Other kids shunned him, [but] he became my good friend.” Once the two boys joined
together to launch a glider. As Durrell tells the story, “Harold was a very smart guy. He got plans
for a glider. We built it and took it up on a hill in Leucadia. We were going to try it out. But there
was not enough wind that day. We left the glider on the hill, intending to go back the next day.
But a wind storm came that night and broke the glider into a thousand pieces.” Harold’s parents
were grateful for the kindness Durrell showed to Harold. When Mr. and Mrs. Henning took
Harold on an outing, they invited Durrell to join them. The Hennings had an automobile, which
the Conners did not. As such, Durrell went places “where I never would have been able to go,”
such as day trips to San Diego parks.
“The folks thought the three of us should learn to play some kind of musical instrument.
Merle chose the saxophone, Theresa chose the violin, and I picked the trumpet.” Durrell’s memoir
In addition to their formal education in the Leucadia and Encinitas schools, Durrell and his
sisters also took some music lessons. Julia and J.D. believed, as Durrell explains, that music
“should be part of our education.” The instructor was a retired male music professor. “Once or
twice a month,” as Durrell recalls, the man met with “six or seven neighborhood kids.” The
classes were held in the same building that
housed what Durrell identifies as the
Williams grocery store at the corner of
Highway 101 and Leucadia Boulevard. The
instructor used a room in the building
designated as the community center. Private
lessons took place there as well as rehearsals
for a children’s orchestra the teacher
organized. The musical abilities of the three
Conner children were displayed at
performances of the orchestra. They were
also heard at Sunday services beginning
around 1930 when a dramatic change occurred in the Conners’ religious affiliation. Julia had
been raised in the Church of God, a mainstream Christian denomination. When she joined the
Church of Latter-day Saints of Jesus Christ, also known as the Mormon Church, it constituted a
striking change in religious affiliation. Her children converted, as well. Durrell wrote about this
in his memoir.34
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“When I was twelve years old, a nice family moved within a block of us. They were very
friendly and my folks were very curious about them, because for some reason they seemed
different. One day my dad came home and exclaimed, “I found out what the Tylers are—they are
Mormons.” My mother gasped, “No, they couldn’t be. They are much too nice.” Well, to make a
long story short, we joined the church. The Missionaries would come up once a week from San
Diego and hold cottage meetings, usually in our house. On Sunday, we would have Sacrament
meeting. I was the only Deacon, so I passed the Sacrament. My oldest sister, Merle, played the
old pump organ, and my other sister, Theresa, was the chorister.” Durrell’s memoir
When asked to describe his mother, Durrell portrays her as “very religious.” He especially
remembers Julia this way in “her more adult years.” In her own writings, Julia traced her deep
faith back to her childhood. “In about 1895, the year I was born, my mother joined a church
called ‘The Church of God’…As I grew up, we always went to Sunday School and Church on
Sunday and Prayer Meeting on Wednesday night. We continually studied the Bible and
memorized much of it. We read a chapter aloud and had family prayer each morning before
breakfast and each evening after supper.” Additionally, Julia shared with her family the fact that
for years she had wondered, “if God had a special church.” Julia believed she found such an
institution in the Church of Latter-day Saints of Jesus Christ. A neighbor, Robert Tyler, taught
the Conners about its religious doctrine. Julia was in her thirties when she and her children, in
their early teens, converted. She went so far as to conclude in her story that her “life began”
when she joined the Latter-day Saints. Julia must have drawn on her faith when, a year later, she
and J.D. came to a major turning point in their relationship. Religion may have played a central
role. Julia mentioned in her story that her husband was not yet ready to convert.35
“My folks were divorced in 1931. Dad went to Los Angeles where he was involved in a real
bad wreck. After he recovered, he moved to the state of Washington where he worked as a
powderman on the Grand Cooley Dam. I didn’t see him again for many years.” Durrell’s memoir
When his parents separated, Durrell was thirteen years old and in the eighth grade. The
family lived in the Point House. Julia, Merle, Theresa, and Durrell continued to stay there.
Financially, it was difficult for the four of them. Decades later, Durrell recalled this period in a
written tribute to his mother. “I remember the hard times she had keeping us in school and
providing us with all the necessities of life as we grew up.” The Great Depression had begun in
1930. National production of goods dropped. The unemployment rate skyrocketed; it averaged
17.1% throughout the 1930s. In rural San Diego’s North County, Julia would have had a hard
time finding a job if there had been any available for a mother in her mid-thirties with three
children. Julia, as Durrell remembers it, “took in laundry” for a man whose ran the Williams
grocery store. Julia and the children, her son recounts, “raised vegetables on about a half an
acre.” From that “garden,” they sold strawberries, asparagus, and other items to the Williams
store. In the summers, Durrell worked for “a flower farmer and made a dollar a day.” Those
wages went “into the pot,” as he puts it, meaning, Durrell did not keep the money for himself.
Rather, it helped to pay the family’s expenses.36
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Durrell’s time at the Encinitas Elementary School formally came
to an end on the afternoon on June 17, 1932. He and sixteen other
eighth graders graduated at a ceremony held at the La Paloma Theater
in Encinitas. Before receiving their diplomas, the students performed a
one-act play for the audience, The Travelers by Pulitzer Prize-winning
novelist Booth Tarkington. The play takes place in a hotel in the
mountains of Sicily. Durrell was cast as a “Sicilian hotel servant.”
Among Durrell’s possessions is the commencement program for the
ceremony. He asked some friends, including the Ito brothers, to sign
the front of it. The eighth grade graduates would be together again in
three months as high school freshmen.
“I never got very good with it [the trumpet], just good enough to
get by in the high school orchestra and band. I took all the music classes I could in school,
including glee club, chorus, and music theory.” Durrell’s memoir
Durrell attended Oceanside-Carlsbad Union High School in Oceanside, a city about twelve
miles north of Encinitas. At that time, some thirty-five hundred people lived in Oceanside,
making it a much larger community than Encinitas with its five hundred or so residents. When
Durrell began high school in the fall of 1932, he took classes in a school that was the largest he
had ever attended. In its early years, the school district extended to not only Encinitas, but also to
communities south of that town, all the way to the city limits of San Diego. (A school bus
transported Durrell and others to classes.) Inland, the district included the small town of Vista
that, in 1930, had about the same population as Encinitas. (It was not until Durrell’s last year in
high school that some towns near Oceanside formed their own school districts. Encinitas was one
of them, establishing its high school in the fall of 1936, just three months after Durrell
graduated.) When asked if the high school at first overwhelmed him simply because of its size
and large student body, Durrell replied, “Yes and no. I was not alone. I went [to Oceanside] with
all the kids from grammar school.” The change he experienced “wasn’t all that bad.” His 1933
high school yearbook, though, describes three November 1932 freshmen initiation days. They
were filled with what the commentary calls “agony.” Durrell and others “were compelled to obey
our elders,” as the narrative reads. Part of the initiation included a dictated dress code for those
three November days. “All the freshmen girls were ordered to wear aprons and hair ribbons,
while the boys wore their shirts backwards.”37
When it opened in 1906, Oceanside-Carlsbad Union High School had only twenty students
who met in two rooms on the second floor of a grammar school. But high school enrollment
increased as more people moved into the area. In 1913, a principal and three teachers oversaw
the education of fifty-five students. Voters that same year passed a bond issue to construct a
building that would hold classrooms, a study hall, and administrative offices. In the 1920s, more
buildings appeared, including a gymnasium and auditorium. By the time Durrell began his
freshman year there in September 1932, his incoming class numbered one hundred and eightythree students. (At that point in time, Durrell’s was the largest incoming freshmen class in the
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history of Oceanside-Carlsbad Union High School.) Four years later, however, Durrell’s senior
class graduated only one hundred and seventeen students. The Depression years, characterized
by high unemployment rates and family mobility, might account for such a drop in enrollment.
Nineteen faculty members taught at the school when Durrell began his freshman year; the school
employed twenty-eight teachers in his senior year.38
Durrell focused on two types of classes in high school, music and business. When asked if
there were any courses he disliked, he replied that no, he enjoyed all of his studies, but music
classes were his favorite ones. As he wrote in his memoir, “I took all the music classes I could in
school, including glee club, chorus, and music theory.” His high school transcript documents
that. As a freshman, two of his six classes were in the music department, “Beginning Chorus”
and “Advanced Orchestra.” (His private lessons by the retired music professor might explain his
placement in the advanced course.) Three of his other freshmen classes were general education
requirements--English I, Physical Education (PE), and Woodshop. A sixth one, “Junior Business
Training,” proved to be a wise decision since it laid a foundation for some course work two years
later. Sophomore classes again reflected his interest in music with a class in Music Theory and
Senior Orchestra. (With only five courses in his sophomore year, Durrell also enrolled in English
2, Biology, and PE to complete graduation requirements.) In his third year, Durrell was forced to
change his focus, but the resulting classes benefited him in more than one way.39
Durrell explains that when he attended high school, students declared a major. Initially, he
chose music as his area of concentration. In his junior year, however, Durrell adds that the school
“did away with it” as a major. He switched to business. Durrell enrolled
in Typing I and Bookkeeping I. (His other classes that year were
Chorus, PE, English 3, and United States History.) In Durrell’s senior
year, he again took PE, and he enrolled in Glee Club. Durrell also had a
course his last year which would surprise future generations of high
school students, not because of the subject matter, but because of its
gender composition. His transcript identifies it as “Soc Civ.” In that
course, Durrell explains that auto shop, wood shop, cooking and sewing
classes were taught to both sexes. As he recollects it, “Girls took one
quarter of auto shop and wood,” while “boys took a quarter of sewing
and another quarter of cooking.” Looking back on the experience,
Durrell concludes, “It was a good deal. Girls could change sparkplugs,
and I could sew. I made biscuits, and we had to make a cake. What we
made, we ate.” This might surprise those familiar with a gender division for such classes in later
decades, with only males enrolled in shop classes and females in home economics courses. In the
1930s, almost all of California’s approximately five hundred high schools offered
“homemaking” classes; many enrolled both sexes.40
A problem arose in Durrell’s senior year, however, when it came to fulfilling course
requirements for his business major. While the high school offered Typing II, it no longer had
Bookkeeping II. Luckily for Durrell, junior college classes were taught on the grounds of the
high school. The high school’s Board had urged the creation of a junior college for the
surrounding communities. Such an institution opened in September 1934. It was formally known
as the Oceanside-Carlsbad Junior College Department of the Oceanside High School District.
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The college took over a wing in one of the high school buildings. In its first year there, the
college offered sixteen transferrable college-level classes. Some of them were business courses.
The high school administration decided to allow, as Durrell explains, “the two students with the
best grades in high school bookkeeping to take accounting classes at the junior college.” Durrell
was one of those two. Looking back on his career in the Navy as well as his life after that,
Durrell concludes that the business courses “served me well for the rest of my life.” The typing
classes in particular proved advantageous when he was in the Navy.41
“The [high] school decided to put on an amateur hour. There were so many entrances
[contestants] that they had to split it into two shows. Three winners from each show had a
playoff in a third show. I came in first in the first show, and second in the playoff. I sang a
western song entitled ‘The Wheel of the Wagon is Broken.’ At my graduation I sang a solo,
‘Swing Low Sweet Chariot,’ with the Chorus in the background. I guess it was pretty effective
because the leader of a local dance band offered me a job singing with his band, which I did for
about a year.” Durrell’s memoir
Durrell graduated with his class on June 8, 1936. A fellow graduate was his sister Theresa.
(She had dropped out of high school for one year.) Their senior class had begun the academic
year wearing a blue and while senior sweater that announced their privileged position on
campus. A month before the commencement ceremony, Durrell and his
classmates spent a special day on Catalina Island. Busses took the
seniors to Los Angeles Harbor’s city of Wilmington where they boarded
a boat for Catalina at 10:00 a.m. All of the teenagers must have enjoyed
the dancing on the trip to and back from the island, especially Durrell
who loved the music of the big bands. A “dress-up” Senior Banquet
occurred on May 22nd; the graduation ceremony took place a few weeks
later.42
While it is common today for young people to graduate from high
school, this was not always the case. In 1930 and in 1940, the median
number of school years Americans over the age of twenty-five had
completed was around eight and a half. The fact that Durrell not only
attended high school but also graduated set him apart from many of his
peers. The national economic Depression, however, existed throughout the 1930s. There was not
one year in the decade where the unemployment rate dropped below 14%. One measurement of
it for 1936, the year Durrell graduated, calculated unemployment at 16.9%. It is not surprising
that even with a high school education, Durrell had difficulty finding a job. When a local
bandleader heard him sing at graduation, the musician hired Durrell. Initially, he just sang, but
when the bandleader heard that Durrell also played trumpet, he sometimes did that, too. Durrell
recalls a fair salary, perhaps $10 per gig.43
Durrell found a steadier income in a federal government program to help unemployed
youth. With his first inauguration in March 1933, President Franklin D. Roosevelt urged
Congress to legislate a series of what were called New Deal programs to help Americans during
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the Great Depression. Some offered jobs. One such program was the Works Progress
Administration (WPA). Unemployed young people became a special concern because of the
difficulty they had in advancing in or even entering the labor force. In 1935, the government
estimated that about four million Americans
between sixteen and twenty-four years of age
were without jobs. To address this special
unemployment problem, Roosevelt issued an
executive order in June 1935. It established a
National Youth Administration (NYA) as a
division of the WPA. The NYA offered jobs to
students still in school as well as to those out-ofschool up to age twenty-four. A year after the
creation of the NYA, Durrell graduated. Along
with his job of singing in the band, which was at
night and primarily on the weekends, Durrell
also worked in the San Diego Sheriff’s Office
under the auspices of the NYA. Since the office
was in downtown San Diego, Durrell rented a room at the Fifth Avenue Hotel that overlooked
Horton Plaza. He recalls the rent as “very reasonable,” with even “breakfast furnished” to the
renters. A 1937 description of the neighborhood characterizes it as one where a person could find
“cheap eating places, pawnshops, third-run movie houses, and the type of small hotel which
offers clean beds from 25 cents up.” For two years, Durrell’s job with the Sheriff’s Office
consisted of filing papers on those arrested for various crimes. When he began, the filing system
was disorganized. Because of what Durrell learned in high school business courses, he brought
order to the system. Still, the position was not a full-time one. The maximum number of hours a
young person could work under the NYA was just forty-six hours a month. NYA guidelines
dictated a pay rate of one-third the salary paid to WPA workers doing comparable jobs. (The
maximum monthly NYA salary for those no longer in school was thirty dollars.) Durrell worked
under the NYA in the sheriff’s office from 1936 to 1938. But after two years, he was ready to
move on.44
Recall that Durrell came from families, on both his maternal and paternal sides, that readily
moved from one state to another. Julia and J.D.’s decision to relocate from New Mexico to
California proved to be just one example of movements in their families that spanned
generations. Even in the relatively short time the Conners called San Diego’s coastal
communities their home, they lived in four different houses. Durrell apparently had no problems
adapting to frequent changes. In a way, the family heritage of moving on from one place to
another prepared him well for a career he unknowingly began two years after his high school
graduation. At that time, Durrell did not realize that his 1938 decision to enlist in the Navy
would begin a military service that would span four decades. He explains that his enlistment was
influenced by the Depression and world affairs. Yet looking at it in another way, as a sailor in the
United States Navy, Durrell traveled to places more distant than any Conner or Minkler had ever
gone. Durrell was thus continuing a family tradition of movement, although his would be across
oceans rather than half a continent.
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Chapter 2
Boot Camp,
From Recruit to Seaman
“At the time I graduated from high school in 1936, Hitler was raising such a fuss in
Europe that I was sure it was only a matter of time until we were involved. I thought if I joined
the Navy before that happened, the competition would be less for higher rates.” Durrell’s memoir
In Durrell’s high school United States History class, he would have studied the roots of
American democracy. Wars, too, would have been examined, especially the mid-nineteenth
century Civil War. One wonders if, at that point in the academic year, Durrell especially thought
of his great-grandfathers. Both men had fought on the Union side. The textbook and the teacher
probably did not cover the Great War, or as it would later be known, World War I. That global
conflict had just ended, after all, sixteen years earlier. The school curriculum would have
classified World War I more as a recent current event than a subject for a History class. Even so,
Durrell would have heard references to the Great War inside and outside of classrooms because
of events in Europe. In the months Durrell spent as a high school junior and senior (fall 1934
through spring 1936), newspapers, radio accounts, and newsreels shown in theaters reported on
the growth of totalitarianism in Germany and Italy. And because of this fact, Americans
remembered World War I as they voiced concerns that another war could occur. Adolf Hitler
became Chancellor of Germany in 1933. Benito Mussolini held power in Italy beginning in
1922. Both men were dictators who solidified their hold on power throughout the 1930s. They
embraced a fascist mentality that condoned authoritarian rule and failed to recognize individual
rights. Clearly, neither ruler embraced the democratic ideals America represented.
Hitler and Mussolini also shared a desire for territorial expansion. In March 1935, for
example, Hitler publically announced his plan to buildup the German military, an act in clear
violation of the treaty that had ended World War I. England and France, who had led the World
War I coalition against Germany, did nothing to stop Hitler. In October 1935, just a month after
Durrell began his senior year, Italian troops invaded Ethiopia. Months later, Mussolini controlled
the African country. The League of Nations, an international peacekeeping organization founded
at the end of World War I, failed to aid Ethiopia. The impotence of the international community
increased the likelihood that more aggression would follow. It did. In March 1936, with Durrell’s
graduation just three months away, Hitler sent German troops into the Rhineland, an industrial
area in western German. Again, this act violated the treaty ending World War I that had decreed
the Rhineland to be a demilitarized zone. Durrell remembers hearing conversations that touched
on these developments. Germany and Italy formally aligned themselves with each other in
October 1936. They became known as the Axis Powers.
In the two years after Durrell’s graduation, Hitler’s actions accelerated at a more rapid rate
than did Mussolini’s. In November 1936, as Durrell performed with the local band, Germany
entered into a military alliance with Japan, which had been seizing territory throughout the
1930s. For various reasons, Americans paid less attention to Japanese aggression in the Pacific
than to what was happening in Europe. Germany’s actions reached a new level when, on March
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12, 1938, Hitler sent German troops into Austria to enforce his annexation of the country.
Austria would now be part of a Greater Germany that would spread throughout Europe. Durrell
formally entered the United States Navy on March 11, 1938. As he recalled in his memoir,
“Hitler was raising such a fuss in Europe that I was sure it was only a matter of time until we
were involved.” Durrell adds, almost as an aside, that if the United States became involved in a
war in the immediate future, “I did not want to do my fighting in a foxhole.” He had heard
enough of the horrors of World War I’s trench warfare.45
Durrell enlisted at the naval recruitment office in San Diego. He easily met the Navy’s
eligibility requirements. First time enlistees had to fulfill several basic prerequisites. The Navy
demanded the applicant be a United States citizen between the ages of seventeen and twentyfive. If under the age of twenty-one, which Durrell was, the Navy requested written parental
consent. This posed no problem for Durrell. In fact, Julia gave her blessing. While Durrell’s
memoir mentioned Hitler’s aggression in Europe as a reason behind his enlistment, in
conversations he also cites the poor economy. Durrell describes Julia as “happy” with his
decision. She understood that the persistence of the Depression was making it difficult for her
son to find a full-time job. Durrell did not have a problem, either, when it came to a physical
requirement. Just shy of six feet tall, he easily fulfilled the height requirement of at least sixtythree inches for those applicants under the age of twenty-one. (Weight had to be in proportion to
height, and Durrell’s was.) To attest to his “good character,” the Navy recruiter asked for the
names of at least two people who knew Durrell. Protocol also required the recruiter to ask
Durrell if he had a criminal record. He answered “no” to that question just as he did when the
recruiter asked him if he was married or had any dependents. (A “yes” to either of those inquiries
would have disqualified him as a first-time enlistee.) Lastly, even though a high school degree
was not required, the Navy would have judged Durrell’s possession of one to be a positive factor
in considering his application.46
By the time Durrell enlisted in 1938, he was not alone in choosing the military as an
alternative to a job in the private sector. The Depression’s high unemployment rates made many
young men do the same. This increase in recruit applications allowed the Navy to be “very
selective” from the middle of the 1930s, when clearly the economic downturn was going on and
on, to the end of the decade. (In 1940, government spending had brought the unemployment rate
down somewhat, to about 14.6 %. In comparison, when Durrell began high school in 1932, it
measured 23.6 %.) In 1938, Durrell was one of 129,610 men who applied for admittance into the
Navy. Only 15,094 were accepted for training, or about 11.6%.47
Initially, however, Durrell encountered one minor problem when he first showed up at the
recruitment office in February 1938. In a cursory
medical exam, he explains that his temperature was
“elevated by one degree.” The recruiter told him, “Go
home. We’ll call you next month.” Rather than sit
around in San Diego, Durrell joined his brother-in-law
who was heading for Northern California. Durrell’s
sister Merle had married a miner. A company offered
him a job in a Colfax gold mine in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains. Along with another man, the trio drove
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north. Once in Colfax, Durrell joined the other two men working in the tunnels. As he explains,
“This was an old mine that had caved in several yards in. We were re-opening it.” As Durrell
phrases it, he “mucked out the mine.” What this means is that after workers filled up a cart with
loose rock and other debris, Durrell pushed the cart out of the mine. Progress was slow. Over the
days, Durrell remarks, “We advanced inch by inch.” He and the other men were not paid for their
labor. Management “promised us money when gold was discovered,” but that never happened.
Durrell spent a month in Colfax before returning to San Diego. When he appeared for the second
time at the recruitment office, his temperature registered in the normal range. Durrell explains
that he “went in right away.”
“I enlisted in the Navy on March 10th, 1938. I went through boot camp at the San Diego
Naval Training Station. I was scared stiff when I arrived there. I had heard how tough it was, but
I told myself that thousands go through there every month, and if they could do it, so could I.”
Durrell’s memoir

When Durrell lived in downtown San Diego while he worked in the Sheriff’s Office, he
was not far from the Naval Training Center (NTC). The Navy Centers or Stations were also
known as “boot camps.” One explanation as to the origin of the phrase dates from the Spanish
American War in 1898. At that time, sailors wore leggings called “boots.” Navy or Marine
recruits thus came to be called “boots.” They trained in “boot camps.” Another explanation,
however, identifies the word “boot” as an acronym, standing for “basic orientation and
organization training.” Regardless of the source
of the phrase, what is clear is that these Naval
training installations were fairly recent in United
States military history. Before the 1880s, a
recruit received his training on board a ship. A
fundamental change took place when the Navy
decided to train recruits at a base on shore. It
established the very first such training center in
Newport, Rhode Island in 1883. Others
followed. The Great Lakes Training Station in
Illinois, located on the southwestern shore of
Lake Michigan, opened in 1911. A third NTC
began training recruits in Norfolk, Virginia in 1917. San Diego’s NTC was the fourth such
training center, commissioned in June 1923 and dedicated four months later. It therefore began
receiving recruits the same year the Conner family left Tucumcari for Los Angeles. In the spring
of 1938, these two histories--NTC’s and Durrell’s--intersected. (Durrell points out that those at
NTC did not use the article “the” before “NTC” when they spoke of boot camp.)48
San Diego’s NTC underwent some major changes between the early 1920s when it opened
and the late 1930s when Durrell arrived there. The first recruits stayed in tents, but in 1932 the
Navy constructed barracks for the enlistees. The barracks formed the early nucleus of Camp
Ingram. Mess halls, a library, and a ship’s service stores department were also built in the 1930s.
A Protestant and a Catholic church appeared, as well. The streets, named for Navy heroes such
as Decatur, Farragut, and Dewey, were widened as traffic increased. In Durrell’s last months as a
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high school sophomore, a new rigging loft appeared at NTC to facilitate training recruits in knot
tying and other basic seamanship skills. These were just some of the improvements as San
Diego’s training center prepared for incoming recruits such as Durrell. Construction continued
even as he trained there. A new classroom building opened in June 1938.49
In March 1938, Durrell remembers, “[I was] scared stiff when I arrived there.” The entrance
to NTC was at the junction of Barnett Avenue and Lytton Street in downtown San Diego. When
he reported for duty as an apprentice seaman on Friday, March 11th, Durrell would have gone
into the station through Gate One on Lytton Road. He remembers the decorative steel arch, what
he identifies as “that big beautiful arch.” It
had been added to the entrance in 1932. It
obviously impressed him, as it was meant
to do with all arrivals. Once he reported to
the main gate, Durrell was taken to what
the Navy called “the receiving unit.”
Recalling that day, Durrell characterizes
himself as “scared to death of officers. I
did not know who I should say ‘sir’ to or
who I should salute.” He thinks the first
Navy man he came into contact with was
an ensign. The officer had a sailor take
Durrell to a quarantine area where all incoming recruits stayed in their first weeks at NTC. There
he took off his civilian clothes, and he was given a uniform to wear. (Recruits were not allowed
to have civilian clothing either at the station or, after graduation from boot camp, aboard a
ship.)50
Once he received a uniform, Durrell was ordered to take a bath after which he was given “a
thorough medical exam.” A dentist also was on hand. If the recruit needed any work done on his
teeth, and Durrell did, that fact was recorded in the recruit’s file. Durrell later reported to the
dentist’s office. He describes his visit. “The guy was drilling on my back tooth and he broke
through to the nerve. ‘I guess we’ll have to pull that one,’ the dentist announced. I could have
killed him.” In addition to his medical exams, Durrell probably received his first Navy haircut on
the day he reported to NTC. Unlike other enlistees, he does not complain about being “scalped.”
Durrell did not think the cut was too short. “It wasn’t that bad,” he recollects. Overall, Durrell
believes he “got very good haircuts” while in the Navy. Speaking of the barbers, he concludes,
“They’d give you a GI cut, but it was a very good haircut.” Once Durrell completed these initial
stages of induction, he was assigned to a company of one hundred enlistees. Durrell remembers
his company as 38-9. A chief petty officer was in charge of the group. The company went
through boot camp together.51
“In the first four weeks, we were put in South Unit. That was the toughest part of boot
camp. We were in quarantine during that period, with no liberty. Early to bed and early to rise,
with at least eight hours of drilling instruction each day. We learned to wash our clothes, roll
them, and stow them in our sea bag so they wouldn’t wrinkle. Because I was able to use a
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typewriter, I was assigned to work in the library and I got out of a good deal of the drilling out
on the grinder.” Durrell’s memoir
When it opened in 1923, training at San Diego’s NTC took sixteen weeks. By the late
1930s, that had been reduced to twelve weeks. Experienced enlisted sailors who held the ratings
of chiefs and petty officers oversaw the daily training of the recruits. When recruits entered boot
camp, NTC issued each of them a book that was informally known as their “Bible.” Officially, it
was The Bluejackets’ Manual (BJM), a Navy publication that dated back to 1902. The volume
attempted to put into writing the training recruits received in boot camp as well as information
they needed once they arrived at their first duty station. Durrell recalls weeks spent in “South
Unit” and months in “North Unit.” (He points out that personnel at NTC did not use the article
“the” before “South Unit” or “North Unit.”) What was known as “South Unit” at San Diego’s
NTC was what the BJM called “the receiving unit.” As Durrell explains, recruits stayed in South
Unit while they were under quarantine. The Command initially housed companies of recruits
here to guard against the spread of infectious diseases. “If we had the mumps,” Durrell explains,
“it would break out in that time,” meaning the three weeks at South Unit. (The BJM gives three
weeks for the time recruits spent there.) Any outbreak--mumps or otherwise--would thus be
contained in South Unit and not spread throughout NTC. While in quarantine, recruits received a
vaccination against smallpox. The medical staff also took measures to prevent the appearance of
typhoid among the recruits. Addressing the enlistee, the BJM judged this part of a recruit’s
training as “the hardest period of your naval career.” Durrell clearly agreed with that conclusion
when he characterized those weeks as “the toughest part of boot camp.”52
Durrell’s first full week as a recruit began on Sunday, March 13th. The days started early,
as Durrell noted in his memoir. Reveille sounded at 0545 (5:45 a.m.). Recruits marched to
breakfast in their assigned companies. After their morning meal at the mess hall, a cleaning
detail might take place. By 0730, recruits began drilling. Durrell recalled “at least eight hours of
drilling instruction each day.” (The word “drilling” refers to marching in military units.) The
recruits did not drill as individuals, but rather as parts of a company. All branches of the armed
forces believed that drilling resulted in discipline and order within the ranks. Because of this,
hours and hours were spent drilling in Navy and Marine Corps boot camps as well as in the
Army’s basic training camps. At San Diego’s NTC, drilling took place on an outdoor area known
as “the Grinder.” It was an open courtyard where the recruits, in Durrell’s words, would “grind it
out.” Certainly, the definition of that phrase referred to how the recruits were shaped and
sharpened at NTC as they bore down almost daily on the Grinder’s asphalt ground. Petty officers
called out commands such as, “Right, face, forward, march!” and “Column, half left, march!”53
Because Durrell took two years of typing when he was in high school, he ended up working in
the library during boot camp. As he wrote in his memoir, the typing assignment relieved him of
“a good deal of the drilling out on the grinder.”
Early in their stay at NTC, recruits took the O’Rourke General Classification Test. The
Navy developed the exam in the early 1920s. Desertion rates were so high in 1923 that only
forty-five percent of enlisted men who left the Navy did so with an Honorable Discharge or with
a transfer to Fleet Reserve. About 86,000 enlisted men served in the Navy in 1923, but around
13,000 courts-martial were occurring per year. The Navy wanted to know if a recruit’s general
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intelligence related to his ability to succeed in the Navy. Dr. L.J. O’Rourke developed a test to
correlate those two factors. In 1923, the Navy administered the exam to some two thousand
recruits and about five hundred deserters who had been apprehended. Generally, most deserters
scored lower than recruits. The Navy concluded that the more educated a recruit was, the more
likely he would succeed in the Navy. What became known as the O’Rourke General
Classification Test was given to all recruits soon after they entered boot camp. The 1940 BJM
explained that the score was a major factor in the assignment enlistees received once their
training ended. Durrell remembers the test well. “I was so scared, I did terrible,” he admits,
showing his honesty. “That is why I did not qualify for a school,” meaning specialized training
after boot camp. But at one point long after boot camp, Durrell re-took the O’Rourke test and did
well.54
While in South Unit, NTC issued recruits their clothing allowance. The men moved down a
wide counter behind which stood enlisted sailors known as “storekeepers.” These men issued the
recruits standard articles of clothing; basically, the storekeepers knew the size each recruit
needed by merely looking at him. The individual clothing items were T-shirts, drawers, blue
denim work pants, light-blue short-sleeved shirts, white and flat hats, dress blues, dress whites,
undress blues, undress whites, a black silk neckerchief, and a double-breasted peacoat. Of those
items, the outfit commonly worn on a daily basis at NTC was the undress whites with a white hat
and leggings. The last item was worn below the knee; leggings wrapped around the calf. They
gave support to the ankle while also insuring that small pieces of rocks or other objects did not
get into the shoe. Leggings were made out of heavy canvas. Brass
hooks and eyelets secured them to the calf with a strong piece of
string that passed around the hook and through the eyelet. A buckled
leather strap went under the shoe to attach the leggings to the
footwear. Once recruits graduated boot camp and arrived at their
duty station, leggings were worn on a more limited basis. As
explained in the 1940 BJM, enlisted sailors wore leggings with “high
black shoes” when “under arms for parade or ceremony, or infantry
or artillery drill, or a landing party, or on guard detail, or when on
duty ashore as patrol or beach-master’s guard, or as mail orderly.”
Lacing the leggings up to put them on, and later unlacing the
leggings to remove them, was a cumbersome task. Even so, they
remained part of a sailor’s uniform under certain circumstances until
midway through World War II. At that point, more practical
footwear, what Durrell describes as “high top shoes,” replaced the need for leggings. After
NTC, Durrell observes, “I don’t remember ever wearing them.”55
The dress whites Durrell received in boot camp differed in two respects from a later version
of the dress whites that remains a standard part of a sailor’s uniform today. His dress whites were
“white with blue stripes on the collar.” The cuffs were blue with white stripes. (In comparison,
undress whites were devoid of any blue, either around the neck or the wrists. “They had no
stripes on the collar” or the cuff, Durrell points out.) In October 1940, the dress whites became
completely white in color because the blue dye posed a persistent problem when the color ran.
As did the other recruits, Durrell had a formal photograph taken at NTC in his dress whites. The
blue accent on the collar is very apparent.56
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Recruits did not pay for the first issuance of clothing, but if an item was lost, replacement
clothing had to be purchased. Petty officers ordered recruits to put their name on each item of
clothing immediately after receiving it. If an article of clothing carried a label, the men used a
pen and indelible ink, but labeled items were few in number. Recruits used a brush and black
paint to put their name on white clothing and blue denims (also known as “dungarees”). They
applied white paint to mark the blue clothing. Petty officers explained to recruits the exact
locations where they were to put their name. To facilitate the process, each enlistee received a
three-quarter-inch stencil supplied by a stencil-cutting machine. An experience sailor operated
the machine as recruits waited in line for their turn. As Durrell recalls, “You typed your name
in.” All that the machine “did was cut out your name,” creating the recruits personalized stencil.
Durrell remembers receiving two stencils, one with his surname and one with his initials. If a
piece of clothing, Durrell continues, had “room for your full name, you put your full name” on
the clothing. He also points out that if the article was a small item, such as a neckerchief or
socks, just the recruits’ initials were put on the piece, which for Durrell would have been
“DEC.”57
As Durrell noted in his memoir, early in their time at boot camp, recruits learned how to
wash their uniforms and store them in a certain prescribed fashion. The boots did their laundry in
a galvanized iron bucket. They used a scrub brush on the clothing, rubbing the pieces with what
one sailor later identified as “harsh GI laundry soap.” Durrell calls it “salt water soap.” Once the
enlistee finished washing his uniform, he hung it
Durrell took this picture of laundry, hanging out to dry
on laundry lines. Durrell is quick to point out,
however, that the recruits had no clothespins
with which to hang the laundry. “We had to use
small pieces of line” to tie the clothes to the
rope that acted as the laundry line. (Years later,
NTCs stopped requiring that recruits hand wash
their laundry. San Diego proved the exception,
however. It continued to use scrub tables and
laundry lines down to the closing of the base in
1993.) Once recruits had washed and dried their
pieces of clothing, Durrell adds that he and the
other boots learned how to properly “roll them and stow them in our sea bag so they wouldn’t
wrinkle.” The BJM detailed how this was to be done. Aside from underwear and overcoats, all
other pieces of clothing were to be turned “inside out before folding.” The petty officer and the
BJM then directed the recruit to “roll [the pieces] up tightly, smoothing out all the wrinkles.” In
the BJM, detailed instructions followed on how to fold each piece, be they trousers, for example,
or undershirts. If rolled “in horizontal layers at right angles to one another,” wrinkles could
supposedly be avoided.58
The clothing factored into a regular event at NTC that Durrell calls “sea bag inspections.”
He still vividly recalls them. Recruits underwent more than one type of inspection during boot
camp. The company commander conducted daily inspections where he looked for what the BJM
identified as “neatness and cleanliness.” Additionally, recruits stood at attention for regular
inspections of their quarters by high-ranking station officers. But it is the sea bag inspection that
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Durrell’s photo of an inspection

Durrell recalls more than any other. As he puts
it, those “scared the heck out of us.” When
asked why, Durrell explains. “All our clothes
and everything had to be laid out so perfectly-rolled just right, tied just right in square knots.
We had to pass the sea bag inspection before we
could do anything. They were very strict about
that.” When the inspection began, recruits stood
at attention behind their bag. The company
commander ordered the men to “Open ranks”
and “Lay out your bags for inspection.” The last
directive meant that recruits were to take out their clothing, putting whites in one pile and blues
in another.” And, Durrell stresses, the parts of the clothing that showed the stenciled name or
initials had to be visible.59
“We had to sleep in a hammock six feet off the deck. Believe me, it was an experience
getting into that thing the first few times. There were a couple of broken arms and a lot of bruises
[suffered by other recruits]. After a few nights, I came to love it.” Durrell’s memoir
When sea bag inspections occurred, Durrell could not “lay out” the contents of his bag on
his bunk. He never slept in one at NTC. As Durrell noted in his memoir, the Navy issued recruits
a hammock as part of their gear. (He adds, however, that the hammock was eventually “phased
out” and bunks became the norm at NTC.) Today, reminiscing about his time in boot camp,
Durrell’s clear delight with his hammock is obvious. “I loved sleeping in those hammocks. They
were so comfortable. At first, you’re scared that you are going to fall out.” Durrell used his arms
and legs in a demonstration of how, once a person fell asleep, he positioned himself in a
hammock. “If you put one leg out here, you automatically put an arm out here to counterbalance.
You have to counterbalance or you will roll over. You automatically counterbalance each
movement. And some people didn’t, and they are the ones who fell out.” Recruits hung their
hammocks in the barracks, securing them to the walls with heavy ropes. Each barracks housed
about one hundred to one hundred and fifty men. When inspections took place, recruits put the
sea bag and its contents on the floor, or “deck.” The barracks themselves surrounded the Grinder.
“After our quarantine period in South Unit, we graduated to North Unit. We felt like old
salts. Our first liberty was four hours in San Diego. Some of us went to the YMCA, and a few
went to the bars. Others just walked up and down Broadway.” Durrell’s memoir
It could be that the Command granted recruits in Durrell’s company their first liberty soon
after they arrived in North Unit. The enlistees had been pent up for three weeks during the
quarantine period. The BJM defines “liberty” as an “authorized absence from duty for less than
48 hours.” A 1937 description of downtown San Diego identifies the part of the city recruits
frequented while on liberty. “Immediately south of Broadway is one of the play areas of the
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Navy enlisted man. Hash houses and honky-tonks, drinking parlors with jazz bands and tiny
dance floors, trinket shops, shooting
galleries, and the ever present pawn
Durrell snapped this picture of NTC’s theater
shop, combine to make ‘south of
Broadway’ a distinct area.” The “Y,” or
YMCA where Durrell remembers going,
occupied an entire city block on lower
Broadway. San Diego bars and cabarets,
with exotic names such as the Paris Inn
and The Hofbrau, operated in the same
area. But Durrell never visited them.
Sometimes he did go into a movie
theater, such as the Aztec, the Egyptian,
or
the Mission. Durrell points out, though,
that once recruits were no longer quarantined in South Unit, they could watch movies in NTC’s
large open-air theater.60
While on liberty, many recruits visited Balboa Park, a 1,400-acre area just east of
downtown. They may not have known it, but in doing so, enlistees stood on the grounds of San
Diego’s first NTC. The City of San Diego hosted two expositions in Balboa Park, one in 1915
and another in 1935. For the first one, the Panama-California Exposition, several buildings were
constructed to duplicate Spanish Colonial architecture. World War I was being fought in Europe
when the 1915 exposition opened. Once the United States entered the war in 1917, the Navy
leased Balboa Part from the city for a yearly fee of one dollar. Park grounds could hold as many
as five thousand recruits for each sixteen-week training period. Years later, perhaps some of the
petty officers shared with recruits in Durrell’s company this part of NTC’s San Diego history.
Aside from that fact, some enlistees were attracted to the museums and other sites in Balboa Park
that had been spruced up for the 1935-1936 California Pacific International Exposition. Recruits
could take in a view of the city from the park’s Cabrillo Bridge. Four hundred and fifty feet in
length, the bridge hung one hundred and ten feet above a canyon. Gardens, canyon sites, and art
centers welcomed visitors. Enlistees could visit the San Diego Museum and Archeological
Institute as well as the Natural History Museum. The San Diego American Legion set up its
headquarters in a building that had housed a café during the 1935-1936 exposition. Durrell is not
sure if he visited Balboa Park on one of his liberties as a recruit. Growing up as he did in San
Diego’s North County, Durrell recounts that he had already visited the park “quite often.”61
“North Unit consisted of more drilling and parading up and down, crossways, backwards,
and every way you can imagine. I began wondering if I hadn’t joined the Army by mistake.
Besides all the marching, we learned how to use the bayonet by jabbing at a dummy, how to tie
knots, and Navy terminology.” Durrell’s memoir
By the time Durrell returned from his first liberty, his immersion in three weeks of Navy
culture had already changed the way he communicated with fellow recruits. In his memoir, he
referred to the new vocabulary he acquired as “Navy terminology.” Durrell’s residence at NTC
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was his “quarters” and the building where he lived was the “barracks.” The toilet became “the
head.” The floor became “the deck.” When enlistees went to eat, they were really going “to
mess.” An affirmative response to an order was not “yes” but “aye, aye.” To mop the floor
became to “swab the deck.” Durrell learned that the Navy called the daily ceremony of raising
and lowering the United States flag the “morning and evening colors.” These are just some
examples of the new vocabulary Durrell picked up at NTC. He and all of the recruits also
mastered Navy terminology to identify the various parts of a ship. Durrell drew on that
vocabulary after boot camp when the Navy assigned him to his first duty station, a battleship.62
In North Unit, Durrell and his fellow recruits settled in for nine more weeks of additional
training. That included, but was not limited to, drills, lessons in basic seamanship, firefighting,
water survival skills, gas mask instruction, and small arms training. Petty officers who oversaw
the training taught the enlistees. Information on the topics was also, of course, found in the BJM.
The book was a thick one, almost eight hundred pages in length. Recruits could consult its fiftynine chapters if they needed to clarify various topics. Some sections were very basic, such as one
entitled “General Information,” another on “Navy Customs and Naval Organization,” and two on
“Rules and Regulations.” Others addressed specific subjects the recruit would be trained in while
at NTC, among them “Manual of Arms,” “Knots and Splices,” “Visual Signaling,” and “How to
Swim.”
The drilling introduced to Durrell and his fellow recruits while they were in
South Unit continued in North Unit. With humor, Durrell describes it as
exercises that went in just about every direction--“up and down, crossways,
backwards, and every way you can imagine.” Drilling began with recruits
standing at attention. The petty officer explained how the enlistee was to assume
that position. The BJM, in a chapter entitled “School of the Recruit,” took half a
page to put the directions into writing. Words detailed the position of the heels,
feet, knees, hips, chest, shoulders, arms, hands, head, chin, and eyes. How to
properly execute a salute occupied almost an entire page. Drawings accompanied
the written instructions. When marching, the BJM stressed the length and
cadence of the marching steps; this varied depending upon whether the step was
a full one, half, side, or a back step done in quick, double, or slow time.63
Another area of instruction at NTC focused on basis seamanship skills. This included
several topics. The various types of knots sailors might be called upon to tie, learning how to use
the lead line, and hand signaling were just three of them. The BJM pictured fifty-eight “Navy
Knots and Splices,” such as the chain knot, the granny knot, and the overhand knot. When shown
the BJM page that illustrated the knots and splices, Durrell readily admits that at NTC the petty
officers were “not too strict about this. I don’t think I got too proficient in many of them.”
Although the book pictured what the fifty-eight knots and splices looked like, the BJM described
in detail “only the ones most commonly used.” Still, that listing ran more than a full page. They
included the bowline (described in the BJM as one “used whenever you want a knot that will not
slip”), the half hitch (“used for making fast a line to post or spar”), and the marlin hitch (“used
for lashing hammock”). In company gatherings, petty officers similarly focused on the knots and
splices they knew recruits would regularly use. “Line handling” is a phrase Durrell evokes when
he recalls his training. The phrase applies to a myriad of actions, such as the elementary one of
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“heaving a line” (used when mooring a ship to a dock). But what Durrell especially recalls is
learning to throw “the lead line.” As he describes it, the recruit was given a rope with several
knots in it at one end. Each knot was somewhat different than the other. One might be a single
knot and another a double knot. Or, he
adds, a rag could be tied to the rope. The
knotted rope measured the depth of the
water. A ship, “moving at a slow pace,”
Durrell explains, needed to know how
deep the surrounding water was. A sailor
took “the lead line” and “swung it as far as
he could.” Durrell notes that the seaman
would call out, “ ‘By the deep, six
fathoms,’ or whatever else showed on the
line.” This phase of his training puzzles
Durrell because he observes that the lead
line measurement was “obsolete even
then” since ships had sonar. Durrell adds
that he presumes the recruits “learned it
for [the sake of] tradition.” Many other skills a seaman needed to become acquainted with were
also taught at NTC. One last example is “visual signaling.” The BJM devoted an entire chapter to
it. In those pages, the book defined “semaphore” as “a signal system designed to transmit rapidly
messages over short distances during daylight.” Two hand flags, fifteen to eighteen inches
square, could be used, although if those were not available, the sailor could use white hats,
handkerchiefs, or his arms. But even here, Durrell points out that specialists, known as
“signalmen,” did the signaling on board ships. That is probably why recruits did not receive indepth training on the semaphore alphabet.64
After boot camp, the Navy assigned most of the newly graduated recruits to a ship. Because
of the danger posed by a fire on board any vessel, all recruits at NTC received training in
firefighting. Durrell recalls, “We had a certain course in that.” However, he remembers it as
“minimal” training. Again, as with visual signaling, this training may have been limited because
some sailors on board ships were trained in “damage control,” which included firefighting.
Water survival skills hold stronger memories for Durrell. Recruits used an indoor swimming
pool for that part of their training.
“We had to pass certain tests,
staying afloat, making sure you
could swim. I never learned how to
swim very well. I could save
myself, but I pity the guy I’m
supposed to save.” The BJM
devoted two chapters to swimming.
With illustrations, it explained
various strokes--the dog paddle, the sidestroke, the American crawl (defined by the BJM as “the
world’s fastest speed stroke”), the trudge crawl, the American backstroke, and the breaststroke.
Recruits were also shown how, if they found themselves unexpectedly in the water, they could
create their own life preserver. They did this by removing their dungarees and tying them in a
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certain way “to catch air.” Once the dungarees were then put behind a man’s head, the clothing
acted as a life preserver.65
World War I had introduced gas as a new weapon of warfare. As the BJM ominously
warned, various types of gas that could be “encountered in future naval engagements are
extremely dangerous. This is due to the insidious, poisonous, extremely irritating, and burning
effects of even small quantities of gas.” Boot camp, therefore, trained recruits in how to protect
their shipmates and themselves in case of a gas attack. A chapter in the BJM covered this topic.
A ship at sea might encounter a gas cloud that appeared as “a low-lying fog or hazy mist.” It
might even look like “a smoke screen.” But
the BJM also warned that the gas could be
“projected with great velocity” when a “shell,
bomb, or mine is burst.” If the attack occurred
that way, the gas could spread “down into the
various compartments of the vessel through
the ventilation system.” Petty officers
instructed recruits that if that happened, sailors
should shut down as much of the ventilation
system as possible. Additionally, the men
should close “doors, hatches, and manholes.”
The part of this training that Durrell
remembers so well is not the verbal instruction but the very real use of gas masks. With a gas
mask on, he entered a “gas chamber.” According to the BJM, recruits were in there for five
minutes. Durrell clearly remembers the episode. “They put us in a little hut, and then they
released tear gas. I suppose that was what it was. They gave us a little lecture, and then they
made us take off the gas mask while we were in there and experience a little bit of that tearing.
Then we would exit as soon as we could.” Durrell is correct that the Navy used tear gas, formally
called “lachrymator,” in its training.66
Small arms training was another topic covered in boot camp. On the Grinder and on a firing
range at NTC, recruits learned how to carry, load, fire, and clean their rifle. The Navy used the
bolt-action Springfield ’03. The BJM officially identified it as “the United States Magazine Rifle,
Model of 1903.” Durrell was familiar with this subject area. When it came to firing a rifle, he
explains, “I had done that all my life. I was experienced in handling a rifle. I was a very good
shot, too.” Growing up in San Diego’s North County, Durrell recalls that he “had a .22 rifle”
with which he “shot rabbits and quail.” (As a youth, Durrell remembers three types of
ammunition that he could purchase for
his rifle. One was called “long rifle,”
another was known just as “long,” and
the last was “short” ammunition. “I
didn’t have the money for the more
expensive one, so I mostly used the
short.”) What was new to Durrell was
mounting a bayonet on the end of the
rifle. As Durrell remembers it, his group of recruits did not have what he identifies as “too
much” training with the bayonet. “We just kind of thrust at the dummy,” Durrell recounts, “just
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so we would be familiar with the bayonet, how to attach it to the rifle.” The Manual of Arms
taught enlistees how to execute various commands while holding the rifle, such as “order arms,”
“trail arms,” “sling arms,” “port arms,” and “present arms.” Durrell points out that the rifle was
always unloaded at NTC. “We never saw live ammunition in our training, except when they took
us out to the firing range.” The range he refers to was the Marine Corps’ rifle range in La Jolla, a
beach town just north of downtown San Diego. Durrell believes that Navy petty officers, not
Marine Corps NCOs (non-commissioned officers), were still the instructors at the La Jolla range.
There, recruits received rounds of ammunition. The petty officers bellowed out to the enlistees,
“…don’t yank the trigger. Squeeze ’em off.” The recruits practiced firing the ’03 in standing,
kneeling, prone, sitting, off-hand, and prone rapid-fire positions. None of these posed a problem
for Durrell. “I was familiar with all of them.”67
“Our pay during our training period was twenty-one dollars a month…We soon got a
weekend off, and I hitch-hiked home to Los Angeles, proudly showing off my uniform.” Durrell’s
memoir

With money in his pocket, Durrell traveled north on his first weekend liberty to see his
mother. She and his sisters had all moved to Los Angeles before Durrell enlisted. Merle had
married and lived in South Gate, a town about
seven miles southeast of downtown Los
Angeles. Theresa also had moved to that area.
By early 1938, Julia lived alone in the Point
House. As Durrell remembers it, his mother
had fallen behind in paying the taxes on the
property, an understandable occurrence given
the Depression era. A local man gave Julia
what Durrell calls “walking away dollars,”
meaning, the man paid Julia some money to
relinquish her rights to the Point House and
the surrounding acreage. He then bought the property. Julia used the money to relocate to Los
Angeles. Initially, she worked at Mode O’Day, a shop that was part of a franchised chain of dress
stores.
Durrell hitchhiked, standing by the side of Highway 101. (It served as the main coastal road
between San Diego and Los Angeles.) As Durrell observes, drivers “were very good about
picking up people in uniform.” Rarely did he have a bad experience, but it could happen. “One
time I hitchhiked, and a couple picked me up. They were dead drunk. They had just come from
Tijuana, I guess. I let them take me maybe three blocks and then I told them that was where I
needed to get out.” Durrell did not have to wait long for another car to offer him a lift.
Hitchhiking always worked so well, he explains, that he arrived “within two to three blocks of
mom’s place. I walked the rest of the way.” Julia lived then at 10251 San Antonio Avenue in
South Gate. He does not remember his mother’s reaction when she first saw him in uniform.
Durrell admits that when he wrote in his memoir about “showing off” his dress blues, his mother
was not the intended audience. Rather, he wanted “to show it off to girls.”68
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Julia had several reasons to be proud of her son. One related to a letter she received at the
end of May. A lieutenant commander at NTC informed her that Durrell had been “selected as the
Honor Man at this station for the week ending 20 May, 1938.” For each one-hundred-man
company, the Command weekly bestowed upon a chosen recruit the “Honor Man” title. The
recipient, according to the lieutenant commander, received the designation for being “the most
conspicuous in his attention to duty and who, during this week has demonstrated the most ability
to profit from the instruction given.” The fact that Julia saved the letter undoubtedly indicates the
pride she felt in her son.69
“Upon graduating, we all crowded around the bulletin board to see what ship we were
assigned to. You can’t imagine the excitement we felt at that moment. I was overjoyed when I
found out my name, along with several of my new made friends, assigned to the USS California
(BB44). A big Battleship! That’s what I had hoped for--the bigger the better. We now got to sew
on another white stripe on our cuffs and our pay was raised to thirty-six dollars a month.”
Durrell’s memoir

In mid-June 1938, Durrell and other recruits in his company graduated boot camp. He
remembers the ceremony as “quite a show.” Each company paraded in front of the dignitaries,
with competitions between the units. Once graduated, Durrell no longer carried the rate of an
Apprentice Seaman (A.S.). (The Navy does not use the word “rank.” Rather, enlisted sailors
receive a “rate” based upon their assigned duties.) With
graduation from NTC, Durrell became a seaman 2nd class
(S2c). He was now, officially, a “sailor.” In the pre-World
War II Navy, enlisted men were also known as “bluejackets,”
“white hats,” and “gobs.” Like others in his company, Durrell
anxiously awaited assignment to his first duty station.
Usually, between 70-75% of enlisted sailors “served afloat,”
with the others in shore billets, especially aviation units. As
did most of his fellow graduates, Durrell received a ship
assignment. Coincidentally, he would soon be on the same vessel that Captain Paul P. Blackburn,
in charge of San Diego’s NTC, had once commanded. It was the USS California, one of the
Navy’s battleships.70
A short phrase in Durrell’s memoir captured the excitement he recalled when he first saw
his name listed as a new crewmember of the California--“a big Battleship!” Durrell adds today
that, “You could put that in red” to emphasize even more his elation. In any encounter with
adversaries, battleships were the most powerful vessels in the United States Navy. They carried
the largest guns that could be mounted on a warship. But Durrell explains that what prompted his
exhilaration was not the fact that his first duty station was a heavily armed ship. Rather, his joy
grew out of a fear he had. “I was afraid of getting seasick.” He believed there was less likelihood
that would happen, at least in his mind, on a vessel the size of the California than on a ship of a
different class. As it turned out, he never was plagued with that malady in all his years at sea.
Durrell left NTC committed to four-years of Navy service. He had no way of knowing that
the four years would become seven under his initial enlistment. And those seven later became
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thirty years of service in the United States Navy. While his great-grandfathers had worn the
uniform during the Civil War, neither of them amassed a military record like Durrell’s. It was not
only its length that distinguished it from the shorter service of his ancestors. Durrell’s greatgrandfathers were not at Fort Sumter, South Carolina when North and South fired the first shots
in the Civil War. Yet Durrell was at Pearl Harbor, on the Hawaiian island of Oahu, when the
United States fought its first battle in World War II. The ship he was on that fateful morning was
the one he had been assigned to after graduation from boot camp, the USS California.

Chapter 3
Durrell’s First Duty Station,
the USS California
(June 1938 – December 1941)
Durrell’s sense of history led him to keep, for eight decades now, two albums from his years
on the USS California. Together, these books hold memories of his time in the Navy from June
1938 through the December 1941 attack at Pearl Harbor, and even beyond that. The scrapbooks
thus document some of the events he lived through. Durrell purchased one of the albums from
the ship’s store. The front and back covers are made of leather. Embossed on the front cover of
this manufactured album are the words “Logalbum, World’s Fair Cruise, 1939, New York,
Panama-Cuba.” The crew of the California was scheduled to visit the New York’s World Fair in
the spring of 1939. Two landmark attractions at
the fair are represented on the album’s cover-the seven-hundred-foot Trylon obelisk and the
eighteen-story Perisphere. More colorful
graphics on the front of the scrapbook include a
parrot and a globe dominated by a Central
American map. They represent where the
battleship had been for several months before
the planned visit by the crew to the fair. A
drawing on the lower part of the cover
commands the attention of anyone looking at
the album. It is a sketch of the USS California.
Eight manila pages at the very front of the album encouraged its owner to write down
information on the countries he visited and the names as well as the addresses of shipmates.
Most of the manila pages are for “Log and Diary” entries. Durrell did not write on those, but he
did use the album’s first sheet that serves as an itinerary of his travels. It is entitled “Stamps and
Countries Visited.” Black pages, typical of scrapbooks from that era, make-up most of the
album. Durrell filled those with photographs. This scrapbook will be referred to as the World’s
Fair Album.
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The second album is one Durrell made himself, using a three-ring binder. He drew two
grizzly bears, symbolic of the State of California, on the brown cover. Under them, he wrote the
name and nickname (“Prune Barge”) of his ship. To complete the
cover graphics, Durrell also drew four stars (a nod to the four-star
admiral he came to serve under), a capital “V” for “Victory” (a
word used by the Allies during the war to indicate an eventual win
against the Axis Powers), and three dots followed by a dash
(Morse code for the word “victory”). This second album has many
more documents than photographs. Together, Durrell’s two
scrapbooks provide windows into the story of a peacetime sailor.
Their pages give information as to where his ship sailed. They also
furnish evidence about activities on and off the battleship. In
keeping these scrapbooks for over seventy years, Durrell saved
aspects of his military service story for himself and for his family.
At the same time, he also provided evidence of what life was like
for many sailors before their world dramatically changed in
December 1941. This second scrapbook will be referred to as the Three-ring Binder Album.
“We were bussed one hundred miles north to Long Beach and a large motor launch took us
out to the ship. We shouldered our hammock (which was lashed around our sea bag containing
all our clothes and belongings), climbed the ladder, saluted the flag, saluted the Officer of the
Deck as we had learned in boot camp, and requested permission to come aboard.” Durrell’s
memoir

Right after his June graduation, Durrell and other seamen received a forty-eight-hour leave.
“We had liberty,” he recalls, “and I probably went home.” Once he returned to NTC, Durrell
received his orders--he was to report to the USS California, docked at that time in Long Beach.
Other fellow graduates drew the same duty station. Those assigned to the battleship did not stay
long in San Diego. Durrell thinks they left NTC the very next day. “Soon after that we packed
our bags and we went on board the California.” Based on a muster roll entry for Durrell, he was
“first received on board” the battleship on June 20, 1938. As Durrell noted in his memoir, the
officer he reported to that day was the “Officer of the Deck,” or the O.O.D. During the threeand-a-half years Durrell served on the California, she had four captains. As an enlisted sailor,
though, Durrell does not remember interacting with any of them.71
In stepping on board his first duty station, Durrell became part of a battleship crew. He
thinks the California’s enlisted men and officers numbered about fifteen hundred when he
reported for duty. In the summer of 1938, a battleship was the premier warship in the United
States Fleet. It had been so since the beginning of the 20th century with the appearance of a
modern Navy. For some three hundred years before that, European navies in wartime counted on
their wooden sailing ships, with cannons that fired from the sides of the hull, to engage the
enemy. But by the end of the 19th century, the United States had built armored, steam-driven
ships equipped with heavy guns; some fired from turrets. Battlewagons were the fighting ships in
the United States Navy. One World War II battleship sailor described his vessel as “one big
floating gun platform.” The Navy had fifteen battleships when Durrell boarded the California. In
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the three years that constituted his early service--1938, 1939, and 1940--the number remained
fifteen.72
Among all of the pre-World War II battleships, the USS California was the only one
constructed on the United States’ Pacific Coast. In the first two years that European countries
fought World War I, the United States Congress authorized the building of five battleships. The
California was one of them, designated Battleship No. 44, or BB-44. (She became the fifth naval
ship to bear the state’s name.) Her keel was laid at the Mare Island Navy Yard in the San
Francisco Bay area town of Vallejo in October 1916. Construction continued for three years.
Even after the daughter of the state’s governor christened the battleship in November 1919, the
vessel was far from being ready to sail. What the Navy called “outfitting” continued for over two
more years as shipbuilders added on armor, guns, turrets, and the superstructure (the parts of the
ship above the main deck). It was not until August 1921, some six and a half years after
Congress had approved her construction, that the USS California joined the United States Navy
as part of the fleet. In time, the battleship acquired a nickname, the Prune Barge. (One of the
state’s agricultural products was plums, particularly a type that, when dried, became prunes.)73
Undoubtedly, the ship Durrell saw on that June day in 1938 impressed him. When asked if
he still holds any strong recollections of when he first laid eyes on the California, Durrell’s
answer echoes what he wrote years ago in his memoir. It testifies to how vividly that moment is
etched in his memory. “They unloaded us from the bus, onto the
motor launch and took us out to the ship, a big ship. I remember
shouldering our sea bag. Our hammock was lashed around the
sea bag.” He and the other new crewmen “climbed up the
gangway ladder, saluting the flag, and then the Officer of the
Deck, saying ‘Requesting permission to come aboard, sir, for
duty.’ ” The battleship’s size must have struck him. The
California’s length, over six hundred feet, ran a little more than
two football fields. In height, it stood as tall as an eight-story
building. Masts, funnels (also known as “stacks” from their
function as smokestacks), and the topside bridgework
constituted just some of the superstructure. The first time Durrell
saw the ship, she was painted a color that Durrell calls
“battleship gray.” In the service, it was known as “navy-gray
number three paint.” Teak wood covered the long, main deck. The California was one of the
battleships “known as an electric-driven ship” because of its main power plant. Eight electrically
controlled, oil-burning boilers produced the steam that operated the turbo-electric geared
turbines.74
In his first days on board, Durrell became familiar with the California’s decks and
compartments. If he did not already know it, he came to understand why construction called for a
teak wood deck. The primary reason related to safety considerations. Sailors moved metal
containers filled with gunpowder across the main deck. If that deck was made of steel, a sailor
who dragged a container on it might create sparks, which could lead to a catastrophic explosion.
Additionally, teak wood absorbed shrapnel, loud sounds, and extreme temperatures. Since teak
wood holds a large amount of oily resin, it also helped deter dry rot and other fungi that damaged
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wood. Durrell became all too familiar with the teak deck when he and other bluejackets would
“holystone the deck.” This was when the sailors swabbed (scrubbed) the main deck in a ritual
that Durrell describes with some awe--“About once a week we would do what they called
‘holystone the deck.’ Ten or fifteen of us had watered down the deck real good with saltwater
soap. We each had a brick with a hole in it, and we had a three-foot stick, like a broomstick. We
put the stick into the hole. The guys would line up. We would hook arms, and we’d slide our
brick back and forth in unison. Then we moved up to the next board until we got every board
done. It was really something to see.” Teak wood’s natural brown color turned white as a result
of the swabbing.75
Additionally, in those early days as a bona fide sailor, Durrell had the opportunity to speak
the language he had been indoctrinated in during boot camp. The BJM devoted thirteen pages to
proper Navy terminology. It was one thing to learn the Navy words for various parts of a vessel
while on land at NTC; it was a different thing to use them daily when part of a crew.
Prominently, others corrected a recruit’s language if he ever interchanged the word “boat” with
“ship.” The BJM defined a “boat” as “a small craft that can be hoisted aboard a larger vessel.”
The manual admonished the boots to, “Never call a ship a boat; it is lubberly [to do so],”
invoking a word from a bygone era that in this context meant speaking like an unskilled seaman.
As the BJM had taught the boots, the forward end of the ship was the “bow” and the after end the
“stern.” Sailors called the right-hand side looking forward the “starboard,” while the left was
known as the “port” side. The cooking compartment was the “galley.” The “magazine” stored
powder or shells. Bluejackets who felt ill reported to “sick bay,” the hospital area of the ship.
And the “hold” was a general word to mean the lower stowage compartments. Such examples are
ones drawn from the most basic Navy jargon.76
Some sailors had fun with the Navy’s use of a specialized language. In Durrell’s Three-ring
Binder Album, on one page he taped an alphabetical listing of words not found in the BJM. A
crewmember from one of Durrell’s ships apparently typed up a sheet of words bluejackets used
that were not part of the official Navy language. On it, the entry “Black Gang” referred to
“hybrids existing in bowels of ship. Engineers.” In the Navy, a boatswain’s mate was an enlisted
sailor who carried the rating of a petty officer and supervised bluejackets below his rate. The
listing Durrell saved in his album defined a boatswain’s mate in another way--a “cruel, relentless
authority who passes information and things down hatches.” Similar playful disdain was shown
for a sailor who could not handle rough seas--a “creampuff” was “a person unaccustomed to
heavy gales. A sissy.” Marines assigned to duty on board a ship received a special definition in
the list Durrell taped inside of his album. A Marine was a “Silent, bright fixture generally found
in immediate vicinity of O.O.D. Clicks heels and omits strange monosyllables. Very useful, but
annoying at times.” The last word defined on the list Durrell taped in his album was “yard.” Its
definition comprised only two words, “Bremerton, Washington.” Durrell quickly learned the
meaning of that entry. Once he and the other newly assigned seamen arrived on board, Durrell
believes the California did not stay even another day in Long Beach. “We went aboard that ship
and before that night we upped anchor and left for Bremerton.”
“A few hours after we got aboard, we were underway for Bremerton, Washington where
we were scheduled for a three-month upkeep and overhaul. During this time we would go into
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the drydock to scrape and paint the bottom. This was an all hands over the side operation and
everybody dreaded that job because it was dirty and dangerous. The day before we went into
drydock, a big forest fire broke out and threatened the watershed of Bremerton. Of course, I was
one that was ‘volunteered’ to go fight it because I was just a boot and hadn’t even been assigned
to a division yet. At that time I had developed a big boil on my fanny (it must have been the
change in diet). Going through the brush, and sliding down the hills during that fire, was a real
painful ordeal. When I finally got back to the ship, I immediately reported to sick bay. The
Doctor took one look at me and transferred me to the naval hospital in Bremerton. I was there
for three months, taking it easy, while my shipmates were slaving over the side, shining up the
old ‘Prune Barge.’ I wasn’t sick in bed so I got liberty almost anytime I wanted. We got
underway for San Francisco the day I returned to the ship.” Durrell’s memoir
Durrell’s two albums document his first three-and-a-half years in the Navy. His written
notations on their pages, the pieces of paper he put into the scrapbooks, and the photographs tell
stories of his early seagoing life. Together, the two albums give glimpses into Durrell’s travels
while he served on two battleships. As a sailor on the California, his first voyage in the summer
of 1938 did not take him that far from the state he called home. The battleship merely journeyed
up the West Coast to Washington. The ports of call he visited were all domestic ones. But
exactly a year after he enlisted, Durrell found himself in the Caribbean where he spent liberty in
countries that exposed him to unfamiliar sights. From Central America in the spring of 1939, the
California sailed for the East Coast. Trips to the Pacific in 1940 followed. The two albums also
shed light on some humorous episodes in Durrell’s first years as a bluejacket. Additionally, they
record his promotions. And by 1941, the scrapbooks held evidence of the increased likelihood
that the United States would enter World War II.
Durrell’s World’s Fair Album holds a chronology for the first trip Durrell took on the
California, from Long Beach to Bremerton. The timetable is found on the album’s opening page,
entitled “Stamps and Countries Visited.” Printed columns designate space entries for dates,
cities, countries, and impressions of places that the album’s owner visited. The first three entries
show that two brief stops preceded the California’s arrival at Bremerton. Presuming the dates
Durrell wrote relate to the ship’s arrival, the battleship anchored in the waters off of Seattle on
June 30, 1938. The city is located on Puget Sound with mountains around some of its perimeters.
That probably explains Durrell’s comment in the “Impressions” line--“Nice place (For a
mountain goat!).” By his chronology, the California anchored off of Seattle for five days before
it moved some thirty miles southwest to Tacoma, another port city in Washington. Durrell
judged this city to be “Perfect!” based upon his album entry. What might have contributed to that
one-word judgment could have been the time Durrell spent at the Point Defiance Park. It
occupied a little over seven hundred acres. The park offered visitors walks on its beaches and
trails. Durrell probably enjoyed those areas and perhaps the gardens as well. Point Defiance Park
might have reminded Durrell of San Diego’s Balboa Park. The California remained in Tacoma
for five days. The limited number of dry docks at the navy yard could explain the stops in Seattle
and Tacoma.
Based upon Durrell’s entry for Bremerton, the California arrived at the navy yard on July
10, 1938. “Too Many Sailors” is the brief impression that accompanied the entry. Bremerton’s
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official designation was “the Navy Yard Puget Sound.” Sailors, however, called the yard
“Bremerton” after the nearby Washington State town. The yard had been repairing and building
Navy ships since World War I. Even during the tight budgetary years of the Great Depression,
Congress approved large appropriations to expand the yard. When Durrell first saw Bremerton’s
dry docks, they were the only ones on the West Coast that could handle the largest ships, such as
the battlewagons. As Durrell’s memoir explained,
he did not have to help in the maintenance jobs
assigned to other crewmembers because of a
medical condition he had developed. Instead of
working on the ship, Durrell spent months in a naval
hospital. The California sailed on the same October
day he reported back for duty. The ship’s
destination was Long Beach, the port it had departed
from late in June. Durrell’s entry in his World’s Fair
Album gives an October 14th arrival date in Long
Beach, after a brief stop on the 12th in San
Francisco. (His reaction to that fabled city, as
recorded in his album, was “Darn good liberty
Durrell took this picture, writing on the back “over
the side Bremerton”
town.”) Recall that when the California arrived in
Bremerton, Durrell observed in a memoir entry that he had not “been assigned to a division yet.”
It was probably on the trip south from Bremerton that Durrell received his crew assignment.
Merely being a sailor on a battleship made Durrell part of what was called “the ‘big gun’ navy.”
As it turned out, his job put him directly on those “big guns.”77
“I was assigned to the Fifth Division which was responsible for the broadside five-inch fiftyfive caliber guns on the starboard side of the ship. I had the top bunk in number five casemate.
The outer side was open to the weather; however, the other side was next to the bakery. The
wonderful smells that came from there would wake me up each morning. Sometimes the cooks
would hand me a roll or a donut. The warmth from the bakery kept me nice and cozy. I thought I
had the best bunk in the navy.” Durrell’s memoir
This memoir entry by Durrell introduces the reader to the way the Navy organized a ship,
his specific assignment as a member of the California’s crew, and the size of the weapon his gun
crew was responsible for firing. A United States Navy ship divided its crew among six major
organizational units called “departments”--gunnery, navigation, engineer, construction and
repair, supply, and medical. Each department, in turn, was divided into “divisions,” the word
Durrell used on more than one memoir page. The number of divisions varied depending on what
one Navy publication identified as “the size, type, and complement of the ship.” On board the
California, Durrell was assigned to the gunnery department’s fifth division. One part of the
Navy’s gun classification involved a gun’s caliber (“caliber” referring here to the inside diameter
of the gun). Major caliber guns measured at least eight inches. Intermediate caliber ones were
five, six, and seven-inch guns. Minor calibers were four inches and smaller. Durrell was,
therefore, assigned to an intermediate-sized armament whose 5-inch 55-caliber guns were each
275 inches long (with a bore, or inner diameter, of 5 inches). Durrell refers to them as “the
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broadside guns.” They were located, in his description, on “the forecastle.” (The BJM defined
that as “a partial deck above the main deck at the bow.”) Durrell explains that there were “six
broadside guns.” In a conversation, he clearly pointed out their location. “The odd-numbered
ones were on the starboard side and the even-numbered ones on the port side. Number 1 was
forward, #2 was on the port side, #3 came a little aft of #1 (on the starboard), #4 was on the port,
#5 was mine, the last one on the starboard. Number 6 was the last one on the port side; it was
manned by the Marines.” Note that men slept next to the guns, but solid walls did not surround
them. Durrell adds, “When they lifted the tarp, we were outside.” (The “casemate” he wrote of in
his memoir was an armored enclosure that held a gun mounting, but unlike a turret, a casemate
did not rotate.)78
Durrell’s initial job was thus with the very weapons that defined a battleship. One sailor
who served on the California summarized the work of each bluejacket on the ship in this way,
“Everyone was in service of the guns.” The armaments varied over the years when the ship was
in commission; the specific guns even changed many times between the vessel’s 1921
completion date and 1941 when she first engaged them in war. Twelve 14-inch/50-caliber guns
constituted the wagon’s primary armament. They were housed in triple turrets on the main deck.
Two of the turrets were located forward and two aft. Each gun could fire a 1,500-pound armorpiercing shell as far as twenty miles. Since the 14-inch/50-caliber guns formed the core of the
battleship’s armaments, they were never replaced. It was the secondary armament that varied.79
“The broadside guns were old and outdated. They had to be hand loaded. We spent hours
on deck practicing loading with speed and precision. The gun crew consisted of six men. The
pointer, who raised the gun and lowered it; the trainer who moved it from left to right; the
breechman who opened the breech and closed
it; the shell man who threw the projectile in the
breech; and the powderman who followed with
the powder. The gun captain would fire the gun,
and when it was opened, the wiper would thrust
a wet glove in the breech to quench any fire that
might be clinging to it. The powder bags were
made of silk, and sometimes pieces of the silk
would be stuck to the breech and still burning. I
was the wiper, and we would be firing so fast,
all I could do was make a quick swipe and get
my hand out of the way of the next projectile
that was being loaded. During long-range
While this is a 1955 photo, Durrell saw it as illustrating
his job as a “wiper.” Note the sailor with thick gloves.
firing, they would load four bags of powder in
each load. The concussion was terrific. We had
to roll our pant legs inside our socks or the concussion would rip our pants up to our knees. One
time, the gun captain left a pencil on his ear, and when the gun was fired, it shot across the
casemate and shattered on the bulkhead. Durrell’s memoir
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When asked if he was pleased with his gun assignment, Durrell did not hesitate in his reply.
“I enjoyed it. It was exciting.” He followed this conclusion with an honest assessment of his job
as a wiper--“It was a menial task.” But at the same time Durrell recognized it as an “important”
one.
“We were in and out of Long Beach harbor for several months on exercises and gunnery
practice. We would usually be at anchor just inside the breakwater on weekends. We were
granted liberty every other day, but on our small pay, there were many weekends we stayed
aboard. On Sundays, they usually allowed visitors aboard, so if we were broke, we would have
what we called a quarter deck liberty and try to get acquainted with any girls who came
aboard.” Durrell’s memoir
In the fall of 1938, when the California began a long stay in Long Beach, Durrell remained
near the bottom of the enlisted ranks. As a seaman 2nd class, he received a monthly salary of
thirty-six dollars. The Navy doled that out in two installments, on the fifth and twentieth of each
month. If Durrell had a liberty that lasted for at least forty-eight hours, he often went to see his
mother in South Gate. Unlike Durrell’s hitchhiking trips to Los Angeles from NTC, when his
ship anchored in Long Beach, Durrell used public transportation to visit Julia. Some liberties
were what Durrell and other sailors called “a 72,” meaning, a three-day or seventy-two-hour
liberty. As Durrell noted in his memoir, shorter liberty times were common when the California
was anchored at Long Beach. Often, he further explains, “Liberty would start in the early
afternoon, and we had to be back at 8 a.m. the next day. If I had [only] a few hours, I stayed on
the Pike.” A popular destination in Long Beach for many sailors, “the Pike” was an area of the
city where an amusement park stood. Bluejackets could ride the slow-moving Hippodrome
Merry-Go-Round or the fast Cyclone Racer roller coaster. If sailors preferred a more risqué
pastime, they could buy tickets for burlesque shows. Bars offered drinks, or non-alcoholic
refreshments could be found at hamburger and chili stands. Concessions sold snow cones and
saltwater taffy. But if Durrell was low on cash, he stayed on board the ship and enjoyed what he
and other bluejackets called “quarter-deck-liberty.” The name derives from the part of the ship
used for boarding. As Durrell puts it, “Everyone comes aboard on the quarter deck.” That
included officers, enlisted men, and civilians. The enlisted especially welcomed young women
who lived in the area for quarter-deck-liberties. (According to Durrell, some of them knew
sailors on board and some did not.)80
“In January 1939, we left Long Beach and headed for Panama on what was called Fleet
Problem Twenty. We zigzagged, maneuvered and had mock battles all the way. Liberty in
Panama was a shock with the poverty and filth those poor people lived in. We proceeded into the
Atlantic with more mock battles along the way. Our maneuvers took us within sight of Africa but
no closer. We hit some very rough weather on this cruise, and it was a relief to finally sail into
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. The only thing wrong with it was we stayed three months. There was
noting there but a ball diamond and a tent where we sold beer. We did get liberty one time in
Guantanamo City. It was so dirty that I was glad to get back to the ship.” Durrell’s memoir
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Beginning in 1889, the United States Navy conducted fleet maneuvers on a regular basis.
This ended, however, with World War I. The Navy did not schedule another major fleet exercise
until early 1921. Two years later, maneuvers that carried the name “Fleet Problems” took place
each spring through 1940. The Navy numbered them consecutively in Roman numerals. They
were held in either the Caribbean or the Pacific. As one scholar concluded, the Navy during the
years between World War I and World War II “had virtually nothing to do but train.” When the
Fleet Problems began in 1923, the total number of commissioned naval vessels was not quite
three hundred and seventy-five. When the last Fleet Problem took place in 1940, almost one
hundred more ships had been commissioned. (In September 1939, World War II had formally
broken out in Europe. The war spread to the Far East because of alliance systems and territorial
possessions European nations controlled in Asia. American policymakers observed the rise of
fascism in Europe and the growth of Japanese territorial ambitions in the Pacific. Those two
developments justified increased military spending in the 1930s.)81
According to a historian who studied the Fleet Problems, the Navy “deliberately avoided”
calling the maneuvers “exercises” in its official documents. Instead the Navy used the word
“maneuvers” or just “problem.” Formulating the “fleet problem” for the annual event was no
simple task. It took considerable planning, usually about six to eight months. Senior commanders
were given a “problem” that required a resolution. In addressing the problem, naval leaders
accomplished more than one objective. They trained the fleet in large-scale maneuvers, and they
trained individual commanders to assess the situation and formulate plans. The fleet problems
also led the Navy to “develop and refine its strategy, tactics, organization, and technology.” For
example, the use of air power in coordination with sea power was part of the maneuvers. The
“integrated naval force” that proved so effective in the prosecution of World War II in the Pacific
Theater owed much to eighteen years of fleet problems.82
As a bluejacket, Durrell participated in the last two large-scale maneuvers, Fleet Problem
XX in February 1939 and Fleet Problem XXI in April 1940. (The Navy cancelled the spring
1941 exercises as tensions increased between the United States and the Axis Powers at war with
Allied countries, a coalition that did not yet include America.) Fleet Problem XX officially took
place in the Caribbean from February 20 to February 27, 1939. It brought together 134 ships, 600
planes, 3,210 naval officers and 49,445 enlisted men. This by no means represented the entire
fleet. Of the major vessels, twelve (80%) of the Navy’s fifteen battleships, four (80%) of its five
aircraft carriers, twenty-six (72%) of its thirty-six cruisers, sixty-one (48%) of its one hundred
and twenty-seven destroyers, and twelve (21%) of the Navy’s fifty-eight submarines
participated.83
The Navy chose the Caribbean as the location for Fleet Problem XX. The increasing
influence of the Axis Powers in Latin America served as a backdrop for what was, in theory,
manufactured war games. Yet commanders knew that the imagined could become the reality.
Washington, D.C. theorized that fascism could possibly spread to the Americas. In the years that
preceded Fleet Problem XX, Latin America experienced increased immigration from Germany
and Italy. At the same time, German and Italian companies invested more and more in Latin
American businesses. With such developments, the Navy Command understood that the
exercises needed to incorporate long-range reconnaissance, convoy escorts, and advanced base
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operations in the Caribbean. Such maneuvers would prepare the fleet for a war fought in the
Atlantic.84
The California probably left Long Beach soon after Christmas 1938 since an entry by
Durrell in his World’s Fair Album has the battleship arriving in Panama on January 3, 1939.
According to Durrell, the ship began the exercises as it traveled south to Central America. “We
zigzagged, maneuvered, and had mock battles all the way,” he wrote in his memoir. To get to the
Caribbean from the West Coast, the California went through the Panama Canal. As the battleship
made its way south from Long Beach, officers impressed upon the sailors the need to “conserve
fresh water.” That is an order, and a plea, made on all of the trips the ship went on. Durrell would
have heard it first when the California left Long Beach for the maintenance work done at
Bremerton seven months earlier. At one point in his years on the
battleship, Durrell saved a mimeographed flyer printed on board. It was
either hung in prominent locations or distributed to the sailors. Durrell
put a copy in his Three-ring Binder Album. One of the sailors sketched
some cartoon figures on the flyer. The top one showed a line of men
holding buckets. The first sailor had tears in his eyes. “Fellows,
rationing water is a very unpleasant situation,” the flyer concluded. In
spite of being surrounded by oceans wherever the battleship went, water
conservation was critical on board the wagon. The flyer urged the
bluejackets not to “stand under the shower too long. Wet yourself
down, turn the water off, and when you are ready to wash the soap off,
turn the water on again.” Fresh water brought on board was only to be
used “for drinking.” Sailors were “to scrub clothes on the forecastle.”
To facilitate this, the flyer announced, “The forecastle will be wet down daily while the ship is at
sea, from 1530 to 1730, for scrubbing clothes.” According to the flyer, saltwater “is also a good
substitute for bleach.”
Durrell adds a personal story on how one crewman tried to launder his clothes. “Some lazy
guy got the idea that water like that [at which point Durrell used his hands to simulate the
movement of the waves] cleans your clothes. So he took his clothes, soaked them down real
good and tied them with a small line.” After making more lines, Durrell remembers how his
shipmate “threw them overboard. As the California moved through the ocean, that action
cleaned the clothes. But when the Master-at-Arms [the petty officer who maintained order on
board a ship] saw that, he went out with his knife and cut the line. Boy, he really read him off.”
The Master-at-Arms came up with a novel solution to the sailor’s loss of clothing. As Durrell
concludes the story, “He made the sailor go down to some locker where they kept a pile of
clothes.” Those pieces were ones, as Durrell explains, that sailors had not properly cared for.
Bluejackets left them, for example, “outside of their locker when they should have been put
away.” The letters “DC” had been stenciled on them, perhaps for “discarded clothing.” Durrell
concludes the story of the “lazy” sailor who tried to avoid laundering his uniforms. “The Masterat-Arms told the guy to get himself clothes from there,” by which Durrell meant the DC pile.
According to Durrell’s entry in the World’s Fair Album, the California arrived in the Canal
Zone on January 3, 1939. For him, Fleet Problem XX was memorable, and not only because of
the war-game itself. The location of the maneuvers took Durrell, for the first time in his life, to
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foreign countries--Panama, Cuba, the Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico. He had liberty in three of
these locations where he observed living conditions he had never seen before. Durrell snapped
several photographs while on his visits to Panama and the Caribbean islands. He carefully put
them in his World’s Fair Album by inserting the pictures between black corner tabs used to hold
pictures inside of scrapbooks. Durrell also put two documents that he saved from the days of
Fleet Problem XX into the Three-ring Binder Album. Both of those relate to liberty in Panama.
He also kept a business card from Puerto Rico.
The engineering feat represented by the
Panama Canal impressed Durrell. He took more
than one photograph of the locks that moved
ships through the canal, lifting and then
lowering the vessels as they progressed from the
Pacific side of Panama to the Atlantic side.
Before the California proceeded through the
locks, Durrell and other sailors enjoyed liberty
in Panama City, located at the Pacific entrance
to the Canal Zone. Before any of the crew
disembarked, however, a commander put out a
Durrell snapped this picture out of a porthole. On the
three-page “memorandum” for “all personnel.” It
back, he wrote, “Seeing the world.”
was printed on legal-sized paper, with the words
“Priority” and “Restricted” prominently typed on the top of the first page. (Durrell defines the
latter word as meaning “the lowest classification give to any document.”) The subject line reads,
“Special information and instructions covering stay in Canal Zone for Liberty Parties.” Time off
the ship would be given daily to the crew, but the commander announced that “no more than
15%” of the men could disembark on any one day. Sailors could visit two cities in the Canal
Zone, Panama City and Colon on the Atlantic side. Chief petty officers received the longest
liberty (twelve hours, from 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.). All others were limited to six hours (from
noon to 6:00 p.m.). Durrell’s World’s Fair Album entry has the California arriving, recall, on the
Pacific side of the Canal Zone on January 3rd. The battlewagon appears to have remained there
for twelve days. On that same album page, Durrell entered January 14th for the California’s
arrival date at Colon. The commander’s liberty instructions reinforce the arrival date Durrell
wrote in his album since it states that the ship would be docked in Colon from January 14th to
January 19th. The battleship’s stay in the Canal Zone, therefore, was a little over three weeks.
Based on the instructions the
commander issued, what particularly
concerned him was the possibility that his
men could get into trouble with Panamanian
civilians and the police. The very first
paragraph in the instructions announced a
jurisdictional change once sailors set foot on
the foreign shore--“Personnel of the fleet who
violate Panamanian laws are subject to arrest
by Panamanian Police.” Past experiences
apparently had taught the Navy command to
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station “a member of the Shore Patrol” at the Panamanian Police Headquarters “to look after the
interests of Naval personnel.” A bluejacket simply picking fruit from a tree could encounter a
problem with local authorities. “It must be assumed,” the instructions read, “that all fruit trees,
such as coconut palms and mango trees, are privately owned.” The liberty instructions cautioned
sailors to be careful of other situations, as well. “Avoid over indulgence of intoxicants,” warned
the commander. “The most frequent cause of altercations,” the instructions observed, “is in
disagreement over taxi fares.” Bluejackets should find out the charge before hiring the driver.
Additionally, no sailor was to take a firearm ashore, and while he could carry cigarettes from the
California’s “sea-store,” they could not be traded or sold to civilians. Such acts violated
Panamanian law. And bluejackets should avoid smoking Panamanian cigarettes. The commander
explained why. “Many local brands are adulterated with ‘marijuana.’ No local cigarettes will be
permitted…on board ship,” nor could sailors bring back to the California any “animals, birds, or
plants.”
On a more personal note, the instructions admonished sailors to avoid situations that could
negatively affect their health. Malaria could be contracted from mosquito bites. Eating “native
fruits and vegetables without peeling, drinking water from public fountains” or consuming “milk
and soft drinks in unsanitary places and
eating native food of any kind carelessly
prepared” could result in dysentery and
typhoid. Aside from these concerns, the
commander underlined one health
consideration, the only underlining in the
three pages of instructions--“venereal
diseases.” What the commander called
“carelessness” caused this problem. The
city of Colon appears to have carried the
greater overall danger. The last sentence in
the three-page instructions ominously
characterized Colon as “a young
Singapore-Warning-watch your step.” Unsurprisingly, the Navy set up “two prophylaxis
stations” in Colon, one near the landing and another in the city.” When asked about the emphasis
the Navy gave to guarding its sailors against venereal disease, Durrell remembers the concern.
Yet he explains, “I do not think we had a single case in Panama, but later, when we were in
Norfolk, my goodness, how many cases broke out. But none in Panama. Guys were cautious, I
guess.”
While Durrell probably read the instructions, none of the warnings particularly related to
him. He just was not the type of young man who would have gotten into trouble. The
commander advised bluejackets like Durrell that officers and the chaplain would offer “special
sight-seeing and athletic parties.” In addition to those activities, the instructions reminded sailors
that they could visit the Army and Navy YMCA; one facility was in Balboa (a district of Panama
City) and a second was located in Cristobal (a port town on the Atlantic side of the Canal Zone).
A railroad line ran from Panama to Colon, traversing the forty-eight miles in one hour and thirtyfive minutes. Durrell paid the $1.40 one-way fare to travel from the Pacific side to the Atlantic
side of the Canal Zone. He took pictures during the trip, photos that he later put into his World’s
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Fair Album. The train offered
passengers a view of the canal as well
as the jungle terrain of the area. Durrell
remembers that the train stopped at
Madden Dam. Once on the Atlantic
side, Durrell visited the YMCA.
Durrell’s Three-ring Binder Album
holds a brochure from the Canal
Zone’s Army & Navy YMCA. He
thinks he went to the one in Cristobal.
It offered sandwiches, a soda fountain,
and an outdoor swimming pool. Sailors
like Durrell would have felt they were in the States instead of in a foreign country.85
But once outside of the YMCA, Durrell knew he was not anywhere in the States. Durrell’s
memoir and entries in the “Impressions” column on page one of his World’s Fair Album give
evidence of the squalid living conditions he saw in the Canal Zone. “Liberty in Panama was a
shock with the poverty and filth those poor people lived in,” Durrell recalled in his memoir.
Those words echoed what he had written decades earlier on the “Impressions” lines in his
World’s Fair Album for Panama and Colon--“Awfully Dirty” and “Dirtier,” respectively. The
next album entry for places Durrell visited was Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. Three days after the
California departed from the Canal Zone on January 19th, the vessel stopped in Cuba. Durrell’s
reaction to liberty there appeared to be no more positive than his reaction to time in Panama and
Colon. In his album, on the “Impressions” line for Guantanamo Bay, Durrell concluded, “A nice
place to stay away from.” As with the Canal Zone, his memoir speaks to the living conditions he
saw in Guantanamo City--“It was so dirty that I was glad to get back to the ship.”
Fleet Problem XX’s official start
date of February 20, 1939 was still a
month away. In his World’s Fair
Album, Durrell records a stop by the
California on February 2nd at Culebra
in the Virgin Islands. On the
“Impressions” line for that entry,
Durrell explained, “No Liberty, but it
looked nice from the ship.” By this
date, the California was probably
positioning itself for the Fleet Problem
On the back of this photo, Durrell identified it as taken at anchor at
that was officially based in the
GTMO Bay
Guantanamo-Culebra area. The Navy
had divided the participants into three groups--Green, Black and White. According to the
fictional situation, fascists had staged a coup in a Latin American country (Green). This led to a
civil war. The United States and some of its Latin American allies (Black) organized support for
the government that had been overthrown. Fascists then asked for aid from a major European
country (White). White sent ships to the Caribbean. This led to a confrontation with Black.
Black’s mission was to stop White from reinforcing the fascist rebels fictionally based in
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Trinidad. (Black operated out of Puerto Rico and White out of Guantanamo. Because Durrell’s
World’s Fair Album places the California in Guantanamo Bay, and since his memoir refers to a
three-month-stay there, his battleship appears to have been part of the White forces.)86
The Fleet Problem’s mock battles took the California well into the Atlantic. At one point,
the battleship sailed so far east that, as Durrell shared in his memoir, “Our maneuvers took us
within sight of Africa but no closer. We hit some very rough weather on this cruise, and it was a
relief to finally sail into Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.” Fleet Problem XX experienced such bad
weather on some days that rainsqualls complicated the maneuvers. Even so, aircraft took off
from Black’s cruisers. On the last days of Fleet Problem XX, President Roosevelt arrived to
observe the exercises, as did the Chief of Naval Operations. Once the maneuvers officially
concluded, all of the ships stayed in the Caribbean where they conducted gunnery exercises.87
“In March of 1939, I was finally advanced to Seaman First Class, which meant I could sew
the third stripe on my cuffs, and my pay was increased to the great sum of fifty-four dollars a
month.” Durrell’s memoir
Durrell’s albums document some stops the California made when it remained in the
Caribbean. On March 5, 1939, the battleship dropped anchor in Ponce, Puerto Rico. Durrell’s
memoir did not mention this stop, but the first page of his World’s Fair Album does. He
summarized his “Impressions” of Ponce with the entry, “Very nice place-Si! Si!” In his Threering Binder Album, Durrell taped a business card from “Atilano Son” that advertised “Drink,
dance and have a very good time,” which hopefully
he did. Durrell saved a much more important piece of
paper in the same album, a document dated March 6,
1939, one day after the battleship arrived in Ponce.
Durrell completed a “Navy Training Course” on the
6th that promoted him from seaman 2nd class (S2c) to
seaman 1st class (S1c). As Durrell explains, sailors
interested in taking a test to advance from S2c to S1c
showed up in a room on board the ship. A large
number, thirty in the example Durrell uses, would
take a test to prove their competency for
advancement. However, Durrell points out that the
Navy allowed only a certain number to receive a promotion at a certain point in time. He
himself, in his own words, “studied like mad” for the exam, pouring over pages in the BJM. On
that day in March, Durrell scored high enough to be one of the sailors who received a new rating
of S1c.
Durrell states in his memoir that the California remained in Guantanamo Bay for three
months, undoubtedly using the United States naval station as its base. As Durrell observes,
Guantanamo Bay offered little to sailors who went on shore. “There was nothing there but a ball
diamond and a tent where they sold beer.” On April 3rd, Durrell went on board the light cruiser
USS Richmond, also anchored in Guantanamo Bay. It served as the flagship of the Submarine
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Force. Durrell knew a sailor, Dick Harvey, stationed on the ship. The two bluejackets had
attended grammar school and high school together. Durrell boarded the Richmond to see Dick at
least one time, on April 3rd. He taped evidence of the visit into the Three-ring Binder Album. It
took the form of a small booklet from the
Richmond with that April date on it. The word
“Smoker” appears in large letters on the front
of the publication, under the name of the ship.
Durrell explains that the word alerted sailors
to “a party” situation--a boxing match where
cigarettes and cigars would be handed out.
The gathering was known among sailors as a
“smoker.” The booklet publicized an April 3rd
7:00 p.m. sports event on the cruiser. After the
Submarine Force Band played, a wrestling
match began. Three competitions were
scheduled. Boxing followed the wrestling,
with eight matches listed in the brochure. Durrell watched the wrestling and the boxing. In both
sports, winners received three dollars worth of coupons at the Ship’s Service (the ship’s store),
and the losers were given two dollars worth. Refreshments (sandwiches, lemonade, and ice
cream) followed the sports activities. The showing of a Hollywood movie formally ended the
evening. It was not liberty, yet it provided sailors some relief from the monotony of training
exercises.
“In April 1939, we arrived in Norfolk. After three months in the tropics, we almost froze in
Norfolk. After Panama and Cuba, liberty in Norfolk seemed pretty good, but we didn’t do much
because we were saving as much money as we could. We were supposed to leave for New York
and attend the World’s Fair in a few days.” Durrell’s memoir
In his World’s Fair Album, Durrell recorded April 14, 1939 as the date when the California
anchored at the Navy base in Norfolk, Virginia. The battleship was not alone. Many vessels in
the Atlantic Fleet that had participated in Fleet Problem XX dropped their anchors. Ships
involved in the fleet maneuvers that did not end up in Norfolk docked in ports along the Atlantic
seaboard. On the “Impressions” line of his World’s Fair Album, Durrell summarized his
thoughts on Norfolk--“Not bad. But nothing to brag about.” As he noted in his memoir, the
temperature change from the Caribbean to the Virginia coast shocked his system, as it must have
done with other sailors, too. “We would hose down the deck,” Durrell explains, but the water
froze. “It was that cold,” he adds. Initial plans called for the California to dock just a short time
in Norfolk. The Navy planned for the fleet to come together again on April 29th for a review in
New York. The event would coincide with the beginning of the New York City’s World’s Fair.
As Durrell indicated in his memoir, crews had been told they would receive liberty so they could
enjoy the fair. At some point, Durrell bought a map of the fair, and he purchased the World’s
Fair Album at the ship’s store. Durrell does not, however, recall if he made those purchases
before or after the Navy changed its plans. The original ones called for the fleet to leave the East
Coast around June 1st for the Pacific.88
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If the California pulled into Norfolk on April 14th as Durrell wrote in his album, it was the
very next day that President Roosevelt made a decision that changed the Navy’s plans. Roosevelt
ordered the fleet back to the Pacific immediately. Unknown to sailors such as Durrell, Fleet
Problem XX was the shortest such exercise since 1933. One reason for this concerned what one
historian called a “deteriorating situation in the Far East.” Beginning in 1931, Japan had been
moving its troops into areas of China. The Sino-Japanese War officially had begun in 1937 as
Japan took over parts of eastern China. Because of the situation in Asia, some of the Pacific Fleet
had not even joined Fleet Problem XX. A group on ships, dubbed Task Force Seven, remained
on the West Coast; it included the battleship USS Arizona and the aircraft carried USS Saratoga.
The situation in Asia had not improved since February when Fleet Problem XX began. Concern
for increased Japanese aggression explains the president’s April 15th decision. In fact, during the
American naval exercises, Japanese fishing boats showed up in the Caribbean. United States
authorities suspected they might have been sent to spy on the naval ships. But, of course, that
could not be proved.89
By the time the maneuvers ended and the California arrived in Norfolk, the State
Department in particular worried about what it saw as “an imbalance of power in the Pacific.”
Policymakers in Washington, D.C. believed that the presence by most of the Pacific Fleet on the
Atlantic seaboard caused this “imbalance.” These considerations led to the decision there would
be no trip north from Norfolk to New York City for most of the ships. As Durrell recalls, “We
were within a day or two of going, but then our orders were changed.” (While about thirty-five
ships went to New York, most were from the Atlantic Squadron, with only a few from the
Pacific Fleet.) Concern about a deteriorating situation in both Asia and Europe even affected
modernization plans for the California and her sister ship, the USS Tennessee. Both had been in
commission for almost twenty years. Funds to rebuild the two battleships had been approved.
Yet in April 1939, strategists in Washington, D.C. indefinitely postponed the work to guarantee
that the ships would be available just in case they were needed. In talking with Durrell today, one
can still sense his disappointment at not being able to visit the New York World’s Fair. But it
was not too long after Norfolk that he received another division assignment. This position more
than made up for missing the World’s Fair. Durrell’s years at his new duty desk became his
proudest moments as a bluejacket.90
“A good friend of mine, that I had gone through boot camp with, had a great job in the
communications office of the Flag Division. All personnel in the Flag Division are no longer
ship’s personnel, but members of the staff of the Admiral. This particular Admiral was in
command of the battleforce in the Pacific. In short, he was COMBATFOR. My friend told me
there was an opening in his office and asked if I wanted the job. I jumped at the chance because I
was fed up with the deck force. FBI background investigations were made and I was given a topsecret clearance. I soon made Yeoman Third Class, which gave me a “crow” with one chevron
on my left arm. It also increased my pay to sixty dollars a month.” Durrell’s memoir
Reece Graves was the “good friend” who attended NTC with Durrell a year earlier. Unlike
Durrell who had been in the California’s gunnery department, Reece had not been part of the
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ship’s crew. Instead, he ended up working on an admiral’s staff, and not just any admiral. Reece
had been assigned to a fleet commander, in fact, to the fleet commander. Lower-ranking admirals
served under him. Durrell explains that there were admirals on other ships, but the admiral on the
California was a four-star admiral (at that time, the highest rank an admiral could achieve).
Durrell calls him “the senior admiral afloat.” Durrell also refers to him as “COMBATFOR.” In
1932 the Navy changed the name of what had been known as the “Battle Fleet” to the “Battle
Force.” Most of the battleships, aircraft carriers, attached escorts, and the Pacific Submarine
Divisions composed that fleet or force. For these vessels, a lower-ranking admiral carried the
title of “Commander Aircraft, Battle Force,” another “Commander Destroyers, Battle Force,” a
third “Commander Minecraft, Battle Force” and a last admiral held the title of “Commander
Cruisers, Battle Force.” The high-ranking admiral in charge of these subordinate admirals was
the “commander” of the United States Fleet. In his memoir, Durrell identifies that officer as
COMBATFOR--Commander, Battle Force. Reece worked, therefore, on the staff of the four-star
admiral who commanded the United States Fleet.91
Durrell joined that same staff, and while individual admirals who served as
COMBATFORs came and went, Durrell remained a member of COMBATFOR’s
communications staff for four years. He became part of “the flag division” soon after Fleet
Problem XX when Reece suggested he apply. Because of the large volume of messages coming
in and going out, a four-star admiral received his own communications staff. These extra sailors,
such as signalmen, radiomen, and yeomen, were identified as the admiral’s “flag allowance” or
his “flag complement.” One sailor estimated that COMBATFOR’s flag allowance on the
California numbered twenty officers and around eighty enlisted bluejackets. Durrell refers to this
special staff as “the flag division.” And as Durrell rightly explains, too, the flag allowance was
not part of a ship’s crew. COMBATFOR’s staff followed him wherever he went, from one ship
to another or from ship to shore. For the years between the summer of 1939 and the winter of
1941, Durrell served under four COMBATFORs. In spring 1939, the USS California acted as
flagship for Admiral Edward C. Kalbfus. He would have been the first admiral in whose flag
compliment Durrell served. In June 1939, Admiral James O. Richardson followed Kalbfus as
COMBATFOR. Richardson held the position for six months before Roosevelt appointed him
Commander in Chief, U.S. Fleet (CINCUS). Admiral Charles P. Snyder followed Richardson as
COMBATFOR from January 1940 until January 1941 when William S. Pye succeeded him. Pye
was the last admiral Durrell served under in the flag compliment before the United States entered
World War II.92
As Durrell admitted in his memoir, he was ready for a new assignment. “I was fed up with
the deck force.” When asked why he had felt that way, Durrell cited some of its responsibilities
that he felt had become laborious, such as “holystoning the deck” and “paint chipping.” To
explain the latter, he points out that areas of the ship were “painted over and over and over
again.” As such, the paint layers built up. “We had to chip that off. A lot of chipping goes on
aboard ship.” The timing of Reece’s news about an opening in the flag allowance also proved
fortuitous for another reason. Durrell recalls, in his words, that he was “scheduled to do mess
cooking. That was a menial, terrible job.” He adds, “I got out of that, thank goodness” because of
his new assignment to flag.
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Durrell remembers that, just to be considered for the flag division, a sailor had to be able to
type. He had completed two years of typing in high school. Durrell had already benefited from
those courses while in boot camp. At NTC, his typing ability secured him an assignment in the
library as other recruits drilled for hours outside on the asphalt Grinder. His high school classes
now earned him a position on the Admiral’s Flag as other sailors worked at duty stations where
their rating usually related to repetitive tasks.
That would not be true for Durrell once he
joined the flag division. Either while the FBI
conducted its background investigation, or
soon afterwards, Durrell took a test on June 9,
1939 to change his rating. Just three months
earlier, he had advanced from seaman 2nd class
to seaman 1st class. Sailors who held the rate
of seaman performed shipboard duties. If
Durrell was to serve on the Admiral’s Flag, he
should more correctly be rated as a yeoman (a
petty officer rate held by an enlisted man who
did administrative work). His Navy Training
Course Certificate, dated June 9th, advanced
him from seaman 1c to yeoman 3rd class. It is a
good indication of the approximate time Durrell left the California’s crew to join the Admiral’s
Flag complement. Sailors wore an insignia on one of the upper sleeves of their uniform to
indicate their rate. The “crow” Durrell referred to is Navy slang for an eagle. That bird, with its
expanded wings, was displayed at the very top of the petty officer’s rating insignia. One, two, or
three chevrons (v-shaped stripes) appeared below the eagle. The number of chevrons related to
the yeoman’s rate. As a yeoman 3c, Durrell had one chevron. As he explained in his memoir, the
crow and stripe translated into six dollars more each month in his pay rate.93
Initially, Durrell worked for several months on non-classified messages, using a Navy
typewriter. It was called a “mill.” The Navy typewriter differed in one significant way from a
civilian one--“Our typewriter had no lower case,” Durrell explains. “It had nothing but capital
letters.” This allowed for greater speed since the typists did not have to shift back and forth from
upper to lower case letters. “I did 50 words per minute (WPM) with no strain at all,” Durrell
notes. Once he advanced to a special coding machine, he adds, “I did 80 WPM.” It did not have a
carriage return, either, so Durrell typed with what he describes as “a steady rhythm. Perfect
rhythm. That is where you get your speed. You did not have to hit a return.” In his words, he
learned to type “code” as easily as he did “language [i.e., “plain English”].”
“The Admiral’s Communication Officer got special permission from the Chief of Naval
Operations to establish an enlisted coding board. Six of us were named to the board, and, from
that time on, my work was nothing but standing watches. At sea we did four hours on and four
hours off. In port, it was four on and eight off. It would vary somewhat, but that was about it. I
soon made Second Class Yeoman, with my pay going clear up to seventy-two a month.
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My job on the coding board was to encode any messages the Admiral’s Staff might
originate and decode all incoming classified messages. I loved the job I was doing because we
knew everything that was going on--never a dull moment.” Durrell’s memoir
When Durrell left ship’s company to be on the Admiral’s Flag, the Navy numbered about
116,000 active duty personnel. Two years later, that number had grown to about 210,000. It
should be stressed, for the sailors these statistics represent, the coding board Durrell worked on
was a very special group. “As far as I know,” he believes, “we were the only enlisted men who
were authorized to encode and decode classified messages.” It is not surprising that Durrell is
extremely proud of his naval service. It would end up totaling about thirty years. In all that time,
however, Durrell judges his proudest years in uniform to have been a roughly four-year period
when he coded and decoded messages as a member of the Admiral’s Flag. Durrell’s
communications position on the coding board was a critical one since the four-star admiral he
served under commanded a large portion of the United States Navy. As Durrell put it so simply,
he “loved” his communications job in the Flag Division. “I had the best and most interesting job
in the Navy. It was the coding work and getting firsthand information. I loved doing the
coding.”94
The California had three radio stations--radio one (also known as main radio), radio two,
and radio three. Crewmen assigned to communications in ship’s company staffed these. Radio
one stood inside of the armored citadel on the port side of the first platform deck. In comparison,
radio two was on the third deck, and it was close to double the size of radio one. Radio
transmitters were kept here. The two radio rooms were purposely at a distance from each other;
if the main radio room became inoperable due to enemy fire or some other reason, radio two
could still send and receive messages. The last radio room was known as radio three, or
emergency radio. It was a small, oblong area, near the machine shop and inboard from the crew’s
living compartments. If radio one and two could not function, this emergency radio center
housed a battery-operated, portable transmitter-receiver. Within radio three, the ship also kept
training equipment for personnel assigned to communications. All of this equipment made for a
crowded room.95
However, members of the Admiral’s Flag compliment did not report to any of these radio
rooms. Durrell explains that while some of the radiomen from the Admiral’s Flag worked with
California’s communications men, he did not do so. Durrell identifies himself as “working only
in the coding room with flag staff.” He never reported to radio rooms one, two, or three since the
coding room was a separate compartment located, in Durrell’s words, “on the second deck aft.”
The coding room, he continues, was “just about even with number four turret.” He further
explains that, in reality, “it was two rooms. One was the actual coding room [that held a topsecret crypto machine], and the other room was where the pneumatic tube came in.” When the
California received a message addressed to the Admiral, the main radio room placed it in a
pneumatic tube that sent it over to the coding room. “If on duty,” Durrell points out, “I was the
guy who opened up that tube in the inner sanctum and decoded the message.”
Durrell’s duty station, the coding room, was not a large area. “It was such a small place.
There wasn’t room for more than two people at a time,” he explains. In a memoir by a member
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of ship’s company, a radioman called the Admiral’s coding room “the black chamber.” When
asked about this phrase, Durrell replies that the sailor probably used those words “because it was
mysterious to him.” Durrell insists no one on the flag allowance ever used that expression. He
adds that the ship’s company saw the coding room as “ ‘an inner sanctum.’ They did not know
what the heck went on in there. It was an ultra secret place.” No special code or knock was
required to gain entry, however. According to Durrell, if the coding room “was manned, it was
not locked.” And as he further explains, the Marine assigned to the coding room was “always in
the coding room,” but not as a guard. “He acted as a runner,” Durrell notes. “We gave the
message to the duty officer. The duty officer routed it to whoever had action on the message, and
the Marine would deliver it. If it was sensitive, however, the duty officer delivered it himself.”96
When asked to explain the encoding and decoding work he did, Durrell begins with a
general statement, “We had many kinds of codes and devices.” What he defines as “the lowest
code was a simple exchange of the letters.” For example, the letter “c” in an encoded message
might be decoded as the letter “m.” Other codes were much more advanced. “Believe me,”
Durrell emphasizes, “we had some codes that you could not break.” One was the code created by
“the electric cipher machine,” or as it was known, the ECM. Durrell classifies it as “our main
device.” He continues. “It looked like a big teletype machine. It had a regular keyboard, and it
had eight discs.” Durrell further explains that each disc had “the whole alphabet” on it. “To
change the code, we changed the disc around.” But in Durrell’s description, “the heart of the
whole thing” was a group of five wheels located on the top, right-hand side of the coding
machine.” Durrell describes the importance of these main cipher wheels. “On one certain day, I
put the wheels in straight. Maybe the next day I might put every other wheel backwards, which
completely changed the code.” (Durrell rearranged the wheels after he was told what the code
was to be for that day.) And while at his prewar and wartime duty station handling code, he
never wore a headset or headphone, as did radiomen often pictured in photographs.
The United States Army and Navy worked together to
create the ECM in the late 1930s. (The Army named it
“SIGABA,” and the Navy dubbed it the “ECM Mark II.”) The
military continued to use the machine in the post-World War II
years. In the late 1940s and throughout the 1950s, America
confronted the Soviet Union in what became known as the
Cold War. Whether it was World War II or the Cold War, it
appears other nations never broke the ECM code. The United
States did not declassify aspects of the ECM’s operating
principles until the year 2000. As part of that declassification,
the government made its patent public in 2001, complete with
drawings of the ECM. A museum that today houses cipher
machines likens the ECM to “a large electric typewriter,” or “a
rather bulky typewriter.” It has “a full keyboard with numerals and spacebar at the front.” The
machine has an ink ribbon above the keyboard. Printed messages appeared on long, pre-gummed
paper strips. What was called a “MODE selector” was on the top right of the ECM; the sailor
operating the machine switched the selector “between encryption, decryption, plaintext, and
OFF.”97
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“The next several months were spent
cruising the Pacific, crossing and re-crossing the
equator and the International Date Line. In April
of 1940, we made Pearl Harbor our home away
from home. We would spend one week in and one
week out. Sometimes we would anchor at
Lahaina on Maui Island. There was nothing but a
beer parlor at Lahaina, but we had some great
swimming parties. With nothing there but sugar
cane fields, we were able to skinny-dip. Now
there are high rise hotels and golf courses all
along the beach.” Durrell’s memoir
As a result of President Roosevelt’s order to move the Pacific Fleet from the West Coast to
Pearl Harbor, Durrell visited the Hawaiian Islands for the first time in the summer of 1939. (The
transfer was temporarily at that point.) The naval base at Pearl Harbor, on the island of Oahu,
was not that old. Construction had begun in 1908. The base officially opened in December 1911
when a United States armored cruiser, named the USS California, pulled into the harbor. In the
years immediately thereafter, the military built “a coaling station, shipyard, submarine base,
naval magazine, Marine barracks, naval hospital and naval air station.”98 By the late 1930s, the
Navy had constructed mooring quays on Ford Island, located in the middle of the harbor. The
dock site came to be known as “Battleship Row.”
The California left Pearl Harbor in the spring of 1940 to join other ships for Fleet Problem
XXI. Each fleet problem, from the first one in 1923 down to the last one in 1940, used a war
between the United States and Japan as the basis of the scenario naval planners created. This was
true even for fleet problems held in the Caribbean, such as Durrell’s first such experience in
spring 1939. Fleet Problem XX may have imagined a situation in the Americas, but the Navy
created the problem with an eye toward a war with Japan. A year later, with Fleet Problem XXI,
all of the strategy, operations, and tactics employed clearly spoke to hostilities in the Far East. As
tensions increased between Japan and the United States, the Navy planned extensive maneuvers.
Fleet Problem XXI lasted longer than any of the other maneuvers. It began on April 1, 1940 and
was not over until forty-seven days later, on May 17th. Unlike the one a year before, the press
was not invited to observe the exercise.99
In the spring of 1940, the Navy’s fleets consisted of six aircraft carriers, fifteen battleships,
around two hundred and ten other large surface warships, about sixty submarines, and
approximately one hundred and seventy-five additional commissioned vessels. In September
1939 when World War II broke out in Europe, Roosevelt had ordered the establishment of a
“Neutrality Patrol” in the North Atlantic. He could argue that it was meant to keep the war “over
there,” yet in reality its purpose was to escort ships that carried war goods to England. As such,
the Navy kept a substantial number of its vessels in the Atlantic. Still, about half of the carriers,
most of the battleships, almost half of the remaining major surface warships, and one-third of the
submarines took part in Fleet Problem XXI. What none of the participants knew in the spring of
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1940 was that the maneuvers would be the last of these large-scale exercises that had begun in
1923.100
All of the fleet problems were meant to prepare the Navy for war. Fleet Problem XXI did
that with the understanding that war with Japan was more likely then than it ever had been.
Strategists learned from earlier maneuvers what would be needed to carry out a war against an
enemy with fortified bases across a vast ocean. Fleet Problem XXI, therefore, incorporated some
of these lessons--scouting, escorting convoys, establishing secure communications, building
advanced base operations, refueling ships at sea, and combating air attacks from enemy carrier as
well as land-based aircraft. The Navy practiced these employing various offensive and defensive
tactics.101 As it turned out, Fleet Problem XXI’s objectives reflected tactics the Navy would
employ less than two years later when the United States and Japan really were at war with each
other.
Fleet Problem XXI consisted of eight parts, all acted out in the
waters around the Hawaiian Islands. Admiral Richardson, who had
been COMBATFOR in Durrell’s first months on the flag
compliment, oversaw the maneuvers in his capacity as CINCUS.
Two “teams” confronted each other, one representing United States
forces and the other Japanese forces. An early part of the Fleet
Problem concentrated on the first days in a presumed Pacific war
between the two nations. “A concentrated fleet” (Japan) acted
against “a dispersed one” (the United States). Another part of Fleet
Problem XXI focused on how “a weaker fleet” (the United States)
held its own against “a stronger one” (Japan) that tried to take over
an advanced base. In yet another part of the maneuvers, the team that
represented Japan captured Wake Island (an American territory since
Durrell’s photo of the fleet,
1899) from the team that represented the United States. In his
taken from Lahaina
memoir, Durrell referred to the town of Lahaina, on the island of
Maui. Off of it is Lahaina Roads, a deep-water channel that served as an invasion point by Japan
in one phase of the war games. In Fleet Problem XXI, Japan was to use Lahaina Roads as the
beginning of its raid on the Hawaiian Islands. One week into Fleet Problem XXI, the entire fleet
ended up at Lahaina Roads where “enemy attacks” took place. Immediately after that scenario
played out, the fleet took on additional supplies and refueled.102
Durrell’s picture of sailors enjoying the beach at Lahaina

For the month of April when Fleet
Problem XXI began, Durrell made two entries
on the “Stamps and Countries Visited” page of
his World’s Fair Album. That page, recall,
allowed the scrapbook’s owner to enter a date,
city, and “impressions” of places the ship
visited. For the 10th of the month, Durrell
noted the California’s stop in Lahaina. On the
line designated for his thoughts, he wrote his
reaction--“a beautiful tropical island!” Because
of his entry for “Honolulu” on the 26th, the
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battleship appears to have pulled into Pearl Harbor on that date. (He wrote down no
“impressions” for the city.)
Fleet Problem XXI officially ended on May 17, 1940. On May 10th, Germany had invaded
even more countries, principally the Netherlands and Belgium. France seemed to be next.
Additionally, Italy appeared ready to become actively involved in the European war as
Germany’s ally. As the Axis Powers expanded their influence, some policymakers thought Japan
might feel emboldened. It could seize more territory in Asia, especially the Dutch East Indies
and French Indo-China. With such a grim outlook before him, President Roosevelt ordered the
Pacific Fleet to remain at Pearl Harbor in Hawaii as a deterrent.103
Durrell’s first entry on the “Stamps and Countries Visited” page of his World’s Fair
Album is dated some two years earlier--June 30, 1938. That was when the California pulled into
Seattle on its way to Bremerton. He made eleven entries on the page up to Fleet Problem XXI.
His notations on Lahaina and Honolulu related to those maneuvers. Even though the page had
room for more entries, Durrell listed just three additional places--Kingman Reef, Palmyra Island,
and Christmas Island. He entered no dates for them, and he did not see the reef and islands while
on board the California. Instead, Durrell saw these Pacific landmarks in July 1940 while he
served with the Admiral’s Flag on board the USS New Mexico. It was the second battleship he
sailed on. According to Durrell, the California returned to the States after Fleet Problem XXI,
leaving COMBATFOR in need of a new flagship. Admiral Snyder and his flag allowance thus
boarded the New Mexico, probably in June. A June 30th muster roll places Durrell on board the
battleship that day. Some papers in his Three-ring Binder Album give evidence of his continued
presence on the New Mexico a month later, on July 24, 1940. They document an amusing ritual
sailors experienced when bluejackets crossed the equator for the first time. It was known as
“Crossing the Line.”
The ceremony inducted sailors into the “Ancient Order of the Deep.” As Durrell
summarizes the transformation, “Before you crossed the equator, you were a pollywog. Once
you crossed, you were a shellback.” By definition, a “pollywog” (also known as a “tadpole”) was
an early stage in the life of an amphibian, especially a frog. As the pollywog matured, it
physically changed. In Crossing
the Line, “pollywogs” (or “wogs”)
One of Durrell’s pictures of a
Crossing the Line ceremony
were those crewmen who had not
yet passed over the equator. Once
they did so, they, too, would
undergo a change, just like
pollywogs did as they grew older.
Since “shellbacks” are defined as
veteran sailors, after bluejackets
crossed the equator they became
“shellbacks.” The roots of the
ceremony go back to bygone eras
when wooden ships sailed the sea
with their masts unfurled, the wind as their power source. In those days, seafaring was a more
dangerous venture than in modern times. As such, successfully crossing the equator represented
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a true accomplishment. Before being dubbed a shellback by a sailor dressed as King Neptune,
the wog usually had to endure some hazing by his crewmates. Durrell recalls that he “ran the
gauntlet.” Shellbacks lined up in two rows, across from each other. Each sailor held a cardboard
tube with a rag stuffed inside of it. The wog was instructed to run this “gauntlet.” A shellback
might wet his rag, which insured that his hit would be delivered with more force. Once the wog
had run the gauntlet and completed other tasks assigned to him, he might be asked to kiss King
Neptune’s ring or his majesty’s bare foot as a sign of loyalty. Even President Roosevelt, on board
a Navy cruiser in 1936, underwent a Crossing the Line initiation. Durrell has several photographs
taken of his own induction.104
Durrell put three documents
on his ceremony in the Threering Binder Album. Two are
certificates, complete with seals,
which proclaim his initiation
“into the Solemn Mysteries of
the Ancient Order of the Deep.”
Both measure approximately
seven inches by nine-and-a-half
inches. The certificates identify
Durrell by name and rate (“Sea.
1c.”), typed in on one certificate
and handwritten on the other.
The names of two leading
participants in the ritual, “Davey
Jones, His Majesty’s Scribe” and
“Neptunus Rex, Ruler of the
Raging Main,” are printed on the
documents. Nautical drawings of Neptune, nymphs, ships, and an anchor with a rope decorate
the more graphically impressive certificate. The third document is a small card that is only threeand-a-half inches by two-and-a-quarter inches in size. Durrell could have carried it in his wallet
to prove his status as a shellback. The card has Durrell’s name typed on it followed by the
declaration that he “has been gathered to Our Fold and Duly Initiated as A Trusty Shellback” on
July 24, 1940. The certificates and card identify “the Royal Domain” as the “U.S.S. New
Mexico,” bound for “Southern Waters.”
Durrell’s last three entries--Kingman Reef, Palmyra Island, and Christmas Island--on the
“Stamps and Countries Visited” page of the World’s Fair Album furnish evidence of a voyage
below the equator. Kingman Reef is located south of the Hawaiian Islands; Durrell wrote down
his opinion of it on the “Impressions” line--“a few Rocks!” Palmyra Island, his next entry on the
page, is near Kingman Reef. The battleship did not stop there. Durrell noted on the page’s
“Impressions” line--“Passed enroute to Equator. Tallest Palms in the World.” Because Palmyra is
only five degrees north of the equator, it was probably the last land mass Durrell saw before he
transformed from a wog into a shellback. It appears that Durrell wrote his final entry on the
“Stamps and Countries Visited” page after the Crossing the Line ceremony. It was for Christmas
Island, located ten degrees south of the equator. On the “Impressions” line for the island, Durrell
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entered, “Passed within Five Miles. Very Beautiful.” In enumerating Durrell’s early travels as a
member of the United States Navy, one cannot help but think of his grandfather. Frank Minkler
had wanted to explore faraway places. He did so within the boundaries of his world, which was
the continental United States. As a member of the Navy, his grandson’s world was so much
larger. It even included the Domain of the Neptunus Rex. And after July 24, 1940, Durrell had
certificates to prove it.
The next fifteen months, from August 1940 through October 1941, found Durrell in one of
two places. Most of the time he remained with the Admiral’s Flag Division on the California, in
Hawaiian waters. But if the battleship returned to the West Coast without COMBATFOR,
another battlewagon became the flagship. Durrell thus accompanied the Admiral’s staff to the
newly designated flagship. There were some occasions, however, when the Admiral’s Flag
briefly returned to the state of California. Those trips allowed Durrell some liberty in Long
Beach where he again enjoyed that port city and again visited his family in the Los Angeles area.
His last visit home before the United States entered World War II occurred in October 1941.
Once back at Pearl Harbor, Durrell coded and decoded messages on the ECM that allowed him
to see how American and Japanese relations were becoming even more adversarial.
While based at Pearl Harbor, the California spent its time in training. Some exercises
occurred when the battleship joined task forces and other naval groups that participated in
combat maneuvers around the Hawaiian Islands. Typically, for example, the Admiral’s flagship
led a series of two-week exercises at sea. Durrell put two newspaper articles on the maneuvers in
his Three-ring Binder Album, probably from a Honolulu civilian newspaper. Neither has a date,
but some sentences in each shed light as to when they were published. One article refers to
President Roosevelt’s declaration of “a limited national emergency.” Roosevelt issued a
proclamation to that effect on September 8, 1939 when World War II broke out in Europe.
Additionally, the story can be further dated because of its reference to “the recently instituted
reserve naval training schools.” Those schools came out of a June 1940 executive branch
decision. This first article, therefore, appeared in the newspaper after June 1940. The second
story mentions “an unlimited national emergency.” This was another presidential proclamation,
announced on May 27, 1941; bellicose statements made that month by the Nazi government in
Germany prompted Roosevelt to issue it. A Honolulu newspaper thus published the second
article sometime after the end of May 1941 but before, of course, December 7, 1941. Both stories
cite the same location, typed in upper case letters at the very beginning of the pieces--“WITH
THE UNITED STATES PACIFIC FLEET IN HAWAIIAN WATERS.” Together, the accounts
detail what a civilian reporter witnessed in two exercises that Durrell experienced as a sailor.105
“The United States navy is at constant war games in these waters,” the reporter concluded in
the earlier article. “But if these be games, they are not in fun, for the navy is playing for keeps.”
(Durrell confirms, in his words, that sailors took the maneuvers “quite seriously.”) This civilian
observer seemed to have been struck by the calmness with which the seamen on his ship went
about their duties. “But to landsmen,…the spectacle of from 1,400 to 1,800 men jammed into a
mobile fortress…never could become commonplace.” The reporter, too, could not help but
contrast in his own mind what civilians on land might observe versus what those on board went
through. “High in the hills above Honolulu, upland dwellers may see the flash of gunfire beyond
the horizon, and detonations from unseen vessels frequently shake the lightly built Hawaiian
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homes. But the average civilian cannot hope to experience the fearful shock of steel decks
warping under the concussions of a salvo fired from the ship’s main batteries of 14 or 16-inch
caliber. He cannot stand on the navigation bridge of a blacked out battleship at midnight while
‘hostile’ cruisers and destroyers launch a torpedo attack through a protective screen of friendly
craft. Neither can he experience the almost physical impact of the beam from a million and a half
candlepower searchlight probing a moonless tropical night and outlining his own craft from hull
to fighting tops.”
In the second article that appeared in the summer or fall of 1941, the reporter vividly
described an “attack” mounted by the battleship he was on against some “enemy” destroyers.
“The captain paced the steel deck atop the conning tower. If it were not for the moon, he would
not have been visible. He peered through his night glasses and called an order: ‘Destroyer
bearing 90 degrees,’ he said. ‘Illuminate and open fire.’ A blue searchlight beam stabbed from a
top [sic]. The beam did not grope, nor search. It stabbed definitely and relentlessly, directly at the
target. The five-inch batteries went into action bracketing the destroyer. A third round put it out
of the exercise. The destroyer did not manage to get off a single flare to indicate that it had found
the range and launched a torpedo. The moon was friendly to the defenders tonight.” Observers
on another ship spotted more “enemy” destroyers. “Orders were relayed and two beams jabbed
the night from port and starboard and again two destroyers were brilliantly outlined at 10,000
yard range…One of the destroyers, the one to port, got off two flares almost at the moment of the
defense fire. That indicated two torpedoes were launched.” Observers spotted even more
“enemy” destroyers, and their ship responded. “The lights stabbed again. Two more destroyers
were knocked out at extreme range.”
The reporter concluded that civilians and sailors existed in two starkly different worlds.
One still lived in peacetime; the other lived on a war footing. As the newspaper writer continued,
“The blast of an airplane catapult, the whine of blowers, the spectacle of the signal bridge in
action, all these are alien. But the men of the fleet live these and other experiences until they are
as familiar as the Park Ave. ramp to a New York cab driver. For 24 hours a day while at sea, they
are keyed to combat pitch. From the day of departure from Pearl Harbor until the return days or
weeks later, the training program is continuous. Battle stations is a frequent call shrilled through
the loudspeakers.” The reporter stressed that the United States Navy operated as if at war, even
though it was not yet officially a belligerent. The writer quoted a ship’s officer--“A declaration
of war would mean little change in our way of life. It would be the climax of our training.”
Once the Navy completed combat maneuvers, the California docked at Pearl Harbor for
about a week. The crew performed maintenance tasks on the battleship. Time off-duty and
liberty could be spent in Honolulu, about seven miles from Pearl Harbor. A narrow, two-lane
road connected the naval base and Honolulu. One May 1937 edition of The Cub (a newspaper
printed on board the California) gave sailors detailed information on how to get to Honolulu and
how they could spend their time once there. The round-trip rail fare was twenty-five cents,
whereas the round-trip bus ticket cost fifty cents. Sailors could share a taxi, too; one bluejacket in
his memoir recounted paying twenty-five cents as his cost for a shared taxi ride from Pearl
Harbor to Honolulu in the prewar years. The Cub listed several points of interest in the city--art
exhibits, an aquarium, museums, the Royal Palace, and a park. Durrell remembers some of the
places he visited. One was the Aloha Tower, a ten-story building at the harbor; an observation
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balcony on the top floor offered an expansive
view, free of charge. Durrell recalls how
passenger ships from the Matson line came in
there, filled with visitors from the States. He
also went to the Bishop Museum, the largest
museum in Hawaii. It, too, was free; Durrell
thinks, “Everybody went there.” He visited the
Capitol, which in earlier times had been the
Royal Palace, complete with a Throne Room.
Across the street from the Capitol stood a
favorite photo spot for island visitors, an
eighteen-foot, bronze statue of King
Kamehameha. Durrell remembers standing before it. He also spent hours at Kapiolani Park that
held a zoo.106
Hotel Street was a popular destination for sailors. Many stopped by the Army-Navy
YMCA. It stood back from the street, its courtyard filled with palm trees and other lush greenery.
Like its sister office that Durrell had visited in the Panama Canal Zone, the YMCA in Honolulu
offered American food at its coffee shop. Bluejackets could play pool, Ping-Pong, and pinball
machines. Durrell also frequented the Black
Cat Café. He concludes, “Everybody went to
the Black Cat Café,” although he quickly
qualifies the “everybody” as enlisted men, not
officers. The café’s 1941 menu testifies to
how low the prices were for bluejackets, a
major reason why it was so popular. Breakfast
meals could consist of hotcakes for ten cents,
or thirty-five cents bought ham, bacon or
sausage, eggs, toast, and hash browns. The
most expensive breakfast meal (an oyster
omelet) sold for forty-five cents. Hot dogs
were only ten cents, a hamburger fifteen, and
a cold ham sandwich just ten cents. The evening meal could be more costly, with choices such as
a Porterhouse steak costing a dollar, a T-bone sixty cents, and a rib-steak forty cents. Aside from
food, the Black Cat Café offered slot machines and a photo gallery.107
As noted earlier, Durrell did not spend all of his time between August 1940 and October
1941 in the Hawaiian Islands. There were months when the California, with the Admiral’s Flag
Division on board, returned to the West Coast. During one of these visits, Durrell finally was
able to see a world’s fair.
“We stopped in San Francisco and enjoyed liberty attending the World’s Fair that was
being held there on Treasure Island. It was beautiful and we had a great time during our stay.
Treasure Island was a man-made island especially for the fair. It was converted into a naval
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station during the war, but rumor has it that it is finally being closed. There is a big debate as to
what it will become.” Durrell’s memoir
The fair Durrell referred to in his memoir was formally called the Golden Gate International
Exposition. It first opened on February 18, 1939, and it initially ran until October 29, 1939. Held
in San Francisco, it was also known as the “World’s Fair of the West.” (Aside from the fact that
a major city in a western state hosted the
exposition, eleven such states sponsored it.)
At one point, Durrell paid the fifty cents
entrance fee and toured the fair. Visitors
could view over three hundred and fifty
exhibits from American industries and
foreign nations. The most visible building
was the Tower of the Sun. It stood
approximately four hundred feet high, with
a twenty-two-foot-tall, wrought iron
phoenix atop the tower. What Durrell
One of Durrell’s photos of the fair
remembers so well from his time at the
exposition, however, is not the Tower of the
Sun or any of the exhibits. With a smile on his face, he recalls, “listening to the Big Bands.” But
because the 1939 attendance, and thus revenue, was less than expected, the fair re-opened in
1940. The public could again tour the exposition between May 25th and September 29th. It is not
clear exactly when Durrell attended the fair, but he did take pictures of his visit.108
As Durrell noted in his memoir entry, Treasure Island, located in San Francisco Bay, was
built especially for the fair. To create it, engineers first oversaw the movement of close to three
hundred thousand tons of quarried rock that shaped the boundaries of the island. Twenty million
cubic yards of mud and sand were then dredged from the bottom of the bay. Lastly, barges
brought a clay and sand mixture from the
mainland; constructions workers spread that
on top of the mud and sand. The end product
was Treasure Island, four-hundred-acres in
size. (Since a large amount of the sand had
filtered down from the Sierra Nevada
Mountains during the nineteenth century
gold rush, the name “Treasure Island” was
coined.) Originally, plans called for the
acreage to become an international civilian
airport once the exposition closed. By the
end of February 1941, however, the United
States government began leasing Treasure Island from the city. (The possibility of American
entrance into World War II had become a probability.) On April 1, 1941, the island became
Naval Station Treasure Island. The military, as Durrell indicated in his memoir, closed the base
in 1997 (the very year he wrote his memoir). Today, commercial sites dominate the landscape.109
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Durrell’s Three-ring Binder Album holds some souvenirs of liberties he spent in Long
Beach and the Los Angeles area. He visited Long Beach’s Majestic Ballroom, putting into his
album one of its dance tickets. From The Palladium, another ballroom and café, Durrell saved a
napkin. He remembers what appears to be a dinner-party picture taken in Long Beach. Then in
November 1940, Durrell bought a ticket to a UCLA versus Washington football game, held at
the Los Angeles Coliseum on November 23rd. His mother still lived in the Los Angeles area with
Merle, but by the time of the 1940 Federal Census, the two of them had moved from South Gate
to Montebello. Merle’s one-year-old son Danny was with
them, too. (Merle’s husband apparently still worked in
the mines.) From answers to the census-taker’s questions,
Merle was not employed outside of the home in spring
1940. Julia’s income sustained the small family. The
census identified her as working for a “ladies clothing
manufacturer,” in all likelihood Mode O’Day. According
to the 1940 census, Durrell’s mother had worked fifty-two weeks in 1939, earning around eleven
hundred dollars. (As Durrell recalls, Julia operated “a power sewing machine.”) Her employer
did not, however, remain Mode O’Day for much longer. According to Merle, her mother worked
there for two years before forming her own small women’s clothing company. After observing
the production methods for women’s clothing, Julia, in Durrell’s words, “got her own business
going, and she made a pretty good living. She made blouses, bras, bathing suits, and she made
them by the thousands.” Durrell visited her when he could. “The trouble was,” Durrell explained,
“whenever the ship went back to the States, we transferred to another ship, and we stayed
out.”110
Durrell is referring to the fact that when the flagship was anchored in a port city on the
West Coast, the Admiral’s Flag Division might need to remain on duty. Unlike sailors in ship’s
company, the flag allowance did not always enjoy as many liberties as did the ship’s regular
crew. The early months of 1941 serve as an example of this. While based at Pearl Harbor, the
California suffered some mechanical problems, necessitating a trip to Bremerton. Before the ship
left Hawaii, the Admiral’s Flag Division transferred to the USS New Mexico, which became the
new flagship for COMBATFOR. Muster rolls place Durrell on the New Mexico in January and
March 1941. The California ended up staying at the Bremerton naval yard for three months.
While its crew enjoyed liberty in Washington State, Durrell and the flag allowance remained on
duty aboard the New Mexico. California sailors even had a week of liberty in San Francisco
before the battleship left the West Coast in April 1941 for Pearl Harbor. Acknowledging there
had been friction between the ship’s company and the flag allowance, Durrell explains that one
reason for it was “privileges” the Admiral gave to his personal staff. But Durrell is quick to point
out why the flag division received them. “We deserved them because when the ship came back
to the States, we transferred to another ship, and they [ship’s company] got thirty days leave and
all that stuff. So the Admiral realized that and gave us privileges…I think that was only fair. I
think we would have much preferred to have come back with the ship and gotten thirty days
leave.”111
With the California’s return to Pearl Harbor late in April 1941, it became the Admiral’s
flagship once again. The next months proved uneventful, except for one personal achievement by
Durrell--in June he rose to the rate of yeoman second class. (As with some of his earlier Navy
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certificates, Durrell placed the one affirming this new status in the Three-ring Binder Album.)
Once back at Pearl, the Admiral’s Flag Division and ship’s company repeated the routine they
had observed in 1940 after they arrived at the naval base following Fleet Problem XXI. The
California participated in more maneuvers in the waters around Hawaii, and the men enjoyed
liberty when not at sea. The crew celebrated the Fourth of July, in part, by feasting. The
California printed a special menu for the meal, which Durrell put in his
Three-ring Binder Album. After a bowl of cream pea soup, the men had
a choice for the main course--roast turkey or baked ham. Cranberry
sauce, oyster dressing, giblet gravy, buttered green peas, buttered
asparagus, candied sweet potatoes, fruit salad, mixed pickles, and hot
Parker House rolls accompanied the main entree. Dessert consisted of
French apple pie and ice cream. Perhaps Durrell saved the menu as a
souvenir of a special meal. Or maybe he wanted to keep the back page.
The Fourth of July menu from the California had a copy of The
American’s Creed on its back page. This summary of what Americans
believed in dated from 1918. Over in Europe that year, United States
troops were fighting in World War I. New York State’s Commissioner
of Education announced a countrywide competition for an articulation of a National Creed. It
was to be a written summary of American political principles. More than three thousand people
submitted entries. William Tyler Page authored the one selected as the winning creed. Page
incorporated sentences from the Declaration of Independence, the United States Constitution,
and Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address. Whoever designed the ship’s Fourth of July menu
sheet could have used any one of those famous documents on its back page, yet he chose The
American’s Creed. Certainly it was better known in its time than it is today. Because of that fact
alone, it is worth quoting the Creed in its entirety.112
“I believe in the United States of America as a Government of the people, by the people,
for the people; whose just powers are derived from the consent of the governed; a democracy in
a republic; a sovereign Nation of many sovereign states; a perfect union, one and inseparable;
established upon those principles of freedom, equality, justice and humanity for which American
patriots sacrificed their lives and fortunes.
I therefore believe it is my duty to my country to love it; to support its Constitution; to obey
its laws; to respect its flag, and to defend it against all enemies.”
The Creed’s last six words warrant repeating given the time and place of this holiday
observation--“to defend it [their country] against all enemies.” The crew of the California would
be doing just that five months and three days after they celebrated the Fourth of July.
Other keepsakes in Durrell’s Three-ring Binder Album document August 1941 liberties in
Honolulu. One piece of paper he saved was a typed, formal request for a “Special Liberty.”
Addressed to the “Flag Secretary,” Durrell asked for permission to be absent from his duty
station beginning with the afternoon “liberty hour” on August 23rd to 7:00 a.m. on August 25th.
The simple reason, as Durrell typed on the form, was a “wish to spend [the] weekend with
friends.” He specifically named one of them, Lee Durbin, a yeoman 1st class on board the
California. (Today, Durrell further identifies him as “the chaplain’s yeoman for
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COMBATFOR.”) Durrell had to write Lee and his wife’s home address on the form because, as
he puts it, his superiors “wanted to know where he would be sleeping.” Durrell’s request
received the approval of the Flag Secretary and a Staff Officer. On one of the evenings during his
liberty, Durrell, a friend visiting from the San Diego area, and the Durbins had dinner at the
South Seas nightclub at Waikiki. A
photograph of the two couples appears
in Durrell’s Three-ring Binder Album.
Noticeably, he is in a civilian suit. Two
other items in the album testify to a
pastime Durrell enjoyed when not on
board ship. He liked to attend plays. In
August 1941, he went to a Honolulu
Community Theatre production of The
Man Who Came to Dinner, a
contemporary play set in Ohio during
the Christmas season. A second program
from a theatrical performance gives
further evidence of how Durrell spent some of his liberty. It is a souvenir of the play Ten Nights
in a Barroom, set in a 1890s New England village. Another Honolulu community theater group
put it on. Durrell’s enjoyment of live productions is seen again in one last program he put in his
Three-ring Binder Album. But he needed no liberty for it. The musical program was performed
on board the California, in the Forecastle Theatre, on August 31, 1941. Durrell attended a
matinee where the ship’s orchestra played. Some sailors, with their trumpet, guitars, accordion,
and harmonicas, played individually. Other bluejackets sang. Durrell’s adolescent and high
school years, when he studied music, explain his obvious enjoyment of live theatrical
productions.
After another month of naval exercises in Hawaiian waters and liberties in Honolulu, the
California returned to the West Coast in October 1941. Those on board included the Admiral’s
Flag Division. The battleship anchored in San Francisco and Long Beach; the crew enjoyed
liberty in both cities. Durrell visited Chinatown with a cousin, Edgar Conner, who was in the
Army. The two playfully stood behind life-sized, cardboard cutouts of a police officer and
arrestee. Pictures a photographer took of the cousins in that pose ended up in Durrell’s Threering Binder Album. When the California was in Long Beach, Durrell
visited his family. Julia must have been particularly pleased to see her
seafaring son again after only six months. But orders apparently cut his
leave short. On Friday, October 17th, the ship sent two telegrams to
Durrell telling him to report back. The morning one, however, gave
him more time to do so than the afternoon one. The earlier telegram
read, “Leave cancelled return to ship by 2400 Sunday 19 October.”
The later telegram informed Durrell that he should back before 8:00
a.m. Saturday morning. Durrell freely admits that he ignored the
telegram ordering an early morning Saturday return. “I pretended like I
did not get the message.” He knew that as part of the Admiral’s Flag
Division, he had more leeway than sailors in ship’s company. Perhaps
a souvenir Durrell put in his album helps to explain why he wanted
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one more day. It is a $1.65 ticket from a Saturday, October 18, 1941 football game. Washington
State and the University of Southern California played each other in the afternoon at the Los
Angeles Coliseum. If Durrell had reported back “before 8:00 a.m. Saturday morning,” he would
have missed the game. Once Durrell returned to his ship, it did not immediately depart for the
Pacific. The California remained in Long Beach until November 1st when it left for Pearl
Harbor.113
When COMBATFOR’s flagship arrived back in Hawaii, Durrell must have felt like a
seasoned sailor. He had, after all, been in the Navy since March 1938. On a personal level, he
had graduated boot camp, moved from the California’s gunnery division to the Admiral’s Flag
Division, and participated in numerous naval exercises (including two Fleet Problems). When
not on board a battleship, he had enjoyed liberty in cities on the West as well as the East Coast,
islands in the Caribbean, and Honolulu. From a distance, he had seen the continent of Africa and
islands in the South Pacific. On a professional level, during his time in uniform the Navy had
grown in personnel and in ships. In the summer of 1938, approximately 111,000 men served on
active duty. Most of them were aboard 335 ships. Three years later, in the summer of 1941,
about 210,000 served on active duty. The vast majority of them were on 478 ships.
Congressional legislation in 1940 and 1941 guaranteed even greater growth for the Navy with
appropriations for ship construction, aviation expansion, and an accompanying increase in
personnel. (The Navy’s four training stations had decreased recruits’ time in boot camp from
eight to six weeks in order to deal with the influx of enlistees.) In his Annual Report for the
Fiscal Year 1941, the Secretary of the Navy dwelled on this growth. For the prior twelve months
(July 1940 through June 1941), he concluded, “The fiscal year 1941 witnessed the virtual
transition of the nation from a peacetime to a wartime footing, with tremendous industrial
expansion for production of war material.”114
In the fall of 1941, enlisted men such as Durrell did not need to read the words of the
Secretary of the Navy to know that they were on “a wartime footing.” They saw it in many ways
that year, on a large and on a small scale. For the first time since 1923, the Navy cancelled the
Fleet Problem scheduled for early in 1941. The Chief of Naval Operations cited “the
international situation” as the reason. In Europe, Germany had taken over much of the continent,
including France. Basically, England alone stood against the Nazi state. Due to this fact, about
twenty-five percent of the United States Fleet patrolled the North Atlantic. Keeping the supply
line open to the British Isles was crucial. In the Far East, Japan had moved into Indo-China.
Little stood in its way of further movement south. Clearly, American military installations in the
Philippines were vulnerable. What had been a temporary basing of the Pacific Fleet at Pearl
Harbor became permanent. Policymakers in Washington, D.C. hoped the fleet would serve as a
deterrent to the Japanese.
Another change that spoke to “a wartime footing” involved something as simple as a hat,
specifically the “flat hat” worn by sailors since 1852. It had always been manufactured with the
name of the bluejacket’s ship written on a band that encircled the cap. Durrell had been issued a
flat hat, with the phrase “USS California” written on the band. But the Navy knew that type of
headwear posed a security problem since anyone on shore would know which ship was in port.
Beginning in January 1941, because of security concerns the Navy replaced the ship’s name with
just a general identification phrase, “U.S. Navy.” The build-up of the Navy, the cancellation of
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Fleet Problem XXII, and a change in a hatband all spoke to the fact that throughout 1941, the
probability of American entry into World War II seemed ever closer. In November 1941, Durrell
understood that more than other sailors because of his position on the Admiral’s coding board.115

Chapter 4
December 7, 1941:
The Weeks Before, the Day of, and the Months Thereafter
Not long after the California returned to Hawaii, Durrell’s personal story intersected with
one of the most famous events in United States history--the Japanese attack on the Pacific Fleet
based at Pearl Harbor. President Franklin D. Roosevelt judged it as “a date which will live in
infamy”--December 7, 1941. Durrell’s memories are still vivid even after the passage of seventyfive years. More than once in the decades since then, he has written down his recollections of
what happened to him and his shipmates that morning. In reading Durrell’s accounts, it is readily
apparent that during the two-hour attack he acted in the same way as did so many sailors,
soldiers, and Marines. He engaged the enemy. As such, Durrell and others became Pearl Harbor
Defenders as well as Survivors. At the same time, Durrell did something that distinguished him
from other Defenders. He was responsible for giving those around him a moment of pride when
morale had to have been low. Soon after the enemy planes left, Durrell finished a task that
Marines on board the California would have completed at 8:00 a.m. if it had not been for the
Japanese raid. Enlisting the help of another sailor, Durrell raised the United States flag so it flew
high above the battleship’s main deck. A photographer captured the moment. Today, Durrell
believes that flag is the one on display in a government building in Sacramento, California. PostWorld War II generations revere the history of that particular flag and the yeoman who had the
presence of mind to see that it flew.
Durrell remained in the Admiral’s Flag Division throughout the four months that followed
the attack, but the location of the duty station changed because of the heavy damage incurred by
the California. Beginning on the afternoon of December 7th, the Admiral’s Flag moved to the
submarine base at Pearl Harbor. Durrell stayed on the base until March 1942. From December 7th
to March 1942, Durrell’s world was really the submarine base. He did not leave it. Additionally,
there is a certain degree of irony in Durrell’s post-December 7th service. His four-year enlistment
was to have been up in March 1942, and Durrell had decided not to re-enlist. (America’s entry
into the war, of course, ended all discharges.) In fact, his replacement in the Admiral’s flag
allowance had arrived on board the California right before the Japanese attack. Like some
twenty-four hundred others, though, Durrell believes that sailor did not survive December 7th.
In his Three-ring Binder Album, Durrell kept more than one item that points to his status as
“a short-timer,” a military phrase for those whose service was coming to an end. One piece of
memorabilia is a two-paragraph newspaper article dated May 31st. A reference in the story
indicates it is from a Honolulu publication, and the context places it in the year 1941. The fact
that Durrell cut it out and saved it supports the conclusion that it may have entered into his
decision not to re-enlist. The headline reads, “Former Navy Men Exempted From Draft.” A
national draft law had gone into effect in October 1940. The May 31, 1941 newspaper story
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explained that the president had signed legislation that exempted men who had “spent three
consecutive years in the navy, marines or coast guard or one year in the services and two years in
the organized reserve.” If the United States had not entered World War II, Durrell would have
qualified for a draft exemption since he fell into the first group.
Another keepsake in the album is a two-page mimeographed profile of six sailors in “The
Comm Office Gang.” The author is Ensign Alvin R. Fahrner who oversaw the communications
yeomen on the Admiral’s flag allowance. He composed a two-stanza poem on each bluejacket.
At the time the descriptions were written, the ensign identified Durrell as “the senior yeoman of
our clan.” Another line reads, “Now a short-timer he claims to be…” These two pages do more
than testify to Durrell’s intention to leave the Navy once his four years were up in March 1942.
The sheets also give us the names and size of his “gang,” the sailors he worked with everyday-Jenkins, Knapstein, Capps, Zachary, and Norberg. Because Ensign Fahrner identifies Durrell as
“a short-timer,” the pages probably date from late in 1941.
One last item Durrell put into his Three-ring
Binder Album that relates to his presumed discharge
is a copy of a Navy communication. It is a “Flag
File” copy of a message, dated November 28, 1941,
sent from COMBATFOR to “Base Force.” The
Admiral requested, “two seamen first or second
class be transferred to the California suitable for
communication yeoman duty my flag allowance.”
The sailors were to replace two yeomen “due early
discharge.” Durrell was one of them. From the word
“early,” it appears that Durrell would not have had
to wait until the following March to become a
civilian once again. The attack at Pearl Harbor, of
course, changed all of that. By the time COMBATFOR made the request for replacements,
Durrell had enjoyed what he thought would have been his last Thanksgiving in the Navy.
As with other holidays, the California printed a special menu for the November 20th
observation. The crew could choose between roast tom turkey and Virginia baked ham. Cream of
tomato soup preceded the main course. With it, enlisted men and officers could fill their plate,
too, with buttered peas, cream whipped potatoes, asparagus tips, Waldorf salad, and hot Parker
House rolls. Ice cream and pumpkin pie finished off the meal. (The very next week, President
Roosevelt signed legislation to establish the fourth Thursday in November as the nation’s
Thanksgiving Day. A year later, the first time it would be so celebrated, the country was
approaching its one-year anniversary of America’s entry into World War II.)
Two days after Thanksgiving, the California left Pearl Harbor as part of Task Force One.
In May, the Pacific Fleet had been divided into three task forces. Durrell’s COMBATFOR at that
time, Vice Admiral William S. Pye, headed Task Force One. Pye’s task force was the largest of
the three. It was composed of six battleships, one aircraft carrier, five light cruisers, eighteen
destroyers, and five mine vessels. On November 22nd, the ships headed for the fleet training area.
The Task Force remained at sea until the 28th when it returned to Pearl Harbor. Durrell is not
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sure if it was on this trip or on an earlier one that Admiral Pye “decided to pull a trick on the
Army.” Durrell quickly adds that this characterization is his alone.116
The Army and Navy shared responsibility for the defense of Pearl Harbor. For example, the
Army was responsible for the installation of a radar net and for inshore air patrols (especially to
spot hostile submarines). The Navy was charged with inshore ship patrols and distant
reconnaissance. As a preface for his story on Pye’s “trick,” Durrell points out that “a little bit of a
competition between the Army and Navy” existed even when it came to defenses on Oahu. It
was in this context that Pye decided to have some fun on one of the fleet’s returns to Pearl
Harbor.117
As Durrell recounts the episode, Pye ordered all of the ships to approach the harbor without
any of their lights turned on. “So we all darkened ship, the whole fleet; we turned off every light,
and we sneaked up within about a mile of Honolulu. And at one signal, every ship turned on their
searchlights and scared the hell out of the Army. And here their lights were going around, and I
imagine it was quite a spectacle to the people who lived there in Hawaii. Flying fish started to
come up on the deck. It was really a big surprise. I imagine the Army was quite embarrassed that
we sneaked up within a mile of the island when they were supposed to protect us. I have never
heard anyone talk about that before. It impressed me so much at the time.” Again, we do not
know if this occurred on November 28 or earlier that year.
When the battleships in Task Force One anchored again at Pearl on the 28th, five of the six
wagons were off of Ford Island in berths known as Battleship Row. The exception was the USS
Pennsylvania that had entered Dry Dock Number One, in the Navy Yard across the harbor from
Ford Island. The California was at Berth F-3 in Battleship Row. For the next eight days, Navy
personnel on board continued their daily routines at their respective duty stations. Durrell, on the
Admiral’s Flag, encoded and decoded messages.118
“I remember one message I decoded in particular--it was about two weeks before December
7 . It was a time when our intelligence sources had lost track of a large group of Japanese
aircraft carriers that gave them cause for alarm. At that particular time, the situation between
our two countries was very tense. This message was from the Chief of Naval Operations. We
were told to be on the alert for a surprise attack, and if that happened, it would more than likely
be on a Sunday or holiday morning. This was a secret message, and we couldn’t discuss it, but
I’m sure we all thought they were being overly cautious.” Durrell’s memoir and recollections
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Durrell’s recollection was quite correct that the command in Hawaii received pointed
warnings of a possible Japanese attack against the United States. These date from the end of
November 1941. Where and when it was to occur, however, was not known. Durrell insists that
even today, he can “see exactly the wording” in that one message that warned of an attack “on a
Sunday or holiday morning.”
Throughout 1941, Japan had been posing an increasing threat to United States bases in the
Pacific. As an island nation, it had few of the natural resources needed by a country that believed
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itself destined to rule the Pacific. The lack of raw materials partly explains Japan’s seizure in the
1930s of Far Eastern areas belonging to other nations. What Japan did not have on the home
islands, it would acquire from territorial expansion. The military especially needed iron ore,
rubber, and oil. Before a 1940 American embargo, the United States supplied eighty percent of
Japan’s oil. Without it, the military literally could not move. The Dutch East Indies was rich in
oil. Japan’s invasion of French Indo-China in June 1941 signaled that it was positioned to seize
not only the Dutch East Indies but also the British possessions of Hong Kong and Singapore. The
American military bases in the Philippines would be in even more danger if that occurred.
Unknown to United States policymakers, when Roosevelt’s administration levied its embargo in
1940, Japan had stockpiled a two-year supply of oil. That would run out early in 1942, though.
By that date, Japan needed to control oil reserves in the Dutch East Indies, without contending
with threats from European or American bases in the area. This is the context for the Japanese
attack upon Pearl Harbor. If the United States’ Pacific Fleet could be put out of commission for
an indefinite period, Japan could seize the territories it needed to consolidate its Pacific empire.
The Japanese military began seriously planning for such an attack early in 1941. Still, late in
1941, Japan and the United States were attempting to negotiate a diplomatic solution to their
different views on the Far East. Among the topics discussed was an American demand that Japan
pull back from territory it had seized. Japan, in turn, wanted Roosevelt’s government to lift the
economic sanctions, especially the oil embargo.119
But duplicity marked Japan’s actions in November 1941. While its government appeared to
be serious about negotiations, it was also preparing for an attack upon the United States Pacific
Fleet and military bases on Oahu. In hindsight, November 1941 furnished more than one warning
of what would happen on December 7th. Three Navy intelligence divisions were based in Hawaii.
Like Washington D.C., they gathered information on the location and movement of the Japanese
fleet. On the first of the month, the Japanese navy changed its call signs. That alone was not
unusual. Japan regularly did that. On November 16th, Navy intelligence in Hawaii could no
longer locate Japanese aircraft carriers. Throughout the month, intelligence officers also received
reports of Japanese ships heading south of Indo-China. At the end of November, two messages
sent from Washington to the command at Pearl Harbor contained news of a deterioration in
Japanese-American relations. They also carried a warning. Admiral Harold R. Stark, Chief of
Naval Operations (CNO) in Washington, D.C, was the senior officer in the United States Navy.
Out of all the intelligence messages Stark’s office sent to Hawaii in November, two at the end of
the month were especially prescient. The ranking naval officer at Pearl Harbor was Admiral
Husband E. Kimmel, Commander-in-Chief, Pacific Fleet (CINCUS). Kimmel received the
CNO’s communications. He, in turn, would have shared them with Admiral Pye. As
COMBATFOR, Pye was the second highest-ranking naval officer at Pearl Harbor. One or both
of these messages could have been what Durrell referred to in his memoir as “the alert.” Pye’s
coding board, which was Durrell’s duty station, would have received these communications. A
November 24th message began with an ominous assessment--“Chances of favorable outcome of
negotiations with Japan very doubtful. This situation coupled with statements of Japanese
Government and movements [of] their naval and military forces indicate in our opinion that a
surprise aggressive movement in any direction including attack on Philippines or Guam is a
possibility.” But one prominent historian of the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor warned that
“despite its [top secret] classification,” the November 24th message contained little information
that Kimmel “did not already know.” Intelligence units at Pearl “were providing Washington
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with information on precisely the Japanese movements cited in this dispatch, although, of course,
Washington had other authoritative sources.”120
On November 27th, the CNO’s office sent another message to Kimmel. Its first sentence
was even darker. The message began, “This dispatch is to be considered a war warning.
Negotiations with Japan looking toward stabilization of conditions in the Pacific have ceased and
an aggressive move by Japan is expected within the next few days. The number and equipment
of Japanese troops and the organization of naval task forces indicates an amphibious expedition
against either the Philippines, Thai or Kra Peninsula or possibly Borneo.” Washington expected
a hostile action by Japan sometime after November 27th, but policymakers presumed Japan
would attack the Philippines (to defend its flank) or another area in Asia. Nothing intelligence
units decoded in Washington or in Hawaii indicated an attack at Pearl Harbor. On December 1st
the call signs for the Japanese navy changed again, just as they had exactly one month earlier. (In
the past, the Japanese had waited at least six months if not longer before once more changing the
call signs.) A naval intelligence officer in Hawaii concluded on December 1st, “The fact that
service calls lasted only one month indicates an additional progressive step in preparing for
active operations on a large scale.” Throughout November, and even early in December,
Washington received all types of intelligence information, including communications from naval
intelligence divisions at Pearl Harbor. But as someone once wisely noted, information does not
equal knowledge.121
Many Pearl Harbor Defenders hold a vivid memory of a gathering that occurred on the
evening of December 6th. The event itself was certainly noteworthy for sailors. But perhaps the
contrast of that joyful night with the tragedy of the next morning made its recollection even
stronger. The event was the Battle of Music, or as it is usually called by bluejackets, the Battle of
the Bands. Navy band units assigned to battleships performed at official functions or ceremonies.
In fall 1941 on Oahu, bands played against
each other in the Battle of the Bands. Navy
bands from “capitol ships” assigned to Pearl
Harbor as their homeport, and bands attached
to shore installations, competed. Beginning on
September 13th, four bands played against
each other in tournaments held every two
weeks. Winners from each of those evenings
were to play in a final competition on
December 20th when a winner would receive
a trophy. (The first winner in September was
the band from the USS Arizona. This fact
came to hold special meaning after December
Durrell’s picture of the USS California’s band
7th.) In each phase, bands performed a swing
number, a ballad, and a specialty piece. The bands also played for a jitterbug contest held during
the competition. Today, when asked if he attended the December 6th contest, a broad smile
appears on Durrell’s face. His reaction to the question is evidence of what a good time he had
that night.122
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On December 6, 1941, the final round of the competition was held at Bloch Arena on Pearl
Harbor Naval Station. Judges declared bands from the USS Pennsylvania and the USS Tennessee
as the winners. As Durrell and others listened to the bands that night, Japanese carriers were
approaching the waters north of the Hawaiian Islands. On their decks were over three hundred
and fifty planes equipped to bomb the United States Pacific Fleet and other military installations
on Oahu.123
Durrell has written two firsthand accounts of “the date which will live in infamy.” One is
from a memoir he wrote for his family in 1997 and the other from what Durrell calls “a talk” he
gave in 2011 to his church. In addition to these, in 1956 Durrell responded in writing to some
questions he received from Walter Lord, an author who was writing a book about the attack on
Pearl Harbor. Durrell’s answers to Lord are particularly valuable because he wrote them just
fifteen years after the attack. His 1956 correspondence with Lord, his 1997 memoir, and his 2011
“talk” are integrated in Durrell’s firsthand account of his experiences that follows.124
“Mail to and from home at that time was very slow. Airmail came but once a week via
clipper plane which was a large seaplane, and surface mail took five or six days, and that didn’t
go very often. Because of the increased amount around Christmas time, we were advised to mail
early. On the morning of December 7th, 1941, after breakfast, I went into the coding room and
was wrapping some presents when I heard explosions and a lot of commotion. I went to the
porthole and looked out just in time to see a plane headed straight for me just a few feet above
the water. He dropped an object and banked away, showing the red balls of the rising sun on his
wings. I realized at that time that the object he had dropped was a torpedo. It struck the ship
approximately 15 feet below where I was standing. A geyser of water shot up, and I quickly
closed the port and went to my battle station which at that time was in the communication office.
This was the beginning of the longest day in my life.” Durrell’s memoir
When the attack began at approximately 7:55 a.m., Durrell
Nancy and Danny
was in the midst of wrapping two gifts. One was for his nephew
Danny (Merle’s son) and the other for his niece Nancy
(Theresa’s daughter). Durrell describes Danny’s present as “a
small sailor rag doll.” He had bought Nancy “a handembroidered dress.” The “explosions” and “commotion” Durrell
referred to in his memoir came from dive-bombers that had
started to attack ground Navy installations. Moments later,
torpedo planes targeted Battleship Row. For about the next
ninety minutes, dive-bombers, torpedo planes, and fighters
attacked American naval ships and bases. Yet in those first
minutes, many on the ground thought the planes were those of
the United States Army Air Corps, probably training that
morning. Even Durrell wrote to Lord, “My first thought was that
it was a drill, but when I heard explosions, I ran to a port and saw
a plane launch a torpedo and as it banked away, I saw the ‘Rising Sun’ on the wings.” Upon
seeing that symbol, Durrell and other servicemen knew the planes were Japanese. The emblem
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itself dates back to feudal times in Japan; in the late nineteenth century, the Japanese Army and
Navy adopted it. American service personnel called it simply “the red meatball.” Seeing it made
every sailor, soldier, and Marine realize that the planes above them were not American ones. In
this first attack wave, one hundred and eighty-three Japanese aircraft filled the sky.125
The planes had flown off of six Japanese aircraft carriers; they were part of a strike force
that totaled thirty-three ships. The enemy carriers held dive-bombers, fighters, and torpedo
bombers to mount the assault. The ships had left the Kurile Islands northeast of Japan on
November 26th. On the morning of December 7th, the carriers sat two hundred and thirty miles
north of the Hawaiian Islands. Beginning around 6:00 a.m., the Japanese carriers launched the
bombers and fighters. Twenty minutes later, when the planes completed their aerial rendezvous,
the attack force flew south. In ninety minutes, the pilots were over Oahu. While the Pacific Fleet
was the primary target of the Japanese planes, the attack plan also called for simultaneous
bombing of United States air bases. This was to guard against any Navy, Army, or Marine Corps
planes becoming airborne and going after the Japanese. Once over the ships anchored at Pearl
Harbor and the nearby onshore military installations, Japanese planes dropped bombs and fired
their machine guns on targets below.126
In his letter to Walter Lord, Durrell wrote that while in the Flag Communication Office, “I
heard machine gun fire followed by the announcing of general quarters on the P.A. system.” The
“machine gun fire” Durrell wrote of was a 7:55 a.m. strafing attack on the California by
Japanese planes. Minutes later, the high shrill noise of the bosun’s pipe sounded the General
Alarm. The latter was distinguished from other bugle calls by its “bong, bong, bong” alert. The
bosun’s mate announced over the PA system, “Now
hear this! All hands man your battle stations on the
double! This is no drill! Repeat: All hands man your
battle stations on the double! This is no drill!”127 But
before Durrell could leave the communications
office, an encounter occurred that probably under any
other circumstances would have been amusing. The
communications office was close to the officers’
showers. As Durrell explained to Lord, “Soon after
the first torpedo hit, an Officer appeared at our door
with nothing on but a towel wrapped around him.”
The officer, Durrell continued, “asked sleepily, ‘Why
in hell isn’t there any water?’ ” Once topside, Durrell
responded to the crisis that surrounded him. “One of
the planes on the quarter deck caught fire from the
strafing,” Durrell recalled to Lord, “and a group of us
went up and pushed it over the side to prevent the fire
from spreading. Four of us were sent to the armory after small arms, but had to abandon the
mission because of fire and warped hatches that we were unable to open. Then we went up to the
boat deck to man the anti-aircraft guns. There was no power to work the ammunition hoists, so
we formed a chain of men down to the ammunition room below number two turret. We were
relieved after about 29 minutes, and I was certainly glad to get out of that magazine.” In his
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memoir, Durrell explained why he was thankful to leave the magazine (the place on a ship where
the powder or ammunition is stored).
“The sequence of events that I was involved in for the rest of that day is impossible for me
to recall. I’ll list some of them, but I don’t remember the order in which they happened. We
immediately lost all electrical power. Consequently, the hoists that brought the ammunition up
from the magazines were out of action. Volunteers were asked to climb straight down a hatch,
into the forward ammunition hold, and form a human chain to hand up the AA ammunition. This
was a hole about 50 feet deep, straight down with steel bars serving as a ladder. Men were
stationed about 5 feet apart, and the projectiles were handed from man to man till they reached
the top. This wasn’t easy--they were quite heavy, and trying to pass them up while hanging onto
those steel rungs with our toes was pretty hard to do. I was the second man in line from the
magazine. After about twenty minutes (it seemed like hours), we were told to quit and close the
magazine. I was asked to climb up in the crow’s nest and belt fifty-caliber machine gun
ammunition, in case they would come back and continue their attack. I did this for a short time.”
Durrell’s memoir

Since it was a Sunday, several senior officers were not on board early that morning.
COMBATFOR Admiral Pye and California Captain J.W. Bunkley were notably absent, although
both would arrive before the last enemy planes departed. (Lt. Commander M.N. Little
commanded the battleship for the first fifty minutes of the Japanese attack.) California’s berth, at
Quay F-3 off of Ford Island, made her particularly vulnerable. She stood anchored alone at the
southernmost end of Battleship Row. Without another vessel beside her, hostile planes could
attack the battlewagon from all directions. That December morning, the California was almost
fully loaded with her supply of fuel oil. As the attack progressed, torpedoes and bombs ripped
the fuel tanks open. Fire and fumes spread throughout the ship. In such dire circumstances, one
would think that laughter would not be heard. But Durrell remembers a humorous moment, even
if it lasted only for a few seconds. He shared the episode with Lord in 1956. “At one time, the oil
fumes got pretty bad, and not knowing for sure it wasn’t gas, we were instructed to put on our
gas masks.” Lt. Fahrner, in Flag Communications, received a new mask. As Durrell recounts,
Fahrner “forgot to remove the strip of adhesive that covered the intake of his mask. After awhile,
he jerked it off and exclaimed, ‘I’d rather be gassed then suffocate in this thing.’ It drew a big
laugh when we discovered the tape. The laugh did a lot to ease the tension.” In his Three-ring
Binder Album, Durrell saved a gas mask receipt that relates to this moment. When the masks
were given out, he received the one with the name “Master-at-Arms.” The receipt in the album is
for this mask. Unfortunately, the Master-of-Arms did not survive the attack.128
“We were hit by two torpedoes, which caused a severe list to port. Quick thinking by the
officer who was on duty that morning counter flooded the starboard side of the ship to ease the
strain on the cables that held us to our mooring. We didn’t capsize because the big cables that
we were tied to held fast. Consequently, we went down slowly, almost on an even keel. The
Oklahoma, that was moored aft of us, wasn’t as fortunate as its cables snapped, and it capsized,
trapping many sailors inside.” Durrell’s memoir
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Japanese “Kate” torpedo bombers, “Val” dive-bombers, and “Zero” fighters all attacked the
California. Machine gun fire strafed the battleship. Two torpedoes and a five-hundred-and-fiftyone-pound bomb hit the ship. Both torpedoes
struck the California almost simultaneously,
around 8:05 a.m., one landing forward of the
bridge and the other aft, below Turret No. 3.
(The Navy later estimated “the charges of both
torpedoes were under 500 pounds and
possibly as low as about 337 pounds.”) The
nearby bulkheads were not completely
ruptured, but the ship’s “unbuttoned
condition” magnified the damage. In the
conclusion of a prominent historian, who
himself was a World War II naval officer,
“Although the last of the battleships to be hit,
she was less prepared than any for the blows.”
a hole in the California caused by a torpedo explosion
This was because the California was
scheduled for a Monday inspection. Many hatches or “voids” below deck were open Sunday
morning in preparation for the inspection. That compromised the ship’s watertight integrity since
flooding spread more easily from one deck to another. As Durrell recounted in his memoir, the
battleship started to “list to port” after the torpedoes hit. Ensign Edgar M. Fain gave the counter
flooding orders Durrell wrote of that initially limited the list to four degrees. Saltwater entered
the vessel through the hole created by the torpedo that hit the forward section of the ship. The
saltwater got into the fuel system. This resulted in the loss of light and power, around 8:10 a.m.,
that Durrell referred to. (The damage control party restored both about 8:55 a.m.)129
“We were also hit by a five-hundred-pound bomb amid ship, which exploded in the ship’s
service store and started a huge and very hot fire. At about ten o’clock, the Captain called for all
hands to abandon ship. I was assisting the communications officer bag what secret codes we
could in preparing to leave the ship. Several hundred had reached Ford Island, which was only
about fifty yards from the ship, and many more were on their way. But the wind shifted and
cleared the smoke away. At that time, the Captain thought the situation wasn’t hopeless, so he
changed his mind and started to urge the men to come back and fight the fire. He was giving
them quite a pep talk, telling them the California was worth saving. At that time, which was
about 10:15 a.m., verified by the ship’s log, I happened to notice that the flag had not been
raised and was lying on the deck where the marines had dropped it when the Japanese hit us just
a couple of minutes before eight o’clock. I grabbed a nearby seaman and together we raised the
flag. The men started to stream back, and the fire was eventually put out. Just aft of us, between
us and the Oklahoma, the tanker Neosho was moored, getting ready to unload a full load of
aviation gasoline. During the height of the attack, she slipped her mooring and sailed clear to
the back of the harbor. Miraculously, she wasn’t hit or a lot of the harbor would have been
incinerated. Just across the channel, on Ten Ten Dock, a Navy chaplain was watching the
devastation that was going on. He quoted in a book that he wrote as he was observing the
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terrible scene about him, ‘It was a big thrill to see the colors being hoisted out of the fire and
smoke.’ ” Durrell’s memoir
In addition to torpedoes, Japanese planes also dropped armor-piercing bombs. One that
weighed five-hundred-and-fifty-one pounds hit the California at 8:30 a.m.; it went through the
main deck and exploded on the second deck. During the enemy raid, some minor damage later
resulted from bombs that fell in the water near the ship. (A November 1942 Navy report
estimated that the bombs carried about one hundred
oil fire approaching the California around 9:50 a.m.
and thirty-three pounds of explosives.) On the
battleship, smoke from on board fires mixed with
noxious fumes and gases. In the harbor, oil from the
West Virginia and Arizona was burning along the
port side of the California. (Nine enemy torpedoes
struck the West Virginia that morning. The Arizona
suffered a catastrophic explosion when a Japanese
bomb hit it sometime before 8:20 a.m. The shell
detonated a powder magazine. Within a minute of
its impact, one hundred tons of explosives stored
within the Arizona exploded. The battleship split in
two. Fire jumped from the ship to oil that had leaked
into the water.) A large pool of the burning oil,
originally from these two battleships, drifted towards the California’s stern. This prompted
Captain Bunkley to confer with Admiral Pye on what the captain perceived to be a potential
disaster if those flames reached the California. At 10:02 a.m., Bunkley ordered the crew to
abandon ship. Most of the men who immediately responded to the order jumped into the water
over the forecastle or they slid down mooring lines to the forward quay. Black oil entered the
nose and ears of sailors in the water, burning their eyes. Durrell had remained on board, assisting
Ensign Fahrner in saving, in Durrell’s words, “what secret codes we could.” By 10:15 a.m.,
winds had blown the threatening pool of burning oil away from the California. Bunkley
cancelled the order to abandon ship.130
In his letter to Walter Lord, Durrell noted that the sailor he enlisted “held the flag while I
hoisted it. A big cheer went up from a motor launch full of survivors that was passing the stern. I
recognized several of the men from my division and waved back. I like to think that seeing the
colors go up gave some of the men a little encouragement to come back to the ship, for they
started streaming back to fight the fire.” It appears that a photographer captured a moment soon
after Durrell and the other sailor raised the flag on the California. As Durrell recounted,
“Seventy-two years later, I received a phone call from a historian by the name of J. Michael
Wenger who said he had an official photo of the USS California taken moments after the flag
was raised. He sent me an enlarged copy of that photo which clearly shows a person standing
below it. What a thrill to see my picture taken under these circumstances so long ago.”
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Three hundred and fifty-three Japanese planes carried out the attack over the course of
approximately one hundred and ten minutes. By the time the assault ended, the enemy had
inflicted heavy casualties and material losses on the Americans. The number of soldiers, sailors,
Marines, and civilians killed reached 2,403. The wounded in those same categories totaled 1,178.
The Navy, with 2,718 killed and wounded, incurred the greatest total casualties since Battleship
Row had been the primary target. (Of the 1,500 men assigned to the Arizona, 1,177 died,
including all of the band members.) The crew of the California had numbered 120 officers and
1,546 enlisted. On December 7th, Durrell’s ship lost at least 98 men (6 officers and 92 enlisted)
and 64 were wounded. (Deaths totaled 105 or 102, according to other sources.) Durrell believes
one of the bluejackets killed was to have been his replacement. “My relief had been ordered
because I was due to be discharged.” He continues by noting that his replacement as well as
many other recruits had just reported to the California. “When recruits came on board,” Durrell
explains, “the first thing they did was to put them by the Master-at-Arms shack in amidships.
That is right where that bomb exploded, so they were all killed.”131
In his 1956 letter to Walter Lord, Durrell shared stories of how survivors on the California
responded to the horrors of that day. “The bodies were being counted as they were being carried
off the ship. One man appeared with a mattress cover slung over his shoulder. When asked what
he had, he replied, ‘What I could find of a body.’ The shock was too much for the counter (I
believe a Navy chaplain), and he broke down and cried.” Durrell detailed two other instances for
Lord of how men coped with the tragedy surrounding them. At one point that day, Durrell
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recalled, “The man I least expected it of, I found under a ladder, kneeling in prayer.” Although
that sailor was “a preacher’s son,” as Durrell remembers him, he was also “rowdy” and drank
excessively. That is why Durrell “least expected” to find the man “in prayer.” When asked if the
change in character remained after December 7th, Durrell answered that no, the sailor “returned
to his old self.” Durrell remembered another crewman on the California who sat at his typewriter
and typed over and over, “Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of his country.”
Apparently, the sailor was traumatized.
Members of the United States military who lived through the enemy attack that morning
eventually became known as Pearl Harbor Survivors. To a large degree, they received this name
because of a national organization they formed in 1958--the Pearl Harbor Survivors Association.
But their identification as “survivors” should not obscure another label they deserve--Pearl
Harbor Defenders. Within minutes of when the Japanese assault began just before 8:00 a.m.,
soldiers, sailors, and Marines took to their battle stations and engaged the enemy. The fact that
the California had no other ship beside her made her vulnerable to attack from all sides, as noted
earlier. At the same time, the California’s solitary position gave the battlewagon the freedom to
fire her guns without hitting an adjacent ship. All of the magazines were located below deck.
“However,” Durrell explains, “there’s what they call ‘the ready box’ by each gun.” He pauses for
a few seconds and adds one word to his statement on the accessibility of the ready boxes-“supposedly,” implying that the ready boxes were not always “ready.” Durrell verifies that these
ammo storage boxes were usually locked, a fact that appears in many December 7th accounts
regardless of whether the ammunition was located on land or on sea. That morning, as later
reported by the captain of the California, 50 rounds of ammunition for the 5-inch ready
antiaircraft (AA) guns #1 and #2 “were in ready boxes.” (These AA guns were located forward
on the starboard and port sides of the boat deck.)132
By 8:05 a.m., the California’s 50-caliber ready machine guns opened fire on the hostile
planes. Unlike other machine guns, their ammunition was not locked away. Within minutes,
crewmembers fired the five-inch antiaircraft guns as well. In the words of a December 22,1941
report by Captain Bunkley, however, “The shortage of ammunition immediately available at the
guns was acute.” (Since much of the ship’s ammunition was stored in locked boxes, the locks
were broken to give the crew access to the ammo.) Ready machine gun #2 developed a problem
that necessitated hand loading after bluejackets fired each round. Durrell confronted a similar
dilemma that he shared in his memoir. “I was asked to climb up in the crow’s nest and belt fiftycaliber machine gun ammunition, in case they would come back and continue their attack.” (The
“crow’s nest” is the place in the main mast that is used as a lookout point.) Durrell expands on
this memoir recollection today when he adds, “The machine gun I manned up in the main mast
didn’t have any ammunition up there. When they finally got it up, it wasn’t belted. It couldn’t be
used until it is belted.”133
Early in the attack, sailors on board the California directed ready machine gun fire at an
enemy plane that had dropped a torpedo on the battleship. The aircraft was a Nakajima B5N,
known as a “Kate.” The seaplane tender Acocet, anchored at the Naval Air Station dock on Ford
Island, also fired her two 3-inch guns at the Kate. The Japanese plane exploded in the air,
crashing near the Naval Hospital. In addition to the machine guns and 5-inch 50-caliber AA
guns, the California’s 5-inch 25-caliber AA guns turned on the enemy; sailors passed ammo by
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hand from the magazines. (Unfortunately, the rounds from the 25-caliber guns exploded in the
air below the Japanese plane since the Kates flew above their range.) In his report a few weeks
later on the California, Captain Bunkley claimed one clear “shoot down” and possibly another.
As Bunkley wrote, “At 0830 shot down one enemy dive bomber with forward machine guns,
which crashed in flames. At 0832, one enemy plane shot down over Ford Island by either own
fire or that of another ship.”134
That Japanese plane was one of twenty-nine aircraft Japan lost in the attack. For the United
States, more than three hundred of its aircraft were destroyed or damaged as were eighteen ships
anchored in Pearl Harbor on December 7th. But the Navy repaired almost all of the vessels, the
California being one of them. The battlewagon, Durrell’s home since his graduation from boot
camp, sustained some serious blows. The attack was over by 10:00 a.m. Crewmen on board the
California fought the fires on the main deck and starboard casemates. They used equipment the
ship had and additional fire gear brought over from Ford Island. Around 10:00 p.m. on the night
of the 7th, sailors gained control of the fires. On Monday the 8th, more than one vessel arrived to
pump flooded compartments. But water continued to make its way into the ship since it lacked
watertight integrity below the second deck because of torpedo damage. The California stayed
afloat for a few days. Her list increased to eight degrees. Three days after the attack, the
California settled in about sixteen feet of mud at the bottom of its berth. With a list to port at that
time of about five and a half degrees, just the ship’s masts and superstructures stood above water.
Even in mid-December, she was still losing oil into the water.135
The California was not raised until March 1942. On the 21st, pumping from the inside
began after water was cleared from the main deck. The battleship floated once the inside water
level reached around the second deck. Repairs followed at navy yards, first at Pearl Harbor and
then at Puget Sound. The California went into dry dock in Hawaii on March 26th. Underwater
repairs took place from early April through early June 1942. The Navy’s report later that year on
the battleship detailed the major problems repair crews confronted during the ship’s initial time
in dry dock at Pearl. “A most formidable part of the repair job,” the report concluded, was simply
“one of cleaning. Oil flooding on and above the third deck was complete. The quantity of mud
and oil in way of the torpedo [sic] and near-miss bomb damage was considerable. More than
200,000 gallons of loose oil were removed prior
to docking. The resulting mess and filth in all
compartments was indescribable. The magnitude
of the job can best be explained by stating that
after four months of work by several hundred
men, only about half the job was done.” The
repairs done at Pearl Harbor did, however, allow
the California to leave on June 7, 1942 for the
navy yard at Puget Sound. The battleship
remained there for almost two years, undergoing
a major modernization. She left the West Coast
early in May 1944 for the Marianas where the
the California on March 3, 1942
California fired her big guns in support of
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assault landings at Saipan, Guam, and Tinian. Before the war ended in August 1945, the ship
participated in the liberation of the Philippines and in the last major Pacific campaign,
Okinawa.136
“I left the ship at five that afternoon and was taken to the submarine base where
COMBATFOR temporarily set up his command. Until Admiral Nimitz arrived to take command,
our flag was senior and in charge of operations. The six men in the enlisted coding board were
advanced to First Class Petty Officer--eighty-four dollars a month” Durrell’s memoir
Like others on board the California on December 7th, Durrell lost most of his gear that day.
Sailors’ lockers, mounted on a wall, were below deck. The compartment they were in flooded.
But Durrell kept a few things in the coding room. At one point in the afternoon on the 7th, he
remembers that he was “allowed to go into the office” and get personal belongings. He retrieved
the two gifts he had been wrapping in the coding room when the Japanese attack began. Durrell
also saved the two albums in which he had been keeping memories of his last three and a half
years of Navy life, the World’s Fair Album and the Three-ring Binder Album. Luckily, the
flooding had not yet made its way to the coding room area. “Water did not immediately get to
the office,” Durrell explains. “It got to it after we left, and the ship was evacuated.” The
California, he adds, “was settling more and more.” His office “wasn’t wet until that night after
everyone was off the ship.”
The Admiral’s Flag Division left the battlewagon on the evening of December 7th in a
motor launch that took them to the submarine base at Pearl Harbor. As Durrell puts it, they now
“bivouacked at the submarine base”
since that is where “COMBATFOR
set up his command.” It must have
been somewhat surreal when the flag
allowance set foot on the base. On
board the California, the devastation
from the enemy attack had
surrounded them. Yet the base itself
had sustained no damage. Durrell
would have been able to pick up at
the base clothing and other personal
items, such as toiletry articles, to
replace what had been in his locker.
The night of 7th ended with everyone
on edge. No one, not even those in
command positions, could be sure
that the Japanese would not return.
Martial law had gone into effect in
submarine base to right of Southeast Loch, across from Battleship Row
the afternoon. Blackouts were
ordered for the nighttime hours. Admiral Kimmel’s staff painted the windows of his headquarters
black that very afternoon in the hope of safeguarding the command staff as it worked late into
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the night. Rumors abounded about enemy sightings. Durrell recalled to Walter Lord, “The
rumors that worried us most were the many reports that the Japs had landed on several different
points. They were even described as being dressed in blue coveralls with a red ball on their
back.”137 On the night of the 7th, six dive-bombers from the United States carrier Enterprise
returned from an unsuccessful search for the Japanese carriers. AA guns, believing the bombers
were enemy planes, shot down four of them. Their pilots became part of the December 7th
casualties. “Pearl Harbor was quite a madhouse for the next few days,” Durrell remembers.138
Back in the States, news of the attack spread quickly. Many members of the World War II
Generation confess that when reports first came in, they incredulously asked, “Where is Pearl
Harbor?” The Conner family knew its location because Durrell’s ship had been based there for
over a year. Julia, Merle, and Merle’s son Danny still lived together. Theresa, her husband, and
their daughter Nancy also resided in the Los Angeles area. (Theresa’s husband worked for
Lockheed Aircraft in Burbank. He was, as Durrell describes his position, “the plant protection
manager.”) Durrell’s family might have heard of the events at Pearl Harbor when the enemy
planes were still in the air over Oahu.
The radio initially delivered the news. Beginning in the 1920s with the first commercial
broadcasts, the radio had become an entertainment and a news medium. Stations broadcast
music, sports, and theatrical programs. It is estimated that in the days before the country entered
World War II, the American people owned forty-five million radios. They turned them on
approximately four and a half hours each day. Because of the prominent role radios played in the
lives of families, only some were small, tabletop models. Larger ones served as a piece of standalone furniture. Durrell remembers Julia owned a tabletop model. Radio networks first received
news of the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor in the form of a 1:07 p.m. (EST) Associated Press
(AP) bulletin. At that moment in Hawaii, enemy planes were still dropping their bombs. (There
was a two-and-a-half hour difference between Hawaiian time and Pacific Standard Time.) The
major networks, such as the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) and the National
Broadcasting Company (NBC), contacted Washington, D.C. to verify the AP report with
government authorities. Officials in Roosevelt’s administration confirmed the news. The
networks then interrupted their scheduled shows at 2:30 p.m. with news of the attack, which
remained in progress. In all likelihood, from that Sunday afternoon on, Durrell’s mother and
sisters listened intently to their radios as more and more information came over the wires.139
The night of December 7th was an unsettling one for every American. For families with a
loved one stationed at or in the vicinity of Pearl Harbor, the end of the day would have been even
more disturbing. First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt had a weekly radio program scheduled for that
evening. At the beginning of it, she briefly addressed what the events at Pearl Harbor meant for
all citizens, but especially for mothers. “I should like to say just a word to the women in the
country tonight.” Roosevelt reminded her listeners that she had “a boy at sea on a destroyer,”
adding that even as First Lady, she did not know what the advent of war meant to him. “For all I
know,” she remarked, “he may be on his way to the Pacific.” Empathizing with her audience,
Roosevelt continued. “Many of you all over the country have boys in the service who will now
be called upon to go into action. You have friends and families in what has suddenly become a
danger zone.” The Conners knew that Durrell had seen the “action” to which Roosevelt referred.
Oahu for him had already become “a danger zone.” The First Lady spoke of feelings she knew
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the women in her audience were undoubtedly experiencing. “You cannot escape anxiety. You
cannot escape a clutch of fear at your heart…” Yet after acknowledging the anxiety Americans
felt, the First Lady added words of confidence, too. “I hope that the certainty of what we have to
meet will make you rise above these fears…and when we find a way to do anything more in our
communities to help others, to build morale, to give a feeling of security, we must do it.
Whatever is asked of us I am sure we can accomplish it. We are the free and unconquerable
people of the United States of America.” Even with such comforting remarks by the First Lady,
Julia, Merle, and Theresa must have slept very little, if at all, on the night of December 7th.140
In addition to the radio, Americans received their news
from newspapers. Most Sunday editions had already been
printed and distributed by the time information on the events
in Oahu reached the mainland. People overwhelmingly,
therefore, read accounts of the Japanese attack in their
newspapers the next day. The initial reports on December 7th
were understandably sketchy in respect to American
casualties. The major newspaper in the L. A. area was the Los
Angeles Times. Durrell believes his mother subscribed to it.
The headline in the Monday morning edition boldly
screamed, “IT’S WAR!” The lead paragraph shared news of
“a direct bomb hit on Hickam Field,” an Army airfield
adjacent to the Naval Base; the bomb reportedly killed three
hundred and fifty men. The second paragraph announced
Japanese planes had also struck Navy ships in Pearl Harbor.
There was no information given on those casualties. What
everyone knew for sure was that many Americans in uniform--Army, Navy, and Marine--had
been killed and wounded. The sub-headline proclaimed the obvious--“Hostilities Declared by
Japanese.”
Julia and her daughters probably listened to a live broadcast of President Roosevelt’s
address to Congress on Monday the 8th. In it, FDR asked for a declaration of war against Japan.
He spoke beginning at 12:30 p.m. (EST). His five hundred and eighteen words took twenty-six
minutes to deliver. The first words still resonate today. “Yesterday, December 7th, 1941--a date
which will live in infamy--the United States of America was suddenly and deliberately attacked
by naval and air forces of the Empire of Japan.” A few minutes later, the president’s admission
of heavy casualties would have been especially difficult for Julia to hear--“I regret to tell you that
very many American lives have been lost.” An estimated sixty-two million people listened to the
president out of a population of about one hundred and thirty-two million. In all likelihood, Julia,
Merle, and Theresa were part of that forty-seven percent. As of that date, it was the biggest
daytime radio audience in history.141
FDR was the first president to talk directly with Americans using the radio. Roosevelt
literally came into their living room with this new form of mass communication. He did so most
effectively in his “fireside chats.” In all likelihood, Durrell’s mother listened to the news
broadcasts on December 7th and to the president’s address to Congress on the 8th. Julia also most
assuredly tuned into FDR’s fireside chat on the evening of the 9th since she would have been
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home from work by then. Early on in the lengthy “chat,” the president spoke words that must
have brought even more distress to Julia. “Many American soldiers and sailors have been killed
by enemy action,” FDR announced as he had the day before in his war message to Congress.
Roosevelt promised that the government would share information as soon as it could. Another
line became a personal one for Julia---“I deeply feel the anxiety of all the families of the men in
our armed forces…” While the president did not specifically reference relatives of those who had
been stationed at Pearl Harbor, the “anxiety” of those parents would have been immeasurable.
Two days after Roosevelt’s fireside chat, Germany and Italy (Japan’s European allies) declared
war on the United States. In response, the American Congress passed war resolutions against
those countries. Immediately, Washington, D.C. sent news to its overseas military forces
announcing this expansion of the war. Durrell slipped copies of two such Navy messages, sent to
COMBATFOR, into his Three-ring Binder Album.142
In the days after the attack, servicemen and women were given what one Pearl Harbor
Defender called “survivors’ postcards.” These were sent to their families to tell relatives they
were still alive. There was more than one version of the postcard, yet regardless of the one sent,
the card conveyed only the most basic information. Senders crossed out words that did not apply
to them. For example, an unused postcard Durrell put in his Three-ring Binder Album allowed
him to cross out the sentence, “I
have been admitted to [the]
hospital,” leaving the phrase, “I
am well.” Durrell undoubtedly
crossed out the statement on
hospitalization. But for those
Pearl Harbor Defenders who
required medical care, the sender
could indicate the severity of his
or her condition by, again,
crossing out words from some
options printed on the card. Due
to censorship regulations, the
card Durrell kept warned senders that if they failed to follow the instructions, “the postcard will
be destroyed.”143
For those in the military, especially those stationed overseas, thoughts of home are
especially strong during the holidays. That would have been particularly true for Christmas 1941.
In Hawaii, only eighteen days had passed since the historic morning of December 7th. Ships,
such as the California, awaited salvage operations, but those would not begin for months. Divers
descended into the dark, sunken passageways of submerged vessels. The remains of hundreds of
sailors, entombed in capsized ships, turned Pearl Harbor into sacred waters. December 25th
provided an opportunity to relieve the solemnity felt by a United States military now at war. In
spite of the mood that hung over Pearl Harbor, Christmas was still celebrated. At the submarine
base where the Admiral’s Flag Division was now stationed, Navy cooks replicated the same type
of feast they had put out for the Fourth of July and Thanksgiving Day meals observed earlier in
the year. Mess served “roast tom turkey” and “baked spiced ham” as the main entrees.
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As he had done with earlier holidays observed on board, Durrell kept the menu. Its front
cover seems incongruous, however, given what had happened on December 7th. A smiling
Hawaiian woman dominates it. Various fruits occupy the foreground. Small photographs of
servicemen arriving on a ship, a lotus flower, a picture of pheasant hunting, and a tropical sunset
complete the cover. A “Merry Christmas” greeting stands out. A message on an inside page-“Best Wishes For Christmas and the Coming Year”--makes no reference to the state of war that
now existed. But perhaps that was the point of the menu’s graphics--an attempt to observe a
holiday with no reference to the losses incurred on December 7th or to the world war the United
States had entered less than three weeks earlier. Another explanation of the menu’s festive
holiday appearance could be the fact that it had been printed before December 7th. Regardless of
which interpretation of the graphics is correct, sailors at the submarine base knew they would be
living through a year markedly different from the one they had experienced in the first eleven
months of 1941.
Since the Admiral’s Flag now operated from the submarine base at Pearl Harbor, it was
somewhat insulated from seeing the destruction the enemy attack had inflicted. Navy, Army, and
Marine Corps installations on Oahu saw it on a daily basis until the military removed the
wreckage--the shells of aircraft struck by enemy fire, vehicles and buildings strafed by Japanese
machine guns, and
ships sunk or, if afloat,
damaged within the
harbor. Because the
submarine base had not
been targeted, Durrell
saw the destruction only
from a distance. Yet at
one point, bluejackets
on the submarine base
had the opportunity to
see up close a small
vessel that had been
Durrell’s photograph of the Japanese midget submarine
part of the December 7th
raid. It was one of five Japanese midget submarines in or near Pearl Harbor on the morning of
the attack. In his Three-ring Binder Album, Durrell kept a newspaper picture of the small, twoman vessel. A caption under the photograph announced that the sub had been “refurbished after
weeks of painstaking analysis of its construction.” Painted black, with “dummy torpedoes”
installed in “its blunt nose,” the sub was on display. The United States government had not yet
decided what to do with the vessel. As it turned out, it arrived on the mainland early in 1942.
During the war, the sub became part of war bond drives in various cities.144
Asked to describe the months after December 7th, Durrell first observed that he and others
in the flag division “stood our regular watches.” For him, that was four hours at the enlisted
coding board. Durrell adds, too, that he received more instruction in Morse code during his
months at the sub base. “The radiomen set up a training table for us to learn the code and the
key.” He admits that he knew “very little” Morse code since, as he explains, “I never used it. But
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they wanted us to know it.” He sums up the training in a few words--“Practice. Get more
proficient.”
When not on duty, Durrell still remained at the submarine base. It became, in essence, his
world for the three months after the Japanese attack. Durrell no longer spent liberty in Honolulu
as he had before December 7th. In fact, as he recalls, “I don’t think we had liberty.” Just hours
after the Japanese raid, President Roosevelt approved a plan by the Army to place the Territory
of Hawaii under martial law. (The military had drawn up such a proposal in 1940, to be executed
if an enemy invasion ever threatened.) Blackouts, curfews, and other restrictions dampened the
very meaning of “liberty.” Regulations were observed even on the submarine base. Durrell
remembers how, “At night, we’d get a jeep & drive over to canteen, get sandwiches, and bring
back sandwiches to the office. Whoever had the duty would do that. We could drive. They had
little slits over headlights. Little slits of lights would come out, enough so we could see an
object.” Those “slits” were how vehicles observed blackout rules when on the road at night.145
At the end of March 1942, the Admiral’s Flag Division boarded the USS Louisville, a
heavy cruiser bound for the West Coast. About two weeks before its departure, a new issue of
Patrol came out. It was a weekly publication, as the newspaper explained, “on board the U.S.
Submarine Base” at Pearl Harbor, Durrell’s “home” for the past four months. The issues were, as
Patrol announced, written “in the interest of Submarine Squadron Four and the Navy.” At the
top of its front page, to the left of the publication’s name, was the rallying cry that had
reverberated throughout the United States and its overseas military bases in the weeks after
December 7th--“Remember Pearl Harbor.” Of all the issues printed while Durrell was stationed
on the submarine base, he put only one in his Three-ring Binder Album. It was the March 14,
1942 edition. Obviously, he wanted to save it. But after all these decades, he would
understandably have difficult recalling why. A reader today might be attracted to a page in it that
has “An Open Letter” addressed to the Axis Powers from “Uncle Sam’s Boys.” The piece of
correspondence began with a veiled reference to the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor. It ended
with a warning. Perhaps the latter is what Durrell wanted to save in his album. In any event, the
letter exemplifies the American spirit that would win the war. Durrell, as had all the Pearl Harbor
Defenders, displayed that spirit on December 7th, 1941. They continued to do so throughout the
war.146
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Epilogue
Sometime after Durrell’s twenty-fourth birthday in September 1942, but before the next one
in 1943, Julia Conner wrote the following poem:
A Mother’s Poem
Baby mine, so pink and sweet,
Tiny body all complete.
Sent to me from God above,
What a wonderful thing of love.
A boy! A boy had someone said?
Had something gone wrong in my head?
Everything was in a whirl,
For twice before they said – a girl!
My girls are lovely, to be sure,
But I had two of them before.
This time a boy we wanted most,
Now his dad can truly boast.
Twenty-four years have come and flown,
And to manhood he has grown.
Now he sails the deep blue sea,
Writing letters home to me.
He sends me coral and treasures rare,
Which he gathers everywhere.
Oh, they miss a world of joy,
Those who never had a boy.
Father, the boy Thou gavest me,
To manhood now has grown.
He’s a sailor on the sea,
Sailing far away from me.
Going far from home.
I pray Thy will, not mine, be done,
But if it pleaseth Thee,
And if I ask it not amiss,
Please send him back to me.
And while he’s far away from me,
And I’m not there to bless,
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Wilt Thou look down upon him, Lord;
Look down in tenderness.
Now I ask Thee not to grant that he be President,
But if he humbly follows Thee,
Then a leader he shall be
On land or sea.
Keep him safe from harm, dear Lord,
And fill his heart with joy.
Yes, I know he’s now a man,
But he’s still my little boy.
Julia entrusted Durrell’s safety to God, as she no doubt had always done. But in time of war, she
did so even more. At Pearl Harbor, Durrell lived through the horrific first two hours of
America’s entry into World War II. We can imagine that as Julia
listened on December 7th, 1941 to radio reports of the attack, she
prayed to God. The theme in her prayers, if not the exact words,
would have been the one she used in the above poem--“Keep him
safe from harm, dear Lord.” She pleaded, “Please send him back to
me.” In these sentiments, Julia assuredly echoed the prayers of
other mothers who had sons in uniform. Julia and Durrell’s story,
however, stands apart from millions of others because we have
Julia’s poem to read. Today, few of her wartime belongings remain
among the Conner family possessions. We do not have, for
example, the collection of letters Durrell wrote to her. Yet A
Mother’s Poem survived, as did her son Durrell.
After the Louisville dropped anchor in San Francisco early in
April 1942, Durrell believes he telephoned his mother. Julia immediately traveled north from
Los Angeles to visit her son. Durrell is not sure how she got to San Francisco, but it may have
been by a Greyhound bus. He remembers that he “met her in town.” Durrell does not recall any
conversation about the December 7th attack, and it could very well be that Julia did not want to
broach the subject. She may have seen it as a sensitive one, to be avoided rather than discussed.
Not long after the Admiral’s Flag Division arrived in San Francisco, its members apparently
transferred to the USS Pennsylvania. (Evidence of this transfer is taken from an April 7, 1942
muster roll for the ship that lists Durrell’s name.) It thus appears the battleship served as the
Admiral’s Flag, so it became Durrell’s first billet after he left the submarine base at Pearl Harbor.
The Pennsylvania had been in dry dock in Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. Because of the
bomb damage she sustained in the attack, the ship left Hawaii on December 20th, bound for San
Francisco. There she underwent repairs, completed at the end of March 1942. For the next
months, the battleship took part in training and patrol duties along the California coast. Durrell
remained on board the Pennsylvania until at least September when he sent his mother a short
letter dated September 17, 1942, a copy of which he put in his Three-ring Binder Album. The
letter gave the Pennsylvania as his ship.147
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Sometime in the fall, the flag division transferred to the USS New Mexico. In December
1942, the battleship sailed for Fiji, an archipelago in the South Pacific.148 By that time, Durrell
and the Admiral’s Flag Division were on board. Before Christmas, the battleship arrived at its
destination as evidenced by the Executive Officer’s December 25th “Plan of the Day,” published
on board. (Durrell put a copy in his Three-ring Binder Album.) The Plan referred to Fiji in more
than one place. Durrell recalls that the New Mexico “ended up in Nandi Harbor.” He explains the
battleship’s mission in this way--“The reason we were in Fiji was [to act as] a backup, in case we
were needed to come in and help with all of the sea battles they were having.” According to
Durrell, Guadalcanal in the nearby Solomon Islands particularly concerned the Command.
Marines had landed there in August 1942 to seize the island from the Japanese. It proved to be an
especially brutal campaign. In his memoir, Durrell explained the role the New Mexico and other
ships played in deterring Japan’s initial plan to land reinforcements in the early part of 1943.
“We waited there [Nandi Harbor] for another four months to see what the Japanese were
going to do about Guadalcanal. They were about to be beaten there, and we knew they would
either have to be reinforced or evacuated. Sure enough, we finally got word that they had
assembled a large force and were headed towards Guadalcanal. We immediately got underway
to head them off. The evening before we were to engage them, one of our patrol bomber planes
came out of nowhere and flew low right down our battle line. This was before our lanes were
equipped with IFF (a radio device that identifies friendly aircraft), so we didn’t shoot him down
when he didn’t answer our challenge. We later found out that it was a captured plane. Evidently,
he notified the Japanese fleet what they were up against, and instead of reinforcing their position
on the island, they sent in a few high-speed destroyers and evacuated as many as they could. At
the time, we were very disappointed, but now, I thank God they decided not to fight.” Durrell’s
memoir

In more than one memoir entry, Durrell invoked God’s name to acknowledge what he
judged to have been a higher power behind the success of United States campaigns. In a
reference to the Navy’s victory at Midway in June 1942, Durrell concluded, “I think it was only
through God’s will that we were able to attain such a tremendous victory.” He echoed this belief
when he spoke to his church in 2011--“I know, without a shadow of a doubt, that we had divine
help in many of our endeavors.” Durrell saw divine justice, too, in an April 1943 event in which
he played a small role. It concerned the death of Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto, the commander of
Japan’s Combined Fleet. Yamamoto had planned the attack at Pearl Harbor.
“Our intelligence sources had obtained information of Admiral Yamamoto’s plans to visit
and inspect his forces on Bougainville [an island in the southwestern Pacific]. I decoded the
message from CNO (Chief of Naval Operations) addressed to a Marine air group that was
located on Guadalcanal. It said the Admiral was leaving Truk Island on a certain date and time
and would arrive on Rabaul at such a time. He would be in a certain type of bomber, escorted by
six Zeroes. It ended by saying, “Go get ‘em, boys.” About three months later, the Japanese said
that Admiral Yamamoto had been killed in a great air and sea battle on a certain date. We didn’t
want to jeopardize our intelligence source, so we countered with the fact that we had no record
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of any battle on that date, and we thought the Admiral had committed “Hari Kari” because the
war was going badly.” Durrell’s memoir
Army pilots shot down Yamamoto’s plane on April 18, 1943. (American aircraft had to fly
some four hundred and fifty miles, from Guadalcanal to the North Solomon Islands, to intercept
the Japanese admiral. The round trip mission would be more than double that. Navy and Marine
fighters could not go that distance. But the Army’s P-38s, with additional fuel tanks, could. The
Command, therefore, sent Army pilots on the mission.149) As it turned out, Yeoman 1st Class
Durrell Conner received a Navy commendation stamped with the same date of Yamamoto’s
shoot down. The citation came from the “Commander Battleships, U.S. Pacific Fleet.” As
Admiral H.F. Leary wrote, “You are commended for the zeal shown in your communication
duties while serving under my command, and for your trustworthiness in the handling of
classified information as a member of my enlisted coding board. You are highly recommended
for future duty in communications, being especially well qualified for duty on an enlisted coding
board.”
When the New Mexico returned to Hawaii, Durrell remained in communications, but not
with the Admiral’s Flag. He had been with the flag division since the summer of 1939. Now
however, four years later, that assignment came to an end. As Durrell explains, “Our command
was broken up.” He recorded in his memoir his last wartime duty station. With it, Durrell had, in
a way, come full circle. He began his wartime service at Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. The
world heard, on August 14, 1945, of Japan’s surrender. On that date, Durrell was still working in
communications at Pearl Harbor. He thus concluded his wartime service when he had begun it.
“I was transferred to the Registered Publication Issuing
Office in Pearl Harbor in 1943, where I stayed until the war ended.
We provided the various ships and commands with all their
classified codes and crypto machines. I was advanced to Chief
Petty Officer in January 1944--98 dollars a month. I was
discharged in November 1945 and entered civilian life somewhat
bewildered and not knowing what I was going to do.” Durrell’s
memoir

Durrell’s life after the war reflects the experiences of most
other World War II veterans--some decompression time, civilian
employment, marriage, and children. Unlike most other veterans,
however, he eventually returned to the military. The following is
Durrell’s own account of his life in the half century after he and his
peers won the greatest war in the 20th century. But with the humility that so marks the World
War II Generation, Durrell was not comfortable when younger generations honored him for the
role he played in the war. No, he and his contemporaries would simply say they were “doing
their job.” After the Japanese surrender in August 1945, some sixteen million Americans who
had worn the uniform were ready for a civilian job in a world that was, finally, at peace.
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Note in a paragraph below that Durrell described one family’s wartime move from
Oklahoma to California as an example of their decision “to do their duty and work in the war
effort.” Some might see the relocation, however, as self-betterment since defense plants paid
well. Certainly the family Durrell referred to would have seen its life in the Golden State to be a
more glamorous one than the world they left behind in Oklahoma. Durrell, though, judged the
move in a more nationalistic framework. This is very much in keeping with the patriotism that
defines, to a large degree, his character.
“The adjustment from Navy life was more difficult than I thought it would be. The Navy
gave me three months to make up my mind whether to ship over or to stay a civilian. I could sign
up for four years and be assigned to the Naval Security Station in Washington, D.C. After three
months of taking it easy, and spending what money I had saved up, I boarded the train and
headed back east. I arrived there in a snowstorm. I had a bad cold and couldn’t find a place to
stay, so, I said to heck with it. I sent the Captain a postcard saying I had changed my mind, and I
used the last of my money to buy a ticket and headed home.
Mother had a little shop where she designed and manufactured ladies blouses. I started
working for her as a cutter. I would lay the material out on a long table and cut out several
dozen blouses at a time.
My mother’s stepsister was living in Long Beach with her husband and three beautiful
daughters. They had moved there from Oklahoma during the war to do their duty and work in the
war effort. The prettiest one had been a riveter at Douglas aircraft, but with the war ending, she
was laid off. Mother offered her a job in her little shop. Her name was Mahala, but everyone
called her Kay. After a year of on-again, off-again dating, we finally got the courage to jump
into the old Ford and make the long trip and elope to Yuma, Arizona. It was the 28th of June, and
I believe the hottest day in history. Of course, I’m sure we didn’t help that situation any. There
was no air conditioning in those days. We waited until the sun went down and headed home with
the windows down and Kay’s feet out the window.
I cashed in on my military life insurance and bought a small travel trailer and parked it in
my mother’s backyard. It didn’t work out too well, but we stuck it out for about a year. I took
advantage of the GI Bill of Rights and enrolled in a trade school studying plastics. I took a job in
a plastic factory running a press that made electric parts for florescent lights. Kay got a job in
Van de Kamp’s Bakery.
Our first daughter was born on Valentine’s Day 1948. We named her Sonja Kathleen and
called her Kathy. She was an adorable baby and a great joy to us, but I must admit it was pretty
tough crowded in the tiny travel trailer.
I applied, and was accepted, for a job with the City of Los Angeles as a gardener
caretaker. I was given a new truck and all the necessary gardening equipment. My job was to
take care of the small parkways and circles that were located all over the city, from Hollywood,
San Pedro, to Highland Park. I traveled so much it was hard for my boss to catch up with me.
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We sold our little trailer and moved into a small apartment in back of my Uncle Charles’
house in Highland Park. Aunt Dusky babysat Kathy while Kay continued working. We were
much happier there, and it seemed we were finally a family.
My father moved back to Los Angeles about this time, and after a lot of persuasion and
promises to my mother, they were remarried.150
The city got a lot of its water supply from a Lake Crawley in the High Sierras where they
had a big fishing resort and several cabins. I thought that would be a real good job, and I
applied for it, knowing full well I didn’t have much of a chance.
There was one parkway that was especially beautiful, and I liked working there except for
one small problem. A woman who lived across the street would bring her big fat English bulldog
over everyday to do his job on the lawn. I didn’t say anything for a long time, but finally I
couldn’t take it any longer, and I asked her as nice as I could if she wouldn’t take him to the
vacant lot next door to do his job because a lot of children played on the grass, and it wasn’t
pleasant when my mower hit it. She stuck her nose up in the air and didn’t say a word. The next
day, here she came again. I wasn’t as nice this time. ‘Lady.’ I said, ‘I was as nice as I could be
yesterday. This time I’m telling you that this is not a public toilet for your dog. If you bring him
over here again, I’m going to scoop it up and throw it in your yard.’ The next day as she came
across the street, I got my square nosed shovel and stood by her until the dog finished. Then,
very carefully, I scooped it all up, walked across the street and threw it in a big arc, a little
higher than I intended. It hit the top of her screen door, continued down her porch and ended up
on her sidewalk. I then cleaned my shovel on her shrubbery.
I knew I would probably get in trouble over this, but believe me it was worth it. My boss
caught up with me later that day. I told him the whole story, and braced myself for the worst. I
could tell he wanted to laugh, but after a long pause, he said, ‘Didn’t you put in for a transfer?’
My answer was, ‘Yes, sir.’ He answered, ‘How soon can you pack?’ Needless to say, we were
happily on our way to Lake Crawley the next morning.
My new job was all I had hoped it would be. It was like being paid to be on a continuous
vacation. During the fishing season, I managed the boat landing, made reservations, rented out
boats and repaired them as necessary. Off-season, we maintained the boats by painting and
repairing them. Hunting and fishing was the order of the day when we were not working.
Hunting and fishing took priority. Kay didn’t share my enjoyment for the job, though. The wind
blew too much, and she was lonely for her family. She became pregnant the second year we were
there. One of my customers happened to be a doctor, and he noticed her condition. He asked if
we had a doctor, and when we said no, he said he would take care of her for free. He had a bad
back, and he was showing his appreciation for the help I gave him with his boat. He gave me a
needle and some vitamin B and instructed me how to give her shots. He was a great guy.
The winter was very cold. It was 30 below zero for one whole month. We earned our pay by
overhauling the boat motors and various other jobs. However, if a flock of geese would fly over,
we would grab our shotguns and head for the lake.
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The Korean War started up and the Navy called the reservists back for active duty. I got my
letter and received orders to report to San Diego Receiving Station in November 1950. I got
orders for the USS Henderson, a destroyer that was in Japan at that time. The Corpsman gave
me the required inoculations for that area which amounted to about seven shots. Then I was sent
to Treasure Island in San Francisco for further transfer to the Far East. My inoculation record
was missing when I got to Treasure Island, so they gave me seven more shots. While I was
waiting transportation, I visited the RPIO (Registered Publication Issuing Office). The Officer in
Charge was glad to see me and said he really needed an experienced Chief. He said his brother
was Chief of Naval Personnel, and he thought he could get my orders changed if I was
interested. I could have kissed him because the last thing I wanted was to go aboard a destroyer.
After sweating it out for several days, my orders came through for shore duty at the RPIO.
Our second daughter was born January third. She was named Mary Elizabeth after her
grandmother. We enjoyed our stay in San Francisco very much. Kay didn’t have a driver’s
license at the time. I tried teaching her how to drive, but when I corrected her, she thought I was
picking on her. It just didn’t work out. I guess it’s always hard for a husband to teach his wife
how to drive.
One day, while I was inspecting the security of the office building, the floor gave way, and I
fell twenty feet to a cement floor, breaking my wrist and pelvis. I spent three months in the Naval
Hospital in Oakland. Kay couldn’t visit me without a driver’s license, so she went down to the
DMV and passed with flying colors. She could drive all along but just didn’t have the courage
until she had to.
We enjoyed two and a half years there before receiving orders to Commander Naval
Forces Far East (COMNAVFE), located in Yokosuka, Japan. I couldn’t take Kay and the girls
with me because there was a one-year waiting period for housing. My job was Registered
Publication Custodian for the Admiral. I would draw the codes and cyphers from the Issuing
Office and turn them over to the Communication Officer when they became effective. Then I
would collect and destroy the superseded or compromised ones.
A year later, Kay and the girls arrived after a hectic twenty-one-day trip aboard a Navy
transport ship. Mary was deathly seasick for the whole trip, and Kay was busy with her while
Kathy ran wild throughout the ship. They were one happy bunch to get their feet on dry land. I
might add that the crew of the transport was equally happy to see them go.
We lived in ‘boony’ housing for three months before Navy housing became available. It
was quite an experience living in a house with tatami floors and rice paper doors. We hired a
maid, mainly because she worked for only two cartons of cigarettes a week, and to act as an
interpreter when we went shopping. She loved to take Mary for a walk and show her off. Once
when I was coming home, I saw a large crowd, and when I went to investigate, I saw it was the
maid with Mary. They had never seen a blond, curly-haired, blue-eyed, two-year-old girl.
An old shipmate of mine assigned to the main office in the Naval Security Office in
Washington, D.C. was due for a transfer, but they had nobody with the right experience to
relieve him. I was the only person available with the experience required. So they sent me a
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message asking if I would consider taking the job. The transfer would automatically change my
rate from Yeoman to Communication Technician, which I desperately wanted as it would prevent
me from ever getting orders to another destroyer.
The day we moved into naval housing, I received my orders. We didn’t even unpack. Our
household goods were shipped back to DC, and we boarded the airplane for California, with
stops at Midway and Hawaii. I was given thirty days leave, so we got our car out of storage,
visited all our relatives, and headed east.
We arrived there in August, and the humidity was unbearable. We rented an apartment in
Silver Springs, Maryland and waited several weeks for our household goods. In the mean time,
we bought a couple of fans and slept on the floor under a window.
My job was to procure the required number of codes, cyphers, encryption devices, and
instructional publications for all Naval Commands. I also had to promulgate the status of each
device’s effectivity and destruction dates. Each publication and device had a serial number and
had to be accounted for. They were inventoried quarterly until
destroyed. There were several million in the system, and we
had to know where each one was at all times. Needless to say,
security was extremely high, for these were all classified
documents. It was a very challenging job, and I loved every
minute of it.
Our third and last daughter, Julia Bee, was born at
Bethesda Naval Hospital on September 11th, one day short of
my birthday. She was the exact opposite of Mary, Mary being a
blue-eyed blond and Julie a dark-haired, dark-eyed beauty.
When my three-year duty period was up, they didn’t have
a relief for me. My Captain called me into his office and asked
me if I would agree to stay on for another year. He promised
me an assignment to any overseas duty station I wanted. Of course, you don’t say no to a Navy
Captain, so I stayed one more year and then got orders for Guam.
We had concurrent travel, so we boarded the MSTS Patrick Henry. We had a very nice
stateroom and enjoyable cruise to Guam via Hawaii and Eniwetok Island. I was assigned to the
radio room but was soon transferred to the RPIO.
I began having trouble with my varicose veins, so I was put in the hospital and had a vein
stripped from my left leg. When you are admitted to the hospital, they always ask you what your
religion is, so I said I was LDS. A few days later, I had a visitor. His name was Whitehead, and
he told me he was president of the LDS branch there on Guam. We became active members, and
I had the extreme pleasure of baptizing Kay, Kathy, and Mary in the Pacific Ocean. We loved
that little branch and enjoyed our two-year tour on Guam. We did a lot of snorkeling and had a
lot of beach parties. We belonged to the Hawaiian Stake, and when we had branch conferences,
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the Stake representatives would fly in from Hawaii. On one of these trips, I was ordained an
Elder.
My next duty station was RPIO San Diego where I was put in charge of the accounting
section. We kept the ledgers that accounted for all the publications. It was a tedious job, but
heads could roll if one publication was unaccounted for. This was only twenty-six miles from
where I had lived and went to school, so we spent a lot of time reminiscing and visiting with old
friends and classmates. While I was there, we celebrated our twenty-fifth high school reunion. It
was great seeing our former classmates and bragging about our children.
They needed a Chief at the RPIO in Long Beach, and I asked to go because Kay’s family
lived there, and it was close to my mother and sister. We bought a house in Long Beach where
our girls all finished their high school years.” Durrell’s memoir
And for various reasons that had nothing to do with their faith, Durrell adds, “We gradually
drifted away from the church.”
“I retired from the Navy March 10th, 1962. My base pay was three hundred dollars a
month. They wanted me to continue working there as a civilian, but I had to wait six months
before I could be employed. This was to allow other civilians a chance to apply for the job. None
had the experience required for the position. I needed an income during those six months, so I
went to the City of Los Angeles and again applied for a gardener caretaker position. I got the
job, but before I could go to work, they had to give me a talk about my job. They told me we had
to be very tactful and gave me an example of what not to do. They told of an employee who had
once scooped up dog stuff and thrown it back on the dog owner’s lawn. I laughed and told him
that was me, and I told him the rest of the story. They probably still tell that to all new
employees.
My job at Long Beach was as Administrative Assistant. Kay got a job as a nurse’s aid at
the Memorial Hospital. She was in the intensive care unit, which was hard and dirty work, but
she stuck it out.
I wanted to find some property that we could retire on and spend the rest of our lives. Dad
and I took a little trip north on Highway 99. It was August 1966 and very hot. Nothing we looked
at satisfied us. When we got to Redding, we found a lot of property that was beautiful but had no
water, and it was still too hot. Dad suggested that we head for the coast and try to cool off. We
got on 299 and headed west. After awhile, we saw on a map that highway 36 looked good and
might be a little shorter. Those of you old timers around here know what kind of road that was in
1966. It started out good and got worse and worse until it was just a little trail. I had visions of
meeting a logging truck, but luck was with us, and finally the road got a little better. We finally
came to a small lodge that had a gas pump, and we decided we should fill up, as we had no idea
how much further we had to go to get to 101. It turned out that gas must have been half water
because we spit and sputtered the rest of the way to the coast. We spent that night in a little
cabin in Redcrest and the next morning proceeded to Redway for breakfast. We then went in
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Garberville and looked in the window of a real estate office. We saw an advertisement of thirteen
and one half acres on the Mattole Rive with a small cabin. I told Dad that looked like what I was
looking for, but they were asking eighteen five for it--way too much for us. The secretary who
had arrived at the office was making coffee and invited us in. The realtor soon arrived and
offered to show it to us. He said if we didn’t like it, he had a lot of other places for sale that we
might like. The ride seemed to last forever, and I wasn’t the least impressed until I walked
around the deck of the cabin and saw the view of the river. It was so beautiful it took my breath
away. All I could say was, ‘This is it.’ We made an offer of seventeen thousand and gave him one
hundred dollars as a deposit. It was accepted immediately.
In order to retire from civil service, you must have a total of thirty years of government
service and be at least fifty-five years old. I met both requirements on the first day of July 1973,
so we made the big decision and requested retirement on that day.
We sold our house in Long Beach and with the equity, paid off all our debts and paid for
our new place in full. We started the big job of making our cabin livable, clearing brush and
building a barn. The jobs were endless and the money was limited.
On September sixth, a big fire broke out over by Ettersburg. They called it the Big Finnley
Fire. I loaded up the pickup and trailer with what I could, sent Kay and Julie to Briceland to stay
with a friend and prepared myself to do what I could. The fire department put a pump in the river
and brought the hose up to me. I walked back and forth on my porch and was able to save the
cabin with the water from that pump.
Julie enrolled at South Fork for her senior year and went for a while but soon went back to
Long Beach where she was able to graduate at midterm.
Our closest neighbors were members of the Jehovah Witnesses, and they would come visit
each month with their little pamphlets. When asked, we told them we belonged to the LDS
Church. Little did we think that they would know Jim Eastham, who at that time was the Branch
President. Soon after, one evening we heard footsteps on our porch. It startled us because it was
long after dark, and we were at the end of the road, way out in the sticks and behind a locked
gate. It was Jim and his counselor. They apologized for being so late and invited us out to
church. We didn’t think they could ever find us way out here.
We went to church a few times but never really got motivated until one day Bill Eastham
called and asked if a few of them could come out and visit us one Sunday after church. We made
some cookies and some punch and expected three, maybe four people. Pretty soon the driveway
started to fill up with cars, and as near as I can remember, there was eight or ten people filling
our living room. Several of them came clear from Eureka. They challenged me to come out to
church, and I told them if they could drive eighty-five miles to come see us, we could surely drive
twenty-seven miles to church. We have been going ever since. We enjoy the calling we have and
pray we will fill it in a pleasing manner.
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This year in June, Kay and I will celebrate our 50th wedding anniversary. As I look back, I
see a lot of difficulties, a few heartaches, and hard times. I hope the next 50 will be as full of love
and happiness as we have enjoyed in the first 50.” Durrell’s memoir
Thus ended Durrell’s memoir, written for his family in 1997.
Each year, the Conners celebrated the life they had formally begun together on June 28,
1947. In fact, their golden anniversary prompted Durrell and Kay to write the short memoir for
their family. Unfortunately, they only had seven more anniversaries together. Kay died in
November 2004. But six years later, Durrell found love again with Peggy, whose cousin had
been in Durrell’s high school graduation class many years before. They married in 2010. In that
year and in the next one, Peggy and Durrell traveled to Hawaii. Both trips coincided with what
came to be known as “Remembrance Day,” the yearly observation of that historic morning
decades earlier--December 7, 1941.
In 1971, Durrell joined the national Pearl Harbor Survivors Association (PHSA). Military
veterans of what President Roosevelt had judged as “the date which will live in infamy” formed
an especially exclusive veterans organization in 1958. Unlike other veterans groups, it would
exist only as long as its members did. There would be no younger generation to continue the
organization. The criteria for joining the PHSA applied to only a small number of the sixteen
million Americans who served in the armed forces during World War II. Its application form
detailed the membership criteria. Those eligible to join “must have been a member of the U. S.
military on December 7, 1941” and “must have been on the island of Oahu or off shore, not to
exceed three (3) miles at the time of the attack (7:55 a.m. to 9:45 a.m.).” Only honorably
discharged veterans could apply for membership. As its mottos, the PHSA adopted the phrases
“Remember Pearl Harbor” and “Keep America Alert.”
Defenders founded chapters at the community level throughout the country. But for most of
his life, Durrell never became involved in those since chapters did not exist in rural areas where
he lived. Durrell defines himself as an “at large member.” He retired from the federal civil
service two years after joining the national
PHSA and moved from Long Beach to the
Durrell, on the right, at a December 7, 2013 ceremony with
Chapter 31 members
cabin in Northern California. Even after he
returned to Southern California later in his life,
Durrell lived in a sparsely populated area
where there was no PHSA chapter. After he
and Peggy married, however, their residence
became northern San Diego County. In
October 2011, Durrell and Peggy began
attending monthly meetings of Tri-City
Chapter 31 based in that area. In those Sunday
morning gatherings, they enjoyed the
fellowship of other veterans who had
experienced what Durrell had on that most famous of Sunday mornings decades earlier. National
and chapter membership had been declining, though, as Pearl Harbor Defenders entered their
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nineties. The Tri-City Chapter held its last monthly meeting in December 2014. Still, even after
that, chapter members, family, and friends continue to meet monthly for lunch and for the annual
December 7th Remembrance Day ceremony. (Congress used that phrase in a 1994 Joint
Resolution. It called upon Americans “to observe the day with appropriate ceremonies and
activities.” The resolution also urged that the United States flag be flown “at half-staff each
December 7 in honor of the individuals who died as a result of their service at Pearl Harbor.”)
The World War II Generation knew the December 7th observation by its original name, Pearl
Harbor Day.
There are four Remembrance Days that Durrell especially recalls. The first occurred in
1991. President George H. Bush delivered the keynote address at the ceremony held in Hawaii.
Durrell was not in attendance, but he heard the president’s speech on the news. In his memoir,
Durrell described his surprise at one point:
“On the fiftieth anniversary of Pearl Harbor, in President Bush’s speech, which he delivered
onboard the USS Arizona Memorial, he was describing the beautiful morning before the attack.
It was quite a thrill to hear our President tell on national television ‘…and Durrell Conner was
wrapping Christmas presents on the USS California.’ ” Durrell’s memoir
The President’s staff integrated firsthand accounts of December 7, 1941 into his speech, some
taken from Walter Lord’s book, Day of Infamy. Durrell had returned to Lord a questionnaire the
writer had sent to some Pearl Harbor Defenders. In it, Durrell shared with Lord the fact that,
when the attack began, he was wrapping presents for his nephew Danny and niece Nancy. Lord
used that statement, along with a few others from Durrell, in the book. The volume even
included the reference to the gift-wrapping on a map placed on the inside book cover, next to a
drawing of the California anchored in Battleship Row. Durrell’s recollection of Bush’s speech
closely mirrors a transcript of what the President said--“Aboard California, Yeoman Durrell
Conner wrapped Christmas presents.”151
The other three Remembrance Days that hold special meaning for Durrell were ones where
he journeyed back to Pearl Harbor for the anniversary observation. When asked why it was
important to him to make such trips, Durrell answered with just one word, “nostalgia.” His first
such trip was in 2009. Daughter Julie accompanied him. The memorial ceremony that year took
place on board Naval Station Pearl Harbor’s Kilo Pier. (The dock is directly across from the USS
Arizona Memorial, about half a mile away.)
Begun at 7:40 a.m., the ceremony incorporated
military themes throughout its almost two-hour
long program. Fifteen minutes after it started, a
moment of silence occurred in recognition of the
time sixty-eight years earlier when the Japanese
had begun the attack. Music by the U.S. Pacific
Fleet band may have brought back memories for
Durrell of the December 6, 1941 “Battle of the
Bands” night. At one point in the December 7,
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2009 program, Durrell and other Pearl Harbor Defenders were recognized, as were the number of
Americans who died in the attack. A Marine Corps rifle salute, wreath presentations, and a
flyover by military planes in a “missing man” formation took place. Buglers played echo taps. A
year later, Durrell shared his memories of the 2009 program with a newspaper reporter. What he
especially recalled, he told her, was the moment when the USS Lake Erie rendered honors to the
USS Arizona. Sailors on board the guided missile cruiser lined the deck. It was that image, along
with what he told the reporter were examples of “patriotism and tributes” that struck Durrell.
Moved as he was, it is not surprising that Durrell returned the next two years for those Pearl
Harbor Day ceremonies. The 2010 trip was a special Remembrance Day for him because Peggy,
their daughters, sons-in-law, and grandchildren accompanied him.152
In December 2011, Durrell spoke at his church about what he described as “some of my
WW2 experiences.” He shared with church members the 2010 trip. “I was able to attend the 69th
anniversary of the attack on Pearl Harbor this last December, and at that time I had the honor of
placing the wreath on the California memorial. I also was given the opportunity to raise the flag
over the Arizona. I am quite sure I am the only person that has ever had the questionable honor
of raising the flag over two
sunken battleships! I was
interviewed by an
Associated Press
representative, and her
article was published
nationwide. A historian, by
the name of Mike Wenger
of North Carolina, called
me and said he had a copy
of an official Navy photo
taken moments after the
flag was raised over the
sinking California, which
he was sending to me along
with a copy of the ship’s log
on December 7th. The log
verifies the time, and the
picture shows a figure
below the flag, which I am
sure is of me.”
In that same presentation to his church, Durrell recounted what happened to the flag. The
California was taking on water, and because there was a very real probability that it would sink,
the crew took with them as many items as possible before they disembarked. “I was told later
that the Captain was seen taking the flag down as he left the ship that afternoon.” More than
seventy-two years passed before Durrell saw California’s Old Glory again.
In March 2014, Durrell and Peggy drove from their home in San Diego County to Northern
California for a short vacation. He had heard that the December 7, 1941 flag from the California
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was somewhere in Sacramento, the state capital. Durrell remembered reading an article years
earlier that indicated the Sacramento chapter of the PHSA had, at one point, come into
possession of it. The chapter planned to donate the flag to the state. Before the Conners left on
their trip, inquiries were made as to the flag’s exact location. It appears to have been in storage
until 1992 when Pete Wilson, the state’s governor at that time, suggested the flag be displayed in
the remodeled offices of the California Department of Veterans Affairs (CalVet). By the time
Durrell and Peggy arrived in Sacramento, the flag had thus been hanging in CalVet’s Medal of
Honor Hall for over twenty years. A glass case fills one of the walls in the room. It holds a huge
flag; Old Glory’s discoloration testifies to its age. Its provenance identifies the flag as one that
flew from the California.153
Durrell had not seen the flag since
December 7, 1941. He admits to be taken
somewhat aback when he entered the Medal of
Honor Hall and saw it. “I first thought it looked so
big hanging on the wall. It looked too big. I really
did not think it was the flag,” meaning the flag
that he had raised. The Director of the California
State Military Museum at the time of Durrell’s
visit judged the flag in the glass case to be the
battleship’s ceremonial flag, a different Old Glory
than the duty flag flown daily. According to
Durrell, the duty flag was flown on California’s
main mast when the ship was at sea. However, he
remembers the flag he raised on December 7th was
larger than the duty flag. As Durrell thought about
it more, he came to the conclusion that the flag in
the glass case might be the one he hoisted that
famous morning.154
It could be argued, though, that in the final analysis, it really does not matter whether the
flag on display is the one Durrell raised or another one taken from the USS California after the
attack. The flag raising act itself, and what that act represented to the Defenders, are much more
important. To those in Pearl Harbor that fateful Sunday morning, the symbolism of the Stars and
Stripes had to have taken on more meaning to them. Americans hold dear what Old Glory
represents--the principles the nation was founded upon and the lives lost in wartime defending
those principles. It is why, when the colors ceremony is performed at public gatherings, the
military renders a salute and civilians place their hand over their heart.
Naval practice dictated that Marines on board ships prepare to hoist the flag at 7:55 a.m.,
with morning colors raised promptly at 8:00 a.m. But because enemy planes began their attack
within those five minutes, Marines did not complete morning colors on December 7, 1941. On
ship after ship, they had to unceremoniously drop the flag on the deck as they took to their battle
stations. After the two enemy waves had fired their guns and dropped their bombs, every Pearl
Harbor Defender could see the destruction around him. It was in those minutes that Durrell
thought to raise the flag he saw laying on the deck. He knew instinctively that the sight of it
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flying would lift the spirits of his crewmates and everyone else who could see the flag amidst the
smoke and fires. The nation might have suffered devastating losses that morning, but it would
rise again, like the flag. Whether or not the flag in Sacramento today is the one is not critical to
Durrell’s story. What is important is what the flag represents, especially at that moment in the
Battle of Pearl Harbor. Durrell understood the significance of raising the flag, and he did so. That
is what is crucial to his story.155
The December 7, 1941 flag raising speaks to Durrell’s faith in his country. An even deeper
faith he holds is that in his God. It is rooted in beliefs his mother instilled in him. When Durrell
was not quite a year old, he came down with spinal meningitis. A bacteria or virus causes this
serious illness. It infects the fluid and membranes that surround the brain and spinal cord. Today
it is treated with antibiotics, but those were not available until World War II. Because the
medical community had no effective treatment in 1919 when it struck Durrell, spinal meningitis
was life threatening. It could result in brain damage in just hours after symptoms appeared; a
victim could die within a day. Decades after Durrell contracted the disease, his mother Julia
wrote about how close her young son had come to dying. “He got so bad that his little body was
twisted out of shape; his eyes were dilated and dancing in his head; he was gasping for his
breath.” The doctor in their small town of Oakwood, Oklahoma had done all he could. The
physician even admitted to Durrell’s parents that if their son recovered, the credit should not go
to him. The doctor implied that if Durrell lived, it would be due to the intervention of a Higher
Power. Julia, a devout woman, had been praying constantly. In her account of those days, Julia
acknowledged that at one point she “saw in my mind a little white casket, so I prayed for my
baby, but finished by saying, ‘Heavenly Father, if it be Thy will, take him. He is in Thy hands.
Thy will be done.’ ” Yet as Julia remembered it, “I still felt in my heart that he wouldn’t die.”156
In transcribing this story for her family, Julia wrote, “In a day or so, my baby began to
relax a little and from that time [on] he gained a little each day. He was soon out of danger…He
could swallow when we put food in his mouth. Everyone had said he would never walk again,
and some said he would never see if he did live. But on a special night, he was lying on the bed
and as the spoon neared his mouth, he opened it. I tried it again and again. Yes, he could indeed
see!” Julia called in J.D. and their two daughters. As she recounted, “We held the girls up where
he could see them. He looked at first one and then the other, studying their faces. Soon a smile
came, and we knew he could not only see, but he was conscious and mentally alert.”
This episode in Julia’s life serves as just one example of her faith. Durrell’s sister Theresa
judged their mother to have been “the most truly spiritual person I have ever known.” Julia’s
faith was probably the greatest inheritance Durrell received from his mother. Durrell believes
strongly in his God and in his country. But he does not drawn attention to either one. Durrell’s is
a quiet faith, not one that is boisterous or pushy. He deeply holds beliefs in his church’s
teachings and in his nation’s principles. As an adult, when he confronted life’s trials, his faith
sustained him. When asked if he agreed with the conclusion that he was a man of deep faith,
Durrell replied, “Absolutely. Absolutely,” repeating the word for emphasis.157
Undoubtedly, Julia offered up countless prayers to God in the decades after her only son fell
critically ill as a baby. She put one in the form of a poem, written a year or so after the attack at
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Pearl Harbor, as Durrell served in the Pacific. The poem was shared in its entirety earlier in this
epilogue. Two of the stanzas bear repeating.
Father, the boy Thou gavest me,
To manhood now has grown.
He’s a sailor on the sea,
Sailing far away from me.
Going far from home.
I pray Thy will, not mine, be done,
But if it pleaseth Thee,
And if I ask it not amiss,
Please send him back to me.
The baby boy not favored to live as he approached his first birthday has now celebrated ninetyeight of them. For many of these decades, service to country described his public life. And for all
of those years, Durrell Conner’s belief in God defined his private life. It continues to do so today.
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